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CHILDREN 
Determining parentage, the care of children and mobility issues. 



Parentage 

• FLA determines parentage for all purposes 
within province except adoption, and 
therefore binds Vital Statistics Office  

• Parents are presumed to be biological father 
and birth mother  



Parentage 

• Donor of egg or sperm is not parent, unless 
assisted reproduction agreement to contrary 

• Surrogate mother is parent, unless assisted 
reproduction agreement to contrary  

• Agreement may name all of intended parents, 
donors and surrogate mother as parents 



Guardianship 

• Parents living together at child’s birth are both 
guardians of child; parent may lose this status 
by agreement or order  

• Parent never living with child is not guardian 
without appointing agreement or order, 
unless regularly cares for the child  

• Non-parent may only be appointed guardian 
by court order 



Guardianship 

• Guardians have parental responsibilities, the 
duty to make decisions respecting a child in 
the best interests of the child 

• Parental responsibilities may be allocated 
among or shared between guardians  

• Guardians have duty to consult each other 
unless consultation would be unreasonable or 
inappropriate  



Guardianship 

• The time a guardian is with a child is parenting 
time  

• During parenting time, guardian has care and 
control of child and responsibility for day to 
day decision-making  

• Parenting time may be on terms and 
conditions, including supervision  



Parenting arrangements 

• Parenting arrangements are arrangements for 
parental responsibilities or parenting time 
under agreement or order 

• No presumptions that parenting time should 
be shared equally or that parenting 
responsibilities should be allocated equally or 
shared equally  



Guardianship 

• Guardian can temporarily authorize a person 
to handle limited parental responsibilities if 
unable to act 

• Guardian may appoint a guardian in 
anticipation of permanent incapacity and in 
will in case of death 

• Parent who is not a guardian does not become 
a guardian on guardian’s death 



Children’s property 

• Guardian is not trustee of child’s property, 
except for property in prescribed class or of 
value less than $10,000 

• Trustee may be appointed by court order or by 
trust agreement 

• Trustee must deliver property and accounting 
to child at age 19 unless order or trust 
agreement says otherwise 



Persons without guardianship 

• People who are not guardians, including 
parents who are not guardians, have contact 
with a child 

• Contact may be agreed to by all guardians, or 
may be granted by court 

• Contact may be on terms and conditions, 
including supervision 



Persons without guardianship 

• People who are not guardians who want to be 
guardians must apply for order appointing 
them as guardians 

• Must comply with new rules of court on such 
applications and produce special form of 
affidavit, disclose existence of issues which 
may affect safety or wellbeing of child, must 
attached recent CPIC and MCFD records 
checks 



Relocation 

• Guardians wishing to relocate with or without 
child must give 60 days’ notice to guardians 
and persons with contact 

• If objection, moving guardian must show that 
1 move is made in good faith, 2 reasonable 
arrangements are proposed to preserve 
relationship with other guardians 

• May be opposed on basis move is not in 
child’s best interests 



Relocation 

• If guardians have equal time, moving guardian 
must show that 1 move is made in good faith, 
2 reasonable arrangements are proposed to 
preserve relationship with other guardians, 
and 3 move is in child’s best interests 

• Good faith measured in relation to reasons for 
the move, whether move will enhance quality 
of life of guardian or child 



Making changes: orders 

• Orders about parenting arrangements and 
contact may be varied if there has been a 
change in needs or circumstances of child, 
including as a result of a change in 
circumstances of another person 



Making changes: agreements 

• Portions of agreements on parenting 
arrangements and contact may be set aside if 
agreement not in best interests of child 



CHILD SUPPORT 

Withdrawal of minors, ranked obligations, effect of agreements, 
insurance to secure obligation and support binding on estate. 



Disqualifying minor children 

• Entitlement may terminate where minor 
becomes a spouse or voluntarily withdraws 
from parental charge, for reasons other than 
family violence or objectively intolerable living 
circumstances 

• Minor may requalify for support on returning 
to charge of parents 



Ranked priorities 

• Duty of non-parent guardians secondary to 
obligation of parents 

• Duty of stepparents secondary to both 
• Stepparent’s liability assessed considering 

length of time child and stepparent cohabited 
and standard of living enjoyed by child during 
relationship 



The not-so-sweet hereafter 

• Where payor has insurance policy, court may 
order that policy be maintained and that child 
or spouse be named as beneficiary 

• Support obligation may be made binding on 
payor’s estate, either at making of original 
child support order or upon recipient’s 
application post-mortem 

• Payor’s personal representative may apply to 
vary or cancel order binding on estate 



Making changes: orders 

• Orders for child support may be varied upon a 
change in circumstances under Child Support 
Guidelines, if, since hearing, evidence of a 
substantial nature has become available or if 
evidence of lack of disclosure has become 
available 



Making changes: orders 

• Portions of agreements on child support may 
be set aside if court would make a different 
order, considering the rules about how orders 
about child support are supposed to be 
determined 



SPOUSAL SUPPORT 

Who is a spouse, effect of agreements, insurance to secure obligation 
and support binding on estate. 



Standing 

• “Spouses” are 1 married spouses, 2 persons 
cohabiting in marriage-like relationship for 
more than two year and 3 persons cohabiting 
in marriage-like relationship shorter than two 
years who have had a child together  

• Claim must be brought within two years of 
divorce or nullity for married spouses or 
separation for unmarried spouses 



Entitlement, duration and amount 

• Entitlement determined determined by 
Divorce Act objectives  

• If entitlement, amount and duration 
determined by Divorce Act factors  

• Advisory Guidelines not referenced 



Misconduct 

• Court must not consider misconduct …except 
misconduct that 1 unreasonably causes, 
prolongs or aggravates need for support, or    
2 unreasonably affects ability to pay 



Reviews 

• Orders and agreements can provide for review 
of spousal support obligation upon fixed date 
or happening of defined event  

• Review provisions may address manner of 
review and considerations on review 

• Order or agreement may be reviewed upon 
party becoming eligible to receive pension 
benefits if silent as to effect  



Support in the afterlife 

• Payor can be required to maintain life 
insurance policy to secure spousal support 
obligation in same manner as for child support 

• Spousal support can be made binding on 
payor’s estate in same manner and on same 
test as for child support 



Making changes: orders 

• Orders for spousal support may be varied 
upon a change in the needs, means and other 
circumstances of a spouse, or if, since hearing,  
evidence of a substantial nature has become 
available or evidence of lack of disclosure has 
become available 



Making changes: agreements 

• Agreements on spousal support may be set 
aside where there is a lack of procedural 
fairness at the negotiation and execution of 
the agreement or if agreement turns out to be 
significantly unfair 

• Until agreement is set aside, court may not 
make order on spousal support 



PROPERTY AND DEBT 
Family property, family debt and excluded property.  



Standing 

• “Spouses” are 1 married spouses, 2 persons 
cohabiting in marriage-like relationship for 
more than two years  

• Claim must be brought within two years of 
divorce or nullity for married spouses or 
separation for unmarried spouses  



Family property 

• All property owned by either party at the date 
of separation is family property, including 
assets acquired after separation with family 
property  

• Includes corporate interests, ventures and 
partnerships, bank accounts, annuities, RRSPs 
and private pensions 

• Includes the increase in value of excluded 
property  



Family debt 

• All debt incurred by a spouse during the 
spousal relationship is family debt, including 
debt incurred after separation to maintain 
family property  



Excluded property 

• All property owned by a spouse prior to the 
commencement of the spousal relationship is 
excluded property  

• Includes gifts and inheritances received during 
the relationship, certain court awards, certain 
insurance proceeds and certain trusts  

• Includes property bought with excluded 
property  



Presumptions 

• Spouses are presumed to be entitled to half of 
family property and be half liable for family 
debts, regardless of use or contribution  

• Excluded property is presumed to remain the 
property of the owning spouse  



Triggering event and valuation 

• One-half of all family assets vests in each 
spouses as tenants in common on separation, 
as well as responsibility for one-half of family 
debt  

• Value of family property is fair market value; 
valuation date is date of agreement or trial 
dividing property or allocating debt  
 



Dividing family property unequally 

• The court may divide family property or family 
debt unequally if equal division would be 
significantly unfair  

• Factors include length of spousal relationship, 
spouse’s contribution to other’s career, family 
debt exceeding family property, spouse’s 
responsibility for increase or decrease in value 
of property or debt  



Dividing excluded property 

• The court may divide excluded property if it 
cannot divide family property located outside 
province or if it would be significantly unfair 
not to divide excluded property  

• Factors are length of spousal relationship and 
spouse’s direct contribution to excluded 
property  



Agreements 

• Spouses may make property agreement 
dividing what should be divided, dividing what 
shouldn’t be divided, dividing unequally what 
should be divided equally, valuing property 
other than it should be valued 



Making changes: orders 

• No provisions to vary orders on division of 
property or debt; only option is to appeal  



Making changes: agreements 

• Agreements on property and debt may be set 
aside where there is a lack of procedural 
fairness at the negotiation and execution of 
the agreement or if agreement turns out to be 
significantly unfair 

• Court may not make order on property or 
debt in face of agreement unless agreement is 
set aside 



DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES 

Arbitration, mediation, collaborative law, parenting coordination, 
conduct orders and enforcement of orders. 



Dispute resolution processes 

• New emphasis on and support for dispute 
resolution processes out of court  

• New duty to make full and frank disclosure 
imposed on parties not litigating  

• Better legislative support of agreements 
generally, and significantly strengthened 
support for agreements on property and 
spousal support 
 



Family dispute resolution 

• “Family dispute resolution” means services of 
family justice counsellor or parenting 
coordinator; mediation, collaborative law and 
arbitration; other processes prescribed by 
regulation  

• “Family dispute resolution professionals” 
include: family justice counsellors, lawyers, 
mediators, arbitrators, parenting coordinators 



Duties of professionals 

• Family dispute resolution professionals must 
assess for family violence and extent to which 
it impairs party’s capacity to bargain  

• Must inform party of dispute resolution 
processes and other resources  

• Must advise that agreements and orders 
about children must be made in children’s 
best interests only 



Family dispute resolution 

• Parties required to comply with any 
mandatory dispute resolution processes 
prescribed by regulation  

• Court may require parties to engage in dispute 
resolution process  

• Court may adjourn proceeding while parties 
attempt to resolve issues before court  



Parenting coordination 

• Parenting coordinators may assist with 
implementation of parenting arrangements or 
contact when appointed by order or 
agreement  

• May resolve disagreements by consensus or 
by binding determinations 

• Court may enforce, vary or set aside 
determinations 



Arbitration 

• Commercial Arbitration Act amended to 
better accommodate family law disputes 

• Award inconsistent with FLA of no effect 
• Leave not required to enforce award under 

CAA s. 29 
• May appeal award on question of law, or law 

and fact, under CAA s. 31 
• Party may apply to vary award on same 

grounds as could vary order under FLA 



Conduct orders 

• Court may make conduct orders for reasons 
including to: manage behaviour frustrating 
resolution, prevent misuse of court process, 
and facilitate settlement  

• Orders include: dismiss or strike pleadings or 
application, judge seizing self of further 
applications, attend counselling, attend 
dispute resolution, restrict communications, 
restrict contact, maintain family home 



Enforcement 

• Withholding of or failure to exercise parenting 
time or contact enforceable by referral to 
dispute resolution or counselling, make-up 
time, reimbursement of expenses  

• Agreements on children and support can be 
filed and enforced as orders 



General enforcement powers 

• Where no specific enforcement provision, may 
order may be enforced by (1) requiring 
security, (2) payment of party’s expenses, or 
(3) payment of up to $5,000 as a fine or to 
party  

• Where nothing else will secure compliance, 
court may order party be jailed  

• Provisions not applicable to protection orders, 
only enforced by Criminal Code, s. 127 



FAMILY VIOLENCE 
Protection orders, best interests of children and screening for violence. 



Screening for family violence 

• New requirement on family dispute resolution 
professionals, including lawyers, mediators 
and family justice counsellors to screen for 
family violence 

• Must assess impact on family violence on 
safety and capacity of party to negotiate fair 
settlement 



Best interests of the child 

• Factors include presence of family violence; if 
family violence, test is prescribed for court to 
asses impact of family violence 

• Orders and agreements are not in the best 
interests of children unless they protect the 
well-being of children to the maximum extent 
possible 



Protection orders 

• Variety of orders may be made to protect “at-
risk family member” from family violence 

• Application may be made by at-risk family 
member, a person on behalf of at-risk family 
member or court on its own motion 

• Application for protection order may be 
brought ex parte and independent of any 
other action or application 



Protection orders 

• Orders include: restraints on communications, 
attending or entering place, following person, 
possessing weapons; directions to police to 
remove person from property, accompany 
person to remove belongings, seize weapons; 
requirement to report; other terms 

• Protection orders expire in one year unless 
otherwise ordered 



Protection orders 

• Other FLA orders suspended to extent of 
conflict with protection order, including 
protection order from another jurisdiction and 
no-contact and non-communication orders 
under Criminal Code 

• Only enforceable under s. 127 of Criminal 
Code; no other remedy under FLA available 
and Offence Act inapplicable  



HIGHLIGHTS 

Children, child support, spousal support, property and debt, dispute 
resolution processes and court processes. 



Children 

• New provisions on parentage addressing 
assisted reproduction and parental status for 
all purposes 

• Parents cohabiting during child’s life are 
guardians with parental responsibilities and 
have parenting time with child 

• Non-guardians have contact with child 



Children 

• Cool new powers to enforce parenting time 
and contact 

• Statutory test to determine mobility with 
shifting burden to establish best interests; 
only guardians may object 

• New scheme for management of children’s 
property, guardians not automatically trustees  
 



Child support 

• Statutory authority to terminate support for 
minors who leave home or become spouses 

• Nifty ranking of obligations of parents, non-
parent guardians and stepparent 

• New criteria to establish extent of stepparent 
liability 

• Obligation may be binding on estate 
 



Spousal support 

• Regime applies to unmarried couples in short 
cohabiting relationships who have a child 

• The return of misconduct, in a limited way 
• Remarkable new deference to agreements on 

spousal support 
• Obligation may be binding on estate 
• Advisory Guidelines not referenced 

 



Property and debt 

• Regime applies to unmarried couples 
cohabiting for at least two years 

• New regime exempts assets brought into 
relationship and certain classes of assets 
acquired during relationship 

• Shared assets are those acquired during 
relationship and increase in value of excluded 
assets 
 



Property and debt 

• Regime presumes equal liability for debts 
incurred during relationship 

• New deference to agreements on property 
and debt 
 
 



Court processes 

• New enforcement powers applicable in 
provincial court, including some with teeth 

• New bundle of conduct orders and protection 
orders enabling better control of parties 
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I. Introduction 

A. Who does the new law apply to? 
 
The Family Relations Act is the main law on family breakdown in British Columbia. 
Although there is also the federal Divorce Act, the Divorce Act only applies to 
married spouses. The Family Relations Act applies to everyone in a family 
relationship in British Columbia, including people who: 
 

a) are married spouses; 
b) are in unmarried “common‐law” relationships; 
c) are dating, or maybe didn’t date at all, but have a child together; 
d) want custody or guardianship of someone else’s child; and, 
e) want access to someone else’s child. 

 
The Family Relations Act has been the law in British Columbia since 1972, but on 18 
March 2013 it will be cancelled and replaced by the new Family Law Act. The new 
law applies to the same people as the old law, and will also apply to people who: 
 

f) are at risk of family violence; 
g) are having a child through artificial reproduction; and, 
h) want to manage a child’s property.  

 
The Family Law Act doesn’t change the Divorce Act. After the new law comes into 
effect, the Divorce Act will still also apply to married spouses. 

B. How will family law problems be resolved under the new law? 
 
The Family Law Act will try to change how people solve family law problems. The 
new law will: 
 

a) encourage people to find solutions outside of court; 
b) promote negotiation, mediation, collaborative settlement processes and 

arbitration; 
c) make financial disclosure mandatory, even outside of court; 
d) make family law agreements more difficult to change; and, 
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e) promote the use of parenting coordinators, when there is a final 
agreement or order about the care of children. 

 
When people have to go to court, however, the Family Law Act will give the court 
new ways to: 
 

a) protect people who are at risk of family violence; 
b) enforce court orders and agreements; and, 
c) manage court processes and manage the behaviour of people in court. 

C. What does the new law cover? 
 
The Family Law Act talks about all of the things covered by the Family Relations Act 
as well as a lot of new things. The new law will deal with: 
 

a) family violence and protecting adults and children from violence; 
b) determining who is a child’s parent; 
c) having children through artificial reproduction; 
d) who is the guardian of a child, and how guardians are appointed and 

removed; 
e) how guardians share responsibility for the care of children; 
f) the time someone has with a child who isn’t the child’s guardian; 
g) what happens when a guardian wants to move, including with a child; 
h) enforcing time with a child provided under an order or an agreement; 
i) paying child support and how child support is calculated; 
j) paying spousal support; 
k) preserving property so that it can be divided;  
l) dividing property and dividing responsibility for debt; and, 
m) managing children’s property. 

D. The new law online and other resources  
 
The new law makes a lot of changes and it’s going to take justice system workers, 
advocates, lawyers and judges a while to get used to the new way of doing things. In 
the meantime, don’t assume that anything in the new law is like it was in the old law. 
If you have to assume anything, assume that the new law is different. 
 
In the meantime, until the new law comes into force, you can get a copy from the 
Legislature’s website at: 
 

www.leg.bc.ca/39th4th/3rd_read/gov16‐3.htm 
 
When the new law comes into force, you’ll be able to find it on the website of the 
Queen’s Printer at: 
 

www.bclaws.ca 

http://www.leg.bc.ca/39th4th/3rd_read/gov16-3.htm�
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/content?xsl=/templates/toc.xsl/group=F/lastsearch=/�
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Right now all that’s on the Queen’s Printer website are the few parts of the new law 
that are currently in effect. The provincial government has published a lot of 
information about the Family Law Act, including a section‐by‐section explanation of 
all of the changes, at: 
 

www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family‐law/index.htm 
 
More information is available on my blog at: 
 

bcfamilylawresource.blogspot.ca/ 
 
Click on the “Family Law Act “ label or read the “Family Law Act Information & 
Resources” page. The Legal Services Society has published a booklet on the new act 
that is available in print or online at: 
 

resources.lss.bc.ca/pdfs/pubs/Guide‐to‐the‐New‐BC‐Family‐Law‐Act‐eng.pdf 
 
This booklet is written in plain language and will be helpful for people involved in a 
family law problem as well as justice system workers. 

II. The Law About Children 

A. How are decisions about children made? 
 
The new law says that parents, judges and other decision‐makers must make 
decisions about children considering only the children’s best interests and nothing 
else. 

1. Determining the best interests of children 
 
To decide what is in a child’s best interest, parents and judges must consider all of 
the needs and circumstances of the child, as well as number of factors that are listed 
at section 37. These factors include: 
 

a) the child’s health and emotional well‐being; 
b) the views of the child, unless it wouldn’t be appropriate to consider 

them; 
c) the history of the child’s care and the child’s need for stability;  
d) the child’s relationships with other important people; 
e) any court actions that are relevant to the child’s safety and well‐being; 

and, 
f) the impact of any family violence. 

   

http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-law/index.htm�
http://bcfamilylawresource.blogspot.ca/�
http://resources.lss.bc.ca/pdfs/pubs/Guide-to-the-New-BC-Family-Law-Act-eng.pdf�
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2. The best interests of children and family violence 
 
When family violence is an issue, parents and judges must consider an additional list 
of factors, set out at section 38, to help assess the impact of the family violence on 
the child and on a person’s capacity to care for the child. 
 
The new law also says that an agreement or order is presumed not to be in the best 
interests of a child unless it protects the child’s safety and well‐being to the greatest 
extent possible. 

3. How are children’s views heard? 
 
Under section 211 of the new law, the court can order that a family justice 
counsellor, a social worker or another person, like a clinical counsellor or a 
psychologist, assess: 
 

a) the needs of a child; 
b) the views of a child; and, 
c) the ability of a person to meet the child’s needs. 

 
These assessments replace reports made under section 15 of the Family Relations 
Act. 
 
 Note that views of the child reports can be ordered under section 37(2)(b) of the new 

law.  These reports usually just describe the child’s views without making an assessment 
or recommendations. 

B. Who is a parent? 
 
Under the Family Law Act, a child’s parents are the child’s birth mother and 
biological father. If the court is not sure who the child’s father is, the court can order 
medical tests to determine who the father is. 
 
When people have a child through artificial reproduction, a person who donates 
eggs or sperm is not presumed to be a parent. However, a woman who is a surrogate 
mother is presumed to be a parent. 
 
The new law lets people make agreements when they have a child through artificial 
reproduction. These agreements can say who is a parent and who isn’t. They can say 
that a donor of eggs or sperm is a parent, or that a surrogate mother isn’t a parent. 
 
 Under the new law, a child can have more than two parents. The courts will have to 

figure out how child support will work in situations like this. 
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C. Guardianship 
 
The new law describes the people who are responsible for caring for a child as 
“guardians.” A child can have one guardian, two guardians or more than two 
guardians. 

D. Who is a guardian? 
 
Most of the time, a child’s parents will be the child’s guardians, as long as the 
parents have lived with the child. A parent who never lived with a child isn’t a 
guardian unless: 
 

a) the court makes an order that the parent is a guardian; 
b) the parent and the child’s other guardians make an agreement that the 

parent is a guardian; 
c) the parent “regularly cares” for the child; or, 
d) the parent is a parent because of an artificial reproduction agreement. 

 
 The courts will have to figure out what “regularly cares” for a child means. 

 
The court can make an order that someone who isn’t a parent is the guardian of a 
child. The court can also make an order that someone who is a guardian is no longer 
a guardian. Both the Provincial Court and the Supreme Court can make orders about 
guardianship. 
 
The new partner or spouse of a guardian doesn’t become a guardian just because of 
his or her relationship with the child’s guardian. 

E. Parental responsibilities 
 
The different ways that guardians care for a child and the decisions guardians have 
to make are called “parental responsibilities.” Parental responsibilities are listed at 
section 41 of the new law and include: 
 

a) making decisions about the day to day care of the child; 
b) deciding where the child will live; 
c) making decisions about the child’s schooling and extracurricular 

activities; 
d) making decisions about the child’s health care; and,  
e) deciding how the child will be raised, including making decisions about 

things like religion, language and culture. 
 
When a child has more than one guardian, the guardians must usually make these 
decisions together. The guardians can agree or the court can order that only one 
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guardian should have a particular parental responsibility. Both the Provincial Court 
and the Supreme Court can make orders about parental responsibilities. 
 
If the child’s guardians can’t agree on a particular decision, they can go and see a 
family justice counsellor, a mental health professional or a mediator to help them 
make the decision, or they can go to court. 
 
 Remember that only guardians have parental responsibilities and the right to make 

decisions for a child. 

F. What happens if a guardian can’t exercise parental responsibilities? 
 
If a guardian is temporarily unable to exercise parental responsibilities, the 
guardian can authorize someone else to manage certain responsibilities. This person 
doesn’t become a guardian but can: 
 

a) make decisions about the day to day care of the child; 
b) make decisions about the child’s schooling and extracurricular activities; 
c) make decisions about the child’s health care; and, 
d) give or withhold permission on behalf of a child, like about going on a school 

field trip or having a medical treatment. 
 
This will be useful when a guardian is going to be sick or will be out of town for a 
period of time and someone else needs to care for the child, or if a child from outside 
British Columbia will be going to school here and an adult is needed to care for the 
child. 

G. What happens if a guardian has a terminal illness or dies? 
 
Under the new law, a guardian can appoint someone to take over and act as the 
child’s guardian if: 
 

a) the guardian has a terminal illness; 
b) the guardian is going to permanently unable to care for the child 

because of a mental illness; or 
c) the guardian dies. 

 
The new person takes over as guardian when the first guardian dies or becomes 
unable to exercise parental responsibilities. 
 
A parent who is not a guardian does not automatically become the child’s guardian 
when a guardian dies.  If that parent wants to become the child’s guardian, he or she 
will have to get a court order. 
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H. Parenting time and contact 
 
The time a guardian has with a child is called “parenting time.”  During a guardian’s 
parenting time, the guardian is responsible for the care of the child and has the right 
to make day to day decisions for the child. 
 
The time that someone who isn’t a guardian has with a child is called “contact.” 
Parents who aren’t guardians, other relatives of a child and people who aren’t a 
child’s relative can have contact with the child. 
 
Agreements about parenting time and contact can be made by the child’s guardians. 
The court can make orders about parenting time and contact.  Both the Provincial 
Court and the Supreme Court can make orders about parenting time and contact. 
 
A guardian’s parenting time and a person’s contact with a child can be on conditions, 
like that the parenting time or contact must be supervised. 
 
 Remember that only guardians have parenting time. Everyone else has contact with a 

child. 

I. How are parenting time and contact enforced? 
 
The new law gives the court the power to enforce parenting time and contact when: 
 

a) parenting time or contact has been “wrongfully withheld” from a person 
entitled to parenting time or contact; or, 

b) a person with parenting time or contact fails to use his or her parenting 
time or contact. 

 
In certain situations, it isn’t “wrongful” to withhold a child from a person entitled to 
parenting time or contact. Under section 62, it isn’t wrongful to withhold a child if: 
 

a) the guardian with the child believes there is a risk of family violence, or 
that the other person is impaired by alcohol or drugs; 

b) the child is sick, and the guardian with the child has a doctor’s note; 
c) the other person has frequently failed to use his or her parenting time 

or contact in the past; or, 
d) the other person told the guardian ahead of time that the parenting 

time or contact wasn’t going to be used. 
 
The court can make orders a number of orders to enforce parenting time and 
contact, including requiring: 
 

a) make‐up time, when parenting time or contact was wrongfully 
withheld;  
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b) a person or a child to attending counselling;  
c) the parties to try to resolve their dispute outside of court; 
d) payment of a party’s expenses; or, 
e) payment of up to $5,000 to a person or as a fine. 

 
Applications about the wrongful withholding of parenting time or contact must be 
brought within a year of when the parenting time or contact was withheld. 

J. What happens if a guardian wants to move? 
 
If a guardian wants to move and the move will have an impact on a child’s 
relationship with another guardian or someone who has contact with the child, the 
guardian must usually give 60 days’ notice of the move, in writing. The notice must 
say where the guardian plans on moving to and when the guardian plans on moving. 
 
Only other guardians can object when a guardian plans on moving. If a guardian 
objects, he or she has 30 days to go to court to get an order preventing the move. 
 
 Remember that only a guardian can object to a proposed move.  

 
When a guardian objects, the guardian who wants to move must show the court 
that: 
 

a) he or she wants to move in “good faith;” and, 
b) he or she has proposed reasonable plans to preserve the child’s 

relationship with the child’s other guardians, people who have contact 
with the child and other people who have an important role in the 
child’s life. 

 
The guardian who objects to the move must show that the move is not in the best 
interests of the child or the move will be allowed. 
 
When a guardian objects and the moving guardian and the objecting guardian share 
the child’s time equally or almost equally, the guardian who wants to move must 
show the court that: 
 

a) he or she wants to move in “good faith;” 
b) he or she has proposed reasonable plans to preserve the child’s 

relationship with the child’s other guardians, people who have contact 
with the child and other people who have an important role in the 
child’s life; and, 

c) the move is in the child’s best interests. 
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“Good faith” means that the guardian wants to move isn’t planning on moving just to 
take the child away from another guardian, and that the move will likely improve 
the child’s quality of life or the guardian’s quality of life. 
 
 The courts will have to figure out what “reasonable plans” to preserve the child’s 

relations with other people means, and what it means to say that a proposed move is or 
is not in a child’s best interests. 

III. The Law About Child Support 

A. Who is entitled to get child support? 
 
Child support is usually paid to support children who are under the age of 19, or 
who are 19 or older but are unable to support themselves, including because they 
are going to college or university. 
 
Under the Family Law Act, children who are younger than age 19 can stop being 
entitled to child support if: 
 

a) they become a spouse; or, 
b) they withdraw from the care of their parents or guardians, as long as 

they didn’t withdraw because of family violence or because of poor 
living conditions. 

 
Child support is usually paid to the person who the child mostly lives with. Child 
support can sometimes be paid directly to the child, usually if the child is 19 or older 
and living away from home and going to college or university. 

B. Who is required to pay child support? 
 
All of a child’s parents and guardians are required to support the child. The person 
who pays child support is either a parent who is not a guardian or the guardian who 
the child lives with the least. 
 
Stepparents can also be required to pay child support. A “stepparent” is the married 
or unmarried spouse of a parent, as long as: 
 

a) the spouse has contributed to the child’s costs for at least one year; and,  
b) the claim for child support is made within one year of the spouse’s last 

contribution to the child’s costs. 
 
 Remember that under the Divorce Act, a “stepparent” is someone who is married to a 

parent and “stands in the place of a parent.” This is a different legal test. 
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The person who pays child support is called the “payor.” The guardian who gets 
child support is called the “recipient.” 
 
 The courts will have to figure out how child support works when a child has more 

than two parents. 

C. How is the amount of child support calculated? 
 
Child support is determined by the Child Support Guidelines. Most of the time, child 
support is simple to figure out by looking up the amount payable in the Guidelines 
tables based on the payor’s income and the number of children support is being paid 
for. Child support can get more complicated when: 
 

a) a child is 19 or older; 
b) the payor has an income of more than $150,000 per year; 
c) one more children live mostly with each guardian, called “split custody;” 
d) the guardians share the children’s time equally or almost equally, called 

“shared custody;” or, 
e) the payment of the tables amount would cause “undue hardship” to 

either the recipient or the payor. 
 
The Family Law Act doesn’t change how any of these problems are handled. What 
the new law does change is the calculation of child support for guardians who are 
not parents and for stepparents. 
 
Under the new law, the child support obligations of guardians who are not parents 
come second to the obligations of parents. The child support obligations of 
stepparents come second to both parents and guardians, and the amount of support 
a stepparent should pay is based on: 
 

a) the child’s standard of living when he or she lived with the stepparent; 
and, 

b) the length of time the child lived with the stepparent. 
 
 The courts will have to figure out how to calculate child support for stepparents. The 

Child Support Guidelines don’t calculate child support in the way required by the new 
law. 

D. How is child support paid? 
 
People can make agreements and the court can make orders about who should pay 
child support and about how much support should be paid. Both the Provincial 
Court and the Supreme Court can make orders about child support. 
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Most of the time, child support is paid every month, usually on the first day of the 
month. It is possible for child support to be paid in a single lump sum, but this is 
very rare. Payors can be required to pay by giving the recipient a series of post‐
dated cheques. 

E. Are there tax consequences? 
 
Child support is tax neutral. The payor does not get to deduct child support in his or 
her income tax return and the recipient doesn’t have to pay income tax on the child 
support he or she receives. 

F. What about if the payor dies? 
 
If the payor has a life insurance policy, the parties can agree and the court can order 
that the payor keep the policy up to date and name a person, usually the recipient, 
as the beneficiary of the policy. This way, the child will still be supported if the payor 
dies. 
 
The parties can agree and the court can order that the payor’s obligation to pay child 
support will continue after the payor’s death and be paid from his or her estate.  
Court orders about this can be made at the time the child support order is made or 
after the payor’s death. 

IV. The Law About Spousal Support 

A. Who is entitled to ask for spousal support? 
 
Only spouses can ask for spousal support. Under the new law, “spouse” includes 
people who: 
 

a) are married to each other; 
b) have lived together in a “marriage‐like relationship” for at least two 

years; and, 
c) have lived together in a marriage‐like relationship for less than two 

years and have had a child together. 
 
A spouse’s entitlement to spousal support is determined based on factors taken 
from the Divorce Act, set out at section 161 of the new law. 
 
 Remember that no one is automatically entitled to get spousal support the way a 

child is automatically entitled to benefit from child support. Anyone who is a “spouse” 
can ask for spousal support, but being able to ask doesn’t mean they’ll get it. They must 
also show that they are entitled to spousal support. 
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B. When do claims for spousal support have to be made? 
 
Under the new law: 
 

a) married spouses have to start a court action for spousal support within 
two years of the date of their divorce or the annulment of their 
marriage; and, 

b) unmarried spouses have to start a court action for spousal support 
within two years of the date they separated. 

 
 Remember that there are no limits to when married spouses can ask for spousal 

support under the Divorce Act. 
 
The two‐year countdown from the date of divorce or separation stops while the 
spouses are trying to resolve their dispute outside of court with the help of a family 
justice counsellor, a mediator, a lawyer or an arbitrator. 

C. How are the amount and duration of spousal support calculated? 
 
When a spouse is entitled to receive spousal support, the amount to be paid and the 
length of time support should be paid for, called “duration,” is determined based on 
factors taken from the Divorce Act, set out at section 162 of the new law.    
 
The amount of spousal support to be paid and the duration that it should be paid for 
is often determined using the Spousal Support Advisory Guidelines. The Advisory 
Guidelines is not a law like the Child Support Guidelines and is not mandatory. The 
Family Law Act does not mention the Advisory Guidelines. 
 
 Remember that the Advisory Guidelines wasn’t mentioned in the Family Relations Act 

either. The Advisory Guidelines will continue to be used under the new law as it was 
under the old law. 
 
The spouse who pays spousal support is called the “payor.” The spouse who gets 
spousal support is called the “recipient.” 

D. Is a spouse’s conduct taken into account? 
 
Under the Divorce Act, the court is not allowed to consider a spouse’s behaviour 
when making an order about spousal support. The same thing is generally true 
under the Family Law Act, except that the new law allows the court to take into 
account misconduct that: 
 

a) unreasonably prolongs a spouse’s need for support; or, 
b) unreasonably undermines a spouse’s ability to pay support. 
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In other words, the court can look at whether a spouse is being unreasonable in not 
becoming financial self‐sufficient and whether a spouse has reduced work hours, 
quit a job or refused to take a job in order to avoid paying support. 
 
 The courts will have to figure out how to address these types of misconduct when 

they are asked to make orders for spousal support. 

E. How is spousal support paid? 
 
People can make agreements and the court can make orders about who should pay 
spousal support and about how much support should be paid.  Both the Provincial 
Court and the Supreme Court can make orders about spousal support. 
 
Most of the time, spousal support is paid every month, usually on the first day of the 
month. It is possible for spousal support to be paid in a single lump sum. Payors can 
be required to pay by giving the recipient a series of post‐dated cheques. 

F. Are there tax consequences? 
 
There are tax consequences when spousal support is paid on a regular basis. 
Spousal support is tax neutral when it is paid as a single lump sum. 
 
The recipient of regular payments of spousal support must declare the support 
received in his or her income tax return and pay tax on it, just as if the support 
payments were employment income. The payor can deduct the spousal support paid 
from his or her taxable income, like how RRSP contributions can be deducted from 
taxable income. This usually means that the recipient has to pay tax at the end of the 
year while the payor gets a tax refund. 
 
 Remember that taxes should be taken into account when figuring out spousal 

support. At a minimum, recipients should be reminded to put some money aside to pay 
their taxes. 

G. Reviews 
 
It can sometimes be very difficult to figure out when spousal support should end. 
The person getting support usually wants support to continue for as long as 
possible. The person paying support wants support to end as soon as possible. It is 
hard to settle on an end date if, for example, it’s not known when a spouse will finish 
job training, become self‐sufficient or recover from an illness.  
 
People often try to avoid this problem by agreeing that spousal support will be paid 
for now, but that will be reconsidered in the future, called a “review,” after a certain 
amount of time has passed or when a certain event has happened.  
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The new law says that agreements and orders for spousal support can be 
reviewable. Agreements and orders for reviewable spousal support can specify: 
 

a) what will trigger the review; 
b) the dispute resolution process that will be used at the review; and, 
c) the factors that will be considered at the review. 

 
The new law says that a review can also be triggered when someone begins to 
receive a pension, even if the agreement or order for spousal support doesn’t call for 
the review. 

H. What about if the payor dies? 
 
If the payor has a life insurance policy, the parties can agree and the court can order 
that the payor keep the policy up to date and name a person, usually the recipient, 
as the beneficiary of the policy. This way, the spouse will still be supported if the 
payor dies. 
 
The parties can agree and the court can order that the payor’s obligation to pay 
spousal support will continue after the payor’s death and be paid from his or her 
estate.  Court orders about this can be made at the time the spousal support order is 
made or after the payor’s death. 
 
 Note that the rules about life insurance and support when the payor dies are the 

same for spousal support as they are for child support. 

V. The Law About Dividing Property and Debt 

A. Who is entitled to ask to divide property and debt? 
 
Only spouses can ask to divide property and debt. Under the new law, “spouse” 
includes people who: 
 

a) are married to each other; and, 
b) have lived together in a “marriage‐like relationship” for at least two 

years. 
 
 Note that the people who are “spouses” for the division of property and debt are 

different than the people who are “spouses” for child support and spousal support.   

B. When do claims for the division of property and debt have to be made? 
 
Under the new law: 
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a) married spouses have to start a court action to divide property and debt 
within two years of the date of their divorce or the annulment of their 
marriage; and, 

b) unmarried spouses have to start a court action to divide property and 
debt within two years of the date they separated. 

 
The two‐year countdown from the date of divorce or separation stops while the 
spouses are trying to resolve their dispute outside of court with the help of a family 
justice counsellor, a mediator, a lawyer or an arbitrator. 

C. Excluded property 
 
“Excluded property” is the property each spouse has on the date they began to live 
together or got married, whichever was first.  
 
 The courts will have to figure out how to decide when a couple have started to live 

together. The date of cohabitation is much more important under the new law than it 
was under the old law. 
 
Excluded property includes certain property received by each spouse during the 
spouses’ relationship, such as: 
 

a) gifts and inheritances; 
b) court awards for injury or loss, except for awards relating to both 

spouses or for lost income; 
c) insurance payments, except for payments relating to both spouses or 

for lost income;  
d) certain kinds of trust interests; and, 
e) property bought with excluded property. 

 
 The courts will have to figure out how to deal with the problem of valuing property 

bought during the spouses’ relationship with excluded property.  

D. Family property 
 
“Family property” is the property either or both spouses got after the date they 
began to live together or got married, whichever was first. “Ordinary use for a family 
purpose,” the test under the Family Relations Act, doesn’t matter any more.  Family 
property includes: 
 

a) real estate; 
b) bank accounts; 
c) interests in companies and businesses; 
d) debts owed to a spouse; 
e) pensions and RRSPs; and, 
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f) other personal property. 
 
Most importantly, the increase in value of excluded property over the course of the 
spouses’ relationship is also family property. 
 
 Remember that excluded property includes property bought during the relationship 

with excluded property.  

E. Family debt 
 
“Family debt” is all debt incurred by either spouse after the date the spouses began 
to live together or got married, whichever was first, up to the date of separation. 
 
Family debt also includes debt incurred after the date of separation if the debt was 
incurred for to maintain family property, like repairing the family home or paying 
the mortgage. 

F. How are property and debt divided? 
 
Spouses can make agreements and the court can make orders about how property 
and debt should be divided. Only the Supreme Court can make orders about the 
division of property and debt.  
 
 Note that agreements and orders about debt made under the Family Law Act are only 

binding between spouses, and don’t affect the rights of creditors or the steps they can 
take to collect on a date. 

1. Family property and family debt 
 
Under the new law, spouses are presumed to: 
 

a) each be entitled to one‐half of family property, regardless of how they 
contributed to or used the property; and, 

b) each be responsible for one‐half of family debt.  
 
When spouses separate, they each become one‐half owners of all family property as 
tenants in common and one‐half responsible for all family debt. Under the Family 
Relations Act, spouses didn’t become owners of family assets as tenants in common 
until they made a separation agreement, got divorced or the court made a 
declaration under section 57. Now all it takes is separation. 
 
 The courts will have to figure out how to decide when a couple have separated. The 

date of separation is much more important under the new law than it was under the old 
law. 
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The court can divide family property and family debt unequally if an equal division 
would be “significantly unfair.” The court can take into account a number of reasons 
why an equal division could be significantly unfair including: 
 

a) the length of the spouses’ relationship; 
b) a spouse’s contribution to the other spouse’s career; 
c) whether the amount of family debt is more than the value of family 

property; 
d) whether a spouse reduced the value of family property or got rid of 

family property to avoid sharing the property, or the full value of the 
property, with the other spouse; and, 

e) any taxes owing from dividing the property. 
 
 The courts will have to figure out what “significantly unfair” means. The old law 

doesn’t use this term. 

2. Excluded property 
 
Each spouse’s excluded property is presumed to remain his or her separate 
property and to not be shared with the other spouse. 
 
The court can divide a spouse’s excluded property if: 
 

a) it can’t divide family property or family debt that is located outside 
British Columbia; or,  

b) it would be “significantly unfair” not to share the excluded property 
because of the length of the spouses’ relationship or because of the 
contributions made by the spouse who doesn’t own the property. 

 
 The courts will have to figure out what “significantly unfair” means. 

3. Value of property 
 
The value of property is what a reasonable stranger would pay to buy the property 
in its current state. This is called the property’s “fair market value.”  
 
The date property is valued is the date of the agreement or court hearing dividing 
the property. 

G. How are pensions divided? 
 
Spouses can make agreements and the court can make orders about how pensions 
and assets that are like pensions are divided. Only the Supreme Court can make 
orders about the division of pensions. 
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1. Equalizing RRSPs 
 
RRSPs are family property. If RRSPs are divided, the Income Tax Act allows them to 
be equalized without any taxes being paid. 

2. Workplace pensions 
 
In general, the part of the pension accumulating between the date the spouses began 
living together or got married and the date of separation is family property and is 
divided equally between the spouses. This is true whether the pension is being paid 
out or not. 
 
Agreements and orders about dividing pensions are carried out by the people who 
administer the pension plans, not by the spouse who owns the pension.  
 
 Note that the division of pensions can be very, very complicated. It is always best to 

refer people with problems about pensions to a lawyer. 

3. Canada Pension Plan credits 
 
Spouses are entitled to equalize the CPP credits they each accumulated between the 
date they began living together or got married and the date of their separation or 
divorce.  
 
Agreements and orders about the equalization of CPP credits are carried out by the 
people who administer the Canada Pension Plan in Ottawa. 

H. Foreign property 
 
Under the Family Law Act, the court can make orders about family property that is 
located outside of British Columbia, including about the: 
 

a) safekeeping of the property; 
b) right to use the property; and, 
c) right to own the property. 

 
The court can decide to divide property or family debt inside British Columbia to 
compensate for property outside of British Columbia, instead of trying to divide it. 
 
 Remember that the court can also divide excluded property between spouses if it 

can’t divide property outside of British Columbia. 
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I. Children’s Property 
 
Children sometimes get large amounts of money or property from inheritances, 
insurance policies or court awards. Under the new law, a child’s guardians are not 
automatically the trustees of the child’s property, except for property below a 
certain value or of a certain type that will be decided by regulation. 
 
A guardian may apply to court to be appointed as trustee for the child’s property. 
Only the Supreme Court can make orders about children’s property. 

VI. Family Violence and Protection Orders 

A. What is family violence? 
 
“Family violence” is defined in very broad terms in section 1 of the new law, and 
includes obvious things like physical abuse as well as: 
 

a) sexual abuse; 
b) attempts to physically or sexually abuse someone; 
c) psychological and emotional abuse, including by harassing, stalking or 

intimidating someone, or by restricting their liberty; and, 
d) in the case of children, being exposed to family violence. 

 
Family violence does not include a person’s use of force to protect him‐ or herself, or 
someone else, from family violence. 

B. Duties of professionals 
 
Family justice counsellors, mediators, lawyers, arbitrators and parenting 
coordinators are required to assess for family violence and the extent to which it 
affects someone’s safety or ability to negotiate, and to discuss how different family 
dispute resolution processes may or may not be appropriate. 

C. Determining children’s best interests 
 
To decide what is in a child’s best interests, parents and judges must consider all of 
the needs and circumstances of the child and a number of factors that are listed at 
section 37 of the new law. The best interests factors include the impact of any family 
violence on the child. 
 
When family violence is an issue, parents and judges must consider an additional list 
of factors to assess the impact of the family violence on the child and on a person’s 
capacity to care for the child. The family violence factors are set out at section 38 
and include: 
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a) the nature and severity of the family violence; 
b) the recency and frequency of the family violence; 
c) whether the family violence is situational or part of a pattern of 

controlling behaviour; 
d) whether the family violence was directed to the child and the extent to 

which the child was exposed to the family violence; and,  
e) the harm caused to the child’s safety and well‐being. 

 
The new law also says that an agreement or order is presumed not to be in the best 
interests of a child unless it protects the child’s safety and well‐being to the greatest 
extent possible. 

D. Protection orders 

1. What are protection orders? 
 
The court can make an order against one family member to protect another family 
member. Protection orders can include orders: 
 

a) restricting contact and communications; 
b) requiring a person to stay away from someone else’s home, school, 

place of employment or place of business; 
c) prohibiting stalking; 
d) prohibiting a person from possessing weapons; and, 
e) requiring the police to remove a person from the family home. 

 
Protection orders remain in force for one year, unless the protection order says 
otherwise. Protection orders can be renewed. 

2. Who can ask for a protection order? 
 
A person at risk of family violence, or someone on that person’s behalf, can ask the 
court for a protection order.  
 
Applications for protection orders can be made without notice to anyone else, and 
may be made whether there is an existing family law court action or not. 

3. What happens when a protection order conflicts with another order? 
 
If a protection order conflicts with another order made under the Family Law Act, 
like an order for parenting time or contact with a child, the parts of the earlier order 
that are conflict with the protection order are suspended until either order is 
changed to remove the conflict or until the protection order expires. 
 
This rule applies to orders that are like protection orders and are made under the 
Criminal Code or under the laws of another jurisdiction. 
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4. How are protection orders enforced? 
 
Protection orders cannot be enforced under the Family Law Act or the provincial 
Offence Act. They can only be enforced under section 127 of the Criminal Code, which 
makes breach of a court order a criminal offence. 
 
The new law directs police officers to take action to enforce a protection order, and 
to use reasonable force if necessary. 

VII. Out of Court Processes 

A. What are the alternatives to going to court? 
 
Under the new law, processes that help people resolve family law problems outside 
of court are called “family dispute resolution” processes. Family dispute resolution 
processes include: 
 

a) assistance from family justice counsellors; 
b) mediation, collaborative processes and arbitration; and, 
c) parenting coordination. 

 
People can make an agreement that they will resolve a family law problem, or a 
family law problem that might arise in the future, using a family dispute resolution 
process. 

B. How are family dispute resolution processes supported? 

1. Duties of professionals 
 
Family justice counsellors, mediators, lawyers and arbitrators are required to tell 
people about the different ways that family law disputes can be resolved outside of 
court. 
 
Lawyers are also required to certify that they have told their client about family 
dispute resolutions processes when they start a court action. 

2. Duties of parties making agreements 
 
People who are trying to resolve family law problems outside of court are required 
to provide each other with “full and true information.” Agreements about spousal 
support and the division of property and debt can be set aside for a number of 
reasons, including if: 
 

a) a spouse did not make full disclosure of financial information; or, 
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b) a spouse took advantage of the other spouse’s lack of knowledge or 
emotional upset. 

 
However, when full disclosure is made, agreements about spousal support and the 
division of property and debt that were fairly negotiated are harder to set aside 
under the new law than they were under the old law. 

3. Suspended time limits 
 
Court actions about spousal support or the division of property and debt must 
normally be started within two years of the date of divorce, for married spouses, or 
within two years of the date of separation, for unmarried spouses. Under section 
198 of the new law, the countdown for the two‐year limit stops while the spouses 
are involved in a family dispute resolution process with a family justice counsellor, 
mediator, lawyer or arbitrator. 
 
 Remember to tell people that the time limit to start a court action for spousal support 

or for the division of property and debt is suspended while they are involved in a family 
dispute resolution process with a family dispute resolution professional. 
 
C. Mediation 
 
Family justice counsellors, mediators and lawyers who have special additional 
training can help people resolve a family law dispute through mediation.  
 
In mediation, the mediator helps people reach their own settlement. Although some 
mediators also give information about the law and may offer an opinion about a 
person’s position, mediators do not make decisions for people and do not have the 
power to impose a settlement. 
 
When mediation is successful, the parties will usually sign a separation agreement 
to document their settlement. Separation agreements can be filed in court and be 
enforced like court orders. 
 
 Note that the government is making new rules about the training people have to 

have to work as family law mediators. The rules will be released around the time that 
the new law comes into effect. 

D. Collaborative processes 
 
Lawyers who have special additional training can help people resolve a family law 
dispute through collaborative processes. When people agree to use a collaborative 
process, they and their lawyers sign an agreement that they will use their best 
efforts to resolve the dispute outside of court, and that if the parties do have to go to 
court they will hire new lawyers. 
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Collaborative processes work like negotiation but involve other professionals when 
their participation will help the parties to reach a settlement: 
 

a) clinical counsellors or psychologists can be involved as “divorce 
coaches,” helping the parties work through their emotions; 

b) clinical counsellors or psychologists can be involved as “child 
specialists,” giving advice about parenting schedules and how the 
children are experiencing the parties’ separation; and, 

c) accountants, appraisers and tax specialists can be involved to help 
figure out complicated financial problems. 

 
When a collaborative process is successful, the parties will usually sign a separation 
agreement to document their settlement. Separation agreements can be filed in 
court and be enforced like court orders. 

E. Arbitration 
 
In arbitration, a person with special training, often a lawyer, resolves a family law 
dispute by making a decision, called an “award,” that is binding on the parties like a 
court order.  
 
Although arbitration can be a lot like going to court, it has a lot of advantages over 
court processes: 
 

a) the arbitration hearing can be scheduled whenever everybody is 
available without having to wait on trial scheduling; 

b) arbitration hearings happen in private, often in the arbitrator’s office 
boardroom;  

c) the parties can choose the rules of the arbitration process; and, 
d) the arbitrator can decide a dispute without hearing from witnesses if 

the parties want, for example by hearing the parties’ arguments, by 
reading the parties’ documents or by reading the parties’ affidavits. 

 
The result of an arbitration process is the arbitrator’s written award. The 
arbitrator’s award is private, but can be filed in court and be enforced like a court 
order. 
 
 Note that the government is making new rules about the training people have to 

have to work as family law arbitrators. The rules will be released around the time that 
the new law comes into effect. 
 
Arbitration in British Columbia is governed by the Commercial Arbitration Act. The 
Family Law Act will make a number of changes to this law to improve how it deals 
with family law problems. 
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F. Parenting coordination 
 
Social workers, counsellors, psychologists, mediators and lawyers who have special 
additional training can help people resolve disputes about the care of children 
through parenting coordination. Parenting coordinators are appointed by the 
parties’ agreement or by a court order, and are appointed for terms ranging from six 
months to two years. A parenting coordinator’s appointment can be renewed. 
 
Parenting coordination is only used where the parties have an agreement or a final 
court order about parental responsibilities, parenting time and contact, and is 
meant to help with: 
 

a) implementing the parts of the agreement or order about children; 
b) improving how the parties deal with conflict about their children; and, 
c) improving how the parties communicate with each other. 

 
Parenting coordinators try to resolve disputes about children by helping the parties 
find a settlement, like a mediator. However, when a settlement cannot be reached or 
the dispute is urgent, the parenting coordinator may make a decision resolving the 
dispute, like an arbitrator.  
 
A parenting coordinator’s decision is called a “determination.” Determinations can 
be filed in court and be enforced like court orders. 
 
Parenting coordinators cannot help with child support, spousal support or the 
division of property and debt.  
 
 Note that the government is making new rules about the training people have to 

have to work as parenting coordinators and about the problems parenting coordinators 
can help with and those that they can’t. The rules will be released around the time that 
the new law comes into effect. 

VIII. Court Processes 

A. Which court deals with which family law problem? 
 
The powers of the Provincial Court are pretty much the same under the Family Law 
Act as they are under the Family Relations Act. The Supreme Court can deal with all 
family law problems, but the Provincial Court can only deal with problems about the 
care of children, child support and spousal support.         
     
As a result, the Provincial Court can make declarations about the parentage of a 
child, but only if necessary to handle a claim within its jurisdiction. The Provincial 
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Court can also enforce agreements and orders, but only the parts of agreements or 
orders that are within its jurisdiction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. What happens when there’s an action in each court? 
 
Starting an action in one court doesn’t stop an action being started in the other 
court, unless the claims made in the second action have already been dealt with by 
the first court. Section 194 of the new law talks about what happens when there is 
an action in each court: 
 

a) the making of an order by one court doesn’t stop an application in the 
other court, unless the application is about the same thing as the order 
made by the first court; 

b) a court can refuse to deal with a claim until the claim has been dealt 
with by the other court; and, 

c) the Supreme Court can consolidate a Provincial Court action with its 
own action so that both are handled as a single action in the Supreme 
Court. 

 
The Supreme Court can change a Provincial Court order to accommodate an order it 
is making. The Supreme Court cannot otherwise change Provincial Court orders 
except as the result of an appeal. 
   

  Provincial 
Court 

Supreme 
Court 

Divorce Act claims    
Family Law Act claims  

Divorce    
Parentage of children limited   

Care of children  
Time with children  

Child support  
Spousal support  

Property and debt    
Children’s property    
Protection orders  

Asset restraining orders   
Enforcing agreements limited   

Enforcing orders limited   
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C. Managing people in court and court processes  

1. Guiding principles 
 
The new law says that court actions should be run with as little delay and formality 
as possible, and in a way that promotes cooperation between parties and protects 
adults and children from family violence. 
 
The court is required to encourage parties to focus on the best interests of their 
children and minimize the effect of their conflict on their children. 

2. Preventing misuse of court processes 
 
If a party is frustrating or misusing the court process, the court can make an order 
prohibiting the party from making further applications without permission. When 
making such orders, the court can also: 
 

a) make the order last for a specific period of time, or until the party has 
complied with another order; 

b) require the party to pay another person’s expenses; and, 
c) make the party pay up to $5,000 to a person or as a fine. 

 
 Note that these orders are a lot like the orders available to the Supreme Court for 

“vexatious litigants” under section 18 of the Supreme Court Act. 

3. Conduct orders 
 
Under section 222 of the new law, the court may make a “conduct order” to: 
 

a) encourage settlement; 
b) manage a party’s behaviour that is frustrating settlement; and, 
c) prevent misuse of the court process. 

 
Conduct orders include orders: 
 

a) that the parties participate in a family dispute resolution process; 
b) that one or more of the parties, or a child, attend counselling; 
c) restricting communication between the parties; and, 
d) that a party continue to pay for debts and services related to the family 

home, like paying the mortgage or paying the gas bill. 
 
 Note that conduct orders restricting communication can also be made as protection 

orders. 
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4. Case management orders 
 
Conduct orders include “case management orders.” Case management orders 
include orders: 
 

a) striking out all or part of a claim or application; 
b) delaying a court action while the parties participate in a family dispute 

resolution process; and, 
c) requiring that all other applications be heard by the same judge. 

D. How are orders enforced? 
 
Some orders, like orders about parenting time and contact, have their own 
enforcement procedures. Where an order under the new law doesn't have a specific 
enforcement procedure, the general enforcement provisions of the new law are 
used. Under section 230, the court may enforce an order by requiring a party to: 
 

a) post security in court to guarantee his or her future good behaviour; 
b) cover the expenses of the other party resulting from his or her conduct; 

or, 
c) pay up to $5,000 to another person or as a fine. 

 
Where nothing else will get a party to obey a court order, the court may order that 
the party be imprisoned for up to 30 days. 
 
Both the Provincial Court and the Supreme Court can enforce orders. 

IX. Transitional Provisions 

A. Children 
 
If an agreement or an order, made before the new law comes into force, gives 
someone custody or guardianship, that person is a guardian under the Family Law 
Act and has parental responsibilities and parenting time. 
 
If an agreement or order gives a person access without giving that person custody 
or guardianship, that person is not a guardian and has contact with the child. 

B. Dividing property and debt 
 
Unless married spouses agree otherwise, after the new law comes into force: 
 

a) a court action to divide assets under the Family Relations Act should be 
continued as if the law had not been cancelled; and, 
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b) a court action to enforce or set aside an agreement made when the 
Family Relations Act was in effect should be made under the Family 
Relations Act as if the law had not been cancelled. 

 
 Note that these provisions will not apply to unmarried spouses since unmarried 

spouses have no property rights under the Family Relations Act. 
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Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

New Duties for Dispute Resolution Professionals   
 

• Dispute resolution professionals include family law lawyers, 
family law mediators, parenting coordinators, family justice 
counsellors  and arbitrators.  

 
• S.8 of the FLA imposes a positive duty on to lawyers/ 

dispute resolution professional the duty to: 
• Assess whether family violence may be present and  
• If present to assess the impact on the client’s safety 

and ability to negotiate. 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

New Duties for Dispute Resolution Professionals   
 
• There will be a requirement for dispute resolution professionals to do an 

assessment of family violence. 
 
• Under s. 197(1) of the new Act, lawyers will be required to provide a 

signed statement certifying they have complied with the section 8 duty to 
assess for family violence – if they are engaged in a family dispute 
resolution process e.g. mediation.  

 
• Formal assessment tools, and further education and training for lawyers 

and other dispute resolution professionals pending.  
 
• Law Society has already provided notice that additional family violence 

training will be required for parenting coordinators, arbitrators and 
mediators in family law – 14 hours.  



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Definition of Family Violence  
 
"family violence" includes:  
 
(a) physical abuse of a family member, including forced confinement or 
deprivation of the necessities of life, but not including the use of reasonable 
force to protect oneself or others from harm, 
(b) sexual abuse of a family member, 
(c) attempts to physically or sexually abuse a family member, 
(d) psychological or emotional abuse of a family member, including 
(i) intimidation, harassment, coercion or threats, including threats respecting 
other persons, pets or property, 
(ii) unreasonable restrictions on, or prevention of, a family member's financial 
or personal autonomy, 
(iii) stalking or following of the family member, and 
(iv) intentional damage to property, and 
(e) in the case of a child, direct or indirect exposure to family violence; 
 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

"family member", with respect to a person, means 
 
(a) the person's spouse or former spouse, 
(b) a person with whom the person is living, or has lived, in a marriage-like 
relationship, 
(c) a parent or guardian of the person's child, 
(d) a person who lives with, and is related to, 
 (i) the person, or 
 (ii) a person referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (c), or 
(e) the person's child, and includes a child who is living with, or whose parent or 
guardian is, a person referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (e); 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Best interests of child 
 
37 (1) In making an agreement or order under this Part respecting guardianship, 
parenting arrangements or contact with a child, the parties and the court must consider 
the best interests of the child only. 
(2) To determine what is in the best interests of a child, all of the child's needs and 
circumstances must be considered, including the following: 
(a) the child's health and emotional well-being; 
(b) the child's views, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them; 
(c) the nature and strength of the relationships between the child and significant 
persons in the child's life; 
(d) the history of the child's care; 
(e) the child's need for stability, given the child's age and stage of development; 
(f) the ability of each person who is a guardian or seeks guardianship of the child, or 
who has or seeks parental responsibilities, parenting time or contact with the child, to 
exercise his or her responsibilities; 
( 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Best interests of child (continued)  
 
g)    the impact of any family violence on the child's safety, security or well-
being, whether the family violence is directed toward the child or another 
family member; 
 
(h)   whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence 
indicate that the person may be impaired in his or her ability to care for the 
child and meet the child's needs; 
 
(i) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the child's 
guardians to cooperate on issues affecting the child, including whether 
requiring cooperation would increase any risks to the safety, security or 
well-being of the child or other family members; 
 
(j) any civil or criminal proceeding relevant to the child's safety, security or 
well-being. 
  
 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Best interests of child (continued) 
 
(3) An agreement or order is not in the best interests of a child unless it protects, to 
the greatest extent possible, the child's physical, psychological and emotional 
safety, security and well-being. 
 
(4) In making an order under this Part, a court may consider a person's conduct only 
if it substantially affects a factor set out in subsection (2), and only to the extent 
that it affects that factor. 
  



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Assessing Family Violence 
 
 38 For the purposes of section 37 (2) (g) (impact of family violence on child) and 
(h) (assessing actions of person responsible for family violence)[best interests of 
child], a court must consider all of the following: 
 
(a) the nature and seriousness of the family violence; 
 
(b) how recently the family violence occurred; 
 
(c) the frequency of the family violence; 
 
(d) whether any psychological or emotional abuse constitutes, or is evidence of, 
a pattern of coercive and controlling behaviour directed at a family member; 
 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act 

Assessing Family Violence (continued) 
 
(e) whether the family violence was directed toward the child; 
 
(f) whether the child was exposed to family violence that was not directed 
toward the child; 
 
(g) the harm to the child's physical, psychological and emotional safety, security 
and well-being as a result of the family violence; 
 
(h) any steps the person responsible for the family violence has taken to prevent 
further family violence from occurring; 
 
(i) any other relevant matter. 
  
 
 
 



PROTECTION ORDERS,  
CONDUCT ORDERS,  

ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS, AND 
DUTIES OF THE FAMILY DISPUTE 

PROFESSIONAL 
(SLIDES COURTESY OF KATHRYN J. FERRISS)  

 



PROTECTION ORDERS 

Part 9 – Protection from Family Violence 



Who Can Apply for a Protection 
Order? 

• A family member who is claiming to be an “at-
risk family member” 

• A person on behalf of the “at-risk family 
member” 

• The court can make the order on its own 
initiative 

• Application can be made without claiming 
other relief 
 



Definition of “At Risk Family Member” 

“A person whose safety and security is or is 
likely at risk from family violence carried out by 
a family member.” 

 
FLA, s. 182 



Definition of “Family Member” 

THE 
PERSON 

SPOUSE 
FORMER SPOUSE 
PERSON WHO LIVES 
WITH AND IS 
RELATED TO A 
SPOUSE OR FORMER 
SPOUSE 

COMMON LAW PARTNER 
FORMER COMMON LAW 
PARTNER 
PERSON WHO LIVES WITH 
AND IS RELATED TO 
COMMON LAW PARTNER 
OR FORMER COMMON 
LAW PARTNER 

THE CHILD 

PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
OF PERSON’S CHILD 
PERSON WHOLIVES WITH 
AND IS RELATED TO THE 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
OF THE PERSON’S CHILD 



Possible Protection Order Terms 
That the respondent:   

• Not attend at a residence, property, business, 
school or place of employment of the at-risk 
family member (even if the respondent owns or 
has a right to possess the place); 

• Not follow the at-risk family member; 
• Not communicate or contact the at-risk family 

member or, if so, only in a certain way; 
• Report to court or a person named by the court; 
 



Other possible terms 

• Any terms or conditions the court considers 
necessary to protect the at-risk family 
member or implement the order.   

• Specify when the order will expire (the default 
period is one year) 

• Restrict access to a residence for the purpose 
of protecting a family member occupying the 
residence (s. 193 of the FLA) 
 



Factors to consider 

• The at-risk family member’s perception of the 
risk; 

• Circumstances that may increase the at-risk 
family member’s vulnerability (mental health, 
etc); 

• Whether a child may be exposed to family 
violence if a protection order is not made; 

• Whether an order should be made protecting the 
child if one is made respecting the child’s parents. 



CONDUCT ORDERS 

Part 10 – Court Processes 



Conduct Orders 

Used for: 
 
• Facilitating settlement 
• Managing behaviours 
• Preventing misuse of court process 
• Facilitating interim arrangements 

 
 



Conduct Orders Judges Can Make 

• Dismiss or strike out party’s claim 
• Adjourn a proceeding while parties attempt 

resolution of issues or a party complies with a 
conduct order 

• Seize him or herself 
• Prohibit a party from making an application 

for something a parenting coordinator has 
authority over, without leave of the court 



Conduct Orders Judges Can Make 

• Require the parties to attend dispute 
resolution 

• Require the parties or the child to attend 
counselling  

• Allocate payment of counselling or dispute 
resolution costs between the parties 
 



Conduct Orders Judges Can Make 

• Restrict communication between the parties 
• Require a party to make payments respecting 

rent, mortgage, utilities, taxes, insurance  
• Prohibit a party from terminating utilities 
• Require supervision of the removal of 

personal belongings 
• Require security  



ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS AND 
AGREEMENTS 



Enforcement of Protection Orders 

• May not be enforced under the FLA or Offence 
Act (s. 188) 

• Enforceable as an offence under the Criminal 
Code, s. 127. 

• Protection Orders from another Canadian 
jurisdiction – enforceable under the 
Enforcement of Canadian Judgments and 
Decrees Act.   

• “police officer” defined to include RCMP 



Enforcement of Conduct Orders 

Under s. 228, the court can order: 
• Security be posted 
• Person report to court or to another person 
• That an adverse inference be drawn 
• Reimbursement for expenses as a result of the 

non-compliance 
• The person to pay up to $5,000 to the other 

party, the spouse or child 
• Fine the person up to $5,000 

 
 



For more information on the FLA 

www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-
law/index.htm 

http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-law/index.htm
http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-law/index.htm


OTHER RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE FLA 
 
Misuse of Court Process  
 
Section 221  
 
•  provides court the ability to make an Order to restrict or 

prevent a party from making further court applications 
 
• May be needed if party is experiencing litigation harassment 
 
• Where there is no basis for taking spouse to court 

repeatedly the court can intervene  



Denial of parenting time or contact  
 

• Section 61 - Sets out what is available to the court if they determine 
that an applicant has been wrongfully denied parenting time.  

 
 
• Section 62 – Sets out when denial of parenting time is not wrongful  

and this includes: 
 

I. Not wrongful if guardian reasonably believed the child might 
suffer family violence if the parenting time or contact with the 
child were exercised  - Section 62 (1) (a) 

 



When denial is not wrongful 
 
62 (1) For the purposes of section 61 [denial of parenting time or contact], a 
denial of parenting time or contact with a child is not wrongful in any of the 
following circumstances: 
 
(a) the guardian reasonably believed the child might suffer family violence if 

the parenting time or contact with the child were exercised; 
 
(b) the guardian reasonably believed the applicant was impaired by drugs or 
alcohol at the time the parenting time or contact with the child was to be 
exercised; 
 
(c) the child was suffering from an illness when the parenting time or contact 
with the child was to be exercised and the guardian has a written statement, 
by a medical practitioner, indicating that it was not appropriate that the 
parenting time or contact with the child be exercised; 
 
(d) in the 12-month period before the denial, the applicant failed repeatedly 
and without reasonable notice or excuse to exercise parenting time or contact 
with the child; 
 



 
When denial is not wrongful (continued) 
 
 
(e) the applicant 
 (i) informed the guardian, before the parenting time or contact with the 
 child was to be exercised, that it was not going to be exercised, and 
 (ii) did not subsequently give reasonable notice to the guardian that the 
 applicant intended to exercise the parenting time or contact with the child 
 after all; 
(f) other circumstances the court considers to be sufficient justification for the denial. 
 
(2) If, on an application under section 61, the court finds that parenting time or 
contact with a child was denied, but was not wrongfully denied, the court may make 
an order specifying a period of time during which the applicant may exercise 
compensatory parenting time or contact with the child. 



Orders to Prevent Removal Of Child  
 
Section 64 lists protections if  a child is to be removed from BC 
and provides security options. 



Division 3 – Parenting Coordinators  (from Ministry of Justice website)  

 
This Division provides specific legislative supports for parenting 
coordination.  
 
Parenting coordination is a relatively new process that involves aspects 
of settlement negotiation, mediation and adjudication.  
 
It developed initially in the United States as a way to give families 
experiencing high levels of conflict an option other than court to assist in 
the management and implementation of a parenting agreement or 
order.  
 
It is being used in British Columbia and other provinces. It does not 
involve creating or changing parenting arrangements, but attempts to 
help parents resolve any disagreements that arise with regard to how 
parenting agreements or orders are put into effect. 
 
 It requires a legislative framework because it involves a form of 
adjudication. 



Section 14 Parenting coordinators  
 
• Section 14 establishes that requirements to be a parenting 
coordinator will be set out in the regulations.  
 
• Parenting coordination is a relatively new dispute resolution 
mechanism that is being practiced in British Columbia. 
 
Parenting coordinators help high-conflict families implement 
agreements or orders respecting parenting arrangements 
using a mediation-arbitration approach.  
  



Section 15 When parenting coordinators may assist  
 
• Section 15 establishes the general rules respecting when a parenting 
coordinators may act, how long the parenting coordinators may act for, and how 
parenting coordination ends.  
 
• Parenting coordinators do not assist the parties in coming to agreement about 
their parenting arrangements; they help parents carry out their already 
determined parenting arrangements.  
 
• A parenting coordinator may become involved by way of a written agreement 
or court order.  
 
• This section allows judges to order parenting coordination whether or not the 
parties consent It is important to give judges the authority to require attendance 
because the couples who benefit most from this process usually have high levels 
of conflict and are unlikely to agree to attend.  
 
• The term of a parenting coordination process is limited because it not designed 
to be permanent but to end when parents become able to resolve 
disagreements on their own.  
  



Section 16 Information sharing for parenting coordination  
 
• Section 16 ensures that parenting coordinators will be able to obtain the 
information they need to make determinations. 



Section 17 Assistance from parenting coordinators  
 
• Section 17 establishes that parenting coordinators may resolve issues 
that arise in implementing parenting agreements and orders in two 
ways. They may help the parties negotiate a resolution and, where 
resolution through agreement is not possible, they may, within a limited 
scope, make a binding decision for the parties. The limited scope is set 
out in section 18.  
 
 
• For example, if the parenting arrangements say that dad will pick up 
the children on Thursday, but the parents cannot agree where the 
pickup will be, the parenting coordinators could decide and the parties 
would be bound by that decision.  



Section 18 Determinations by parenting coordinators  
 
• Section 18 establishes the rules relating to determinations made by parenting 
coordinators.  
 
• Parenting coordinators may only make determinations respecting implementation 
of an agreement or order respecting parenting arrangements, contact with the child, 
or other matters which are included in the regulations. They may not make any 
decisions respecting property. Providing for the possibility of allowing parenting 
coordinators to determine other matters by way of regulations provides flexibility to 
make changes as the practice evolves.  
 
• The scope of the matters for which a parenting coordinator may resolve or 
determine must be set out in the agreement or included in an order.  
• 



Section 18 Determinations by parenting coordinators 
(continued) 
 
• Section 18 provides that, in making determinations, a parenting 
coordinator must consider only the best interests of the child.  
 
• A parenting coordinator may make determinations at any time, including 
without having attempted consensual resolution first, if appropriate.  
 
• The section allows for oral determinations, but they must be put in 
writing as soon as practicable.  
 
• A determination is binding on the parties from the date it is made, or 
another date specified by the parenting coordinators.  
 
• If filed in the court, a parenting coordinator’s determination is 
enforceable as though it were an order. This is the same way agreements 
respecting parenting arrangements are treated in the Act.  



Section 19 Confirming, changing or setting aside determinations  
 
• Section 19 allows parties to ask a court to review determinations made by a 
parenting coordinators.  
 
• This section limits the grounds on which the court may change or set aside 
determinations made by parenting coordinators in order to enhance the success 
of out-of-court settlement processes.  
 
• These limits are similar to those covering family law arbitration awards. 
  



Other Sections  
 
Family Debt  
 

Section 86  -starting point is equal division of debt incurred by either 
spouse during the relationship. 
 
Re: potential abuse issues – financial abuse – one spouse racking up 
debt placing the other spouse as liable. 
 
If it is determined by the court to be “significantly unfair” the debt may 
be adjusted. 
 
We don’t know how “significantly unfair” will be interpreted by the 
court. 
 
Protections may be agreements that identify which joint debts parties 
will assume together and/or be responsible for separately. 



Orders for Interim Distribution of Property  
 

Section 89 – provides for interim distribution of property prior to final 
resolution of the  issues and is to assist in making assets available to 
disadvantaged spouses who will need money to fund their dispute 
resolution process; all or part of a family law proceeding under the 
FLA, or to obtain information or evidence in support of dispute 
resolution or an application to court.  
 



Family Violence and the Family Law Act  
 

Questions/Comments  



Temporary Orders Respecting Family Residence  
 
Section 90 - provides for exclusive occupancy of family residence – exists under 
current FRA carries over  section 124 and section 125 of the existing Act 



Conduct of Spouse   
 
 

Section 166 – when making  a spousal support order court must not 
consider any misconduct of a spouse except conduct that arbitrarily 
or unreasonably 
 
(a) causes or prolongs or aggravates the need for spousal support or 
 
 (b) affects the ability to provide spousal support.  
 
Examples from the  CLEBC FLA Transition Guide: 
 
Where a recipient of support does not accept appropriate 
employment – support may be reduced.  
 
Payor’s request to reduce support may be refused if without any 
reason they have gone from full-time to part-time employment.  
 
 



Provincial 
Advocates 

Training 
Conference 
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Family Violence:  Helping 
Clients Under the New Family 
Law Act 
 
Kathryn J. Ferriss 



Protection Orders, Conduct 
Orders, Enforcement of 
Orders, and Duties of the 
Family Dispute Professional 



Definition of Family Violence 

 Actual or attempted physical or sexual 
abuse of a family member 

 Psychological or emotional abuse of a 
family member 

 In the case of a child, direct or indirect 
exposure to family violence  
 



Psychological or Emotional 
Abuse of a Family Member 

 Intimidation, harassment, coercion or threats 
 Unreasonable restrictions on financial or personal 

autonomy 
 Stalking or following 
 Intentional damage to property 



Duties of a Family Dispute 
Resolution Professional 



Definition of Family Dispute 
Resolution Professional 
 Family Justice Counsellor 
 Parenting Coordinator 
 Family Lawyer 
 Mediator (if mediator meets requirements 

in regulations) 
 Arbitrator (if arbitrator meets requirements 

in regulations) 
 A person within a class of prescribed 

persons. 
 



Duties of Family Dispute Resolution 
Professional if Family Violence is 
Present – s. 8 of FLA 

Must assess  
 whether family violence is present 
 the extent to which it will adversely affect the 

client’s safety or ability to negotiate a fair 
agreement. 
 

There will be regulations indicating  how family 
dispute resolution professionals are to assess family 
violence. 



Duty of Family Lawyer if Family 
Violence is Present 

 discuss with the party the advisability of 
using various types of family dispute 
resolution to resolve the matter, and 

 inform the party of the facilities and other 
resources, known to the family dispute 
resolution professional, that may be 
available to assist in resolving the dispute. 
 



Duty of Family Dispute 
Resolution Professional 
Must advise the party that agreements and 
orders respecting the following matters 
must be made in the best interests of the 
child only: 
 
(a) guardianship; 
(b) parenting arrangements; 
(c) contact with a child. 

 



Protection Orders 
Part 9 – Protection from Family Violence 



Who Can Apply for a 
Protection Order? 
 A family member who is claiming to be an 

“at-risk family member” 
 A person on behalf of the “at-risk family 

member” 
 The court can make the order on its own 

initiative 
 Application can be made without 

claiming other relief 
 



Definition of “At Risk Family 
Member” 

“A person whose safety and security is or is 
likely at risk from family violence carried out 
by a family member.” 

 
FLA, s. 182 



Definition of “Family Member” 

THE 
PERSON 

SPOUSE 
FORMER SPOUSE 
PERSON WHO 
LIVES WITH AND IS 
RELATED TO A 
SPOUSE OR 
FORMER SPOUSE 

COMMON LAW 
PARTNER 
FORMER COMMON 
LAW PARTNER 
PERSON WHO LIVES 
WITH AND IS RELATED 
TO COMMON LAW 
PARTNER OR FORMER 
COMMON LAW 
PARTNER 

THE CHILD 

PARENT OR 
GUARDIAN OF 
PERSON’S CHILD 
PERSON WHOLIVES 
WITH AND IS RELATED 
TO THE PARENT OR 
GUARDIAN OF THE 
PERSON’S CHILD 



Possible Protection Order 
Terms 
That the respondent:   
 Not attend at a residence, property, business, 

school or place of employment of the at-risk 
family member (even if the respondent owns 
or has a right to possess the place); 

 Not follow the at-risk family member; 
 Not communicate or contact the at-risk 

family member or, if so, only in a certain way; 
 Report to court or a person named by the 

court; 
 



Other possible terms 
 Any terms or conditions the court considers 

necessary to protect the at-risk family 
member or implement the order.   

 Specify when the order will expire (the default 
period is one year) 

 Restrict access to a residence for the purpose 
of protecting a family member occupying the 
residence (s. 193 of the FLA) 
 



Factors to Consider 
 History of family violence; 
 Whether any family violence is repetitive or 

escalating; 
 Any psychological or emotional abuse that 

indicates a pattern of coercive and 
controlling behaviour directed at the at-risk 
family member; 

 Current status of the relationship including 
recent separation or intention to separate; 

 Circumstances that may increase the risk of 
family violence. 



Factors to consider 
 The at-risk family member’s perception of the 

risk; 
 Circumstances that may increase the at-risk 

family member’s vulnerability (mental health, 
etc); 

 Whether a child may be exposed to family 
violence if a protection order is not made; 

 Whether an order should be made protecting 
the child if one is made respecting the child’s 
parents. 



Conduct Orders 
Part 10 – Court Processes 



Conduct Orders 
Used for: 
 
 Facilitating settlement 
 Managing behaviours 
 Preventing misuse of court process 
 Facilitating interim arrangements 

 
 



Conduct Orders Judges Can 
Make 
 Dismiss or strike out party’s claim 
 Adjourn a proceeding while parties 

attempt resolution of issues or a party 
complies with a conduct order 

 Seize him or herself 
 Prohibit a party from making an 

application for something a parenting 
coordinator has authority over, without 
leave of the court 



Conduct Orders Judges Can 
Make 
 Require the parties to attend dispute 

resolution 
 Require the parties or the child to attend 

counselling  
 Allocate payment of counselling or 

dispute resolution costs between the 
parties 
 



Conduct Orders Judges Can 
Make 
 Restrict communication between the 

parties 
 Require a party to make payments 

respecting rent, mortgage, utilities, taxes, 
insurance  

 Prohibit a party from terminating utilities 
 Require supervision of the removal of 

personal belongings 
 Require security  



Enforcement of Orders 
and Agreements 



Enforcement of Protection 
Orders 
 May not be enforced under the FLA or 

Offence Act (s. 188) 
 Enforceable as an offence under the 

CCC, s. 127. 
 Protection Orders from another Canadian 

jurisdiction – enforceable under the 
Enforcement of Canadian Judgments 
and Decrees Act.   

 “police officer” defined to include RCMP 



Enforcement of Conduct 
Orders 
Under s. 228, the court can order: 
 Security be posted 
 Person report to court or to another person 
 That an adverse inference be drawn 
 Reimbursement for expenses as a result of the 

non-compliance 
 The person to pay up to $5,000 to the other 

party, the spouse or child 
 Fine the person up to $5,000 

 
 



Enforcement of Orders 
Generally 
 Ss. 230 and 231 apply only if there are no 

other enforcement provisions for 
enforcing that order  

 Used to enforce Parenting Time and 
Contact 

 Does not apply to Protection Orders or 
Conduct Orders 

 Does not apply to enforcement of support 
payments 
 



For more information on the 
FLA 

www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-
law/index.htm 

http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-law/index.htm
http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/family-law/index.htm
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The Goal 

The [Relocation] Division’s goal is to introduce some 
certainty to this area of law by mandating notice of 
a proposed move, defining what constitutes 
relocation and directing courts about both 
circumstances that should be considered and those 
that should not.   
The introduction of certainty will reduce the need 
for lengthy litigation and, thus, reduce the costs 
associated with disputes over relocation. 

Ministry of Justice, The Family Law Act Explained 



What law applies? 

Depends… 
a) Are the parties married? 
b) Is the proceeding in the Supreme Court or 

the Provincial Court? 
 
In general, if the parties are married and the 
proceeding is in the Supreme Court, the 
provisions in the Family Law Act will not apply. 
 



Guardianship is Key 
• No more de facto guardianship or custody, as under 

the Family Relations Act 
 
Under the Family Law Act 
• Parents are the guardians of the child, unless an 

agreement or Order provides otherwise: s. 39 
• Only guardians may have parental responsibilities:       

s. 40, which includes decisions about where a child 
resides or with whom the child lives or associates:       
s. 41 

• Only guardians have the right to challenge a relocation: 
s. 69 



Changing a Child’s Residence 
section 46(1) 

Applies if: 
• No written agreement or Order respecting 

parenting arrangements; 
• Application is made for an Order (under s. 45); 

and 
• A guardian plans to change the child’s 

residence and that change can reasonably be 
expected to have a significant impact on that 
child’s relationship with another guardian. 

 



Informal Parenting Arrangements 
section 48  

Applies if 
• No agreement or Order respecting parenting 

arrangements; and 
• Guardians have had an informal parenting 

arrangement in place for a period of time, establishing 
a normal routine for the child. 

 
Guardian must not change the informal parenting 
arrangements without consultation with the other 
guardians, unless consultation would be unreasonable or 
inappropriate in the circumstances. 



Notice of Application 
section 52 

Notice of the application must be given to: 
• each parent or guardian of the child affected by the 

application; 
• each adult person with whom the child usually lives and 

who generally has care of the child; and 
• any other person to whom the court considers it 

appropriate to serve with notice. 
 
The exception is if there are CFCSA (child protection) Orders 
 
The Court can grant an exemption from the notice 
requirement if the Court considers it appropriate. 

 



Yes or No to Change of Residence 
section 46(2) 

Determined along with parental arrangements (parenting 
responsibilities and parenting time) and contact. 
 
Factors: 
• Best interests of the child: s. 37(2); 
• Reasons for the change in location of the child’s 

residence; and 
• Must not consider whether the moving guardian would 

do so without the child (the improper double-bind 
question). 
 
 



Part 4, Division 6 – Relocation 
sections 65 to 71 

Applies if 
• Written agreement or Order respecting 

parenting arrangements or contact; and 
• Guardian plans to relocate himself or herself 

or the child, or both. 
section 65(2) 

 



Definition of Relocation 
section 65(1) 

“Relocation" means a change in the location of 
the residence of a child or child's guardian that 
can reasonably be expected to have a significant 
impact on the child's relationship with 
• a guardian, or 
• one or more other persons having a 

significant role in the child's life. 
 



Notice of Relocation 
section 66 

Requirements: 
• To all other guardians and persons having contact with the child; 
• At least 60 days in advance; and  
• In writing, with the date of the relocation and the name of the 

proposed location. 
 
Court can grant exemption if 
• Notice cannot be given without incurring a risk of family violence; 

or 
• No ongoing relationship between the child and other guardian or 

contact person. 
Application for exemption can be brought ex parte. 



Resolving Relocation Issues 
section 67 

After notice is given: 
• Guardians and contact persons must use best efforts to 

cooperate in resolving any issues relating to the 
proposed relocation. 

 
However, nothing prohibits: 
• A guardian from bringing an application for an Order 

respecting relocation (under s. 69); or 
• A person with contact from bringing a application for 

an Order respecting contact (under ss. 59 or 60). 
 

 



Objecting to Relocation 
section 68 

If the other guardian objects to the relocation of a child, 
that guardian must 
• File an application for an Order to prohibit the 

relocation (under s. 69), 
• Within 30 days after receiving notice of the plan to 

relocate the child. 
 
Kicker: 
If the other guardian does not initiate an application in 
Court objecting to the relocation within 30 days of being 
given notice, then the relocation may occur on or after 
the date stated in the written notice. 



Orders Respecting Relocation 
section 69 

Court can make an Order permitting or prohibiting the relocation. 
 
Test: 
• Best interest of the child: s. 37(2); 
• Good faith; and 
• Reasonable and workable arrangements to preserve the 

relationship between the child and the other guardians, persons 
entitled to contact, and other persons who have a significant role in 
the child’s life. 

 
Who has the Onus of proof? Depends on whether or not there is 
substantially equal parenting time. 



Not Substantially Equal Parenting Time 
section 69(4) 

Relocating guardian must satisfy the Court that  
• The proposed relocation is made in good faith; and 
• She/he has proposed reasonable and workable 

arrangements to preserve the relationships. 
 
If Court is satisfied of the above, then relocation must be 
considered to be in the best interest of the child unless 
other guardian satisfies the Court otherwise. 
 
Onus is on the other guardian. 

 



Substantially Equal Parenting Time 
section 69(5) 

Relocating guardian must satisfy the Court that  
• The proposed relocation is made in good faith;  
• She/he has proposed reasonable and 

workable arrangements to preserve the 
relationships; and 

• The relocation is in the best interests of the 
child. 

Onus is on the relocating guardian. 
 



Factor Not to be Considered 
section 69(7) 

The Court must not consider whether a guardian 
would still relocate if the child’s relocation were 
not permitted (the improper double-bind 
question). 
 



Other Orders 
section 70 

If the relocation is permitted, the Court can make other orders 
• allocating parenting arrangements between the guardians (see s. 41 

– parental responsibilities); and 
• if necessary, requiring the relocating guardian to post security in 

any form the Court directs, or transfer specific property to a 
trustee. 

 
In making such an Order, the Court must seek to preserve, to a 
reasonable extend, parenting arrangements under the original 
agreement of Order. 
 
BUT, if the relocation is not permitted, that does not constitute a 
change of circumstance for the purpose of applying to vary the 
parenting arrangements:  s. 71. 



Good Faith 
section 69(6) 

In determining “good faith”, the Court must 
consider all of the relevant factors, including: 
• The reasons for the proposed relocation; 
• Whether the proposed relocation is likely to 

enhance the general quality of the child’s life and 
of the relocating guardian’s life, including 
increasing emotional well-being or financial or 
educational opportunities; 

• Whether proper notice was given; and 
• If there are any restrictions on relocation in the 

written agreement or Order 
 



Best Interests of the Child 
section 37(2) 

To determine the “best interests of a child”, the Court must 
consider all of the child’s needs and circumstances, including the 
following: 
(a) the child's health and emotional well-being; 
(b) the child's views, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them; 
(c) the nature and strength of the relationships between the child and 
significant persons in the child's life; 
(d) the history of the child's care; 
(e) the child's need for stability, given the child's age and stage of 
development; 
(f) the ability of each person who is a guardian or seeks guardianship of the 
child, or who has or seeks parental responsibilities, parenting time or contact 
with the child, to exercise his or her responsibilities; 



Best Interests of the Child 
section 37(2) 

[Family Violence factors] 
 
(g) the impact of any family violence on the child's safety, security or well-
being, whether the family violence is directed toward the child or another 
family member; 
(h) whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence indicate 
that the person may be impaired in his or her ability to care for the child and 
meet the child's needs; 
(i) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the child's 
guardians to cooperate on issues affecting the child, including whether 
requiring cooperation would increase any risks to the safety, security or well-
being of the child or other family members; 
(j) any civil or criminal proceeding relevant to the child's safety, security or 
well-being 

 
 



Assessing Family Violence 
section 38 

Court must consider: 
• Nature and seriousness of the family violence 
• How recent 
• Frequency 
• Psychological or emotional abuse - a pattern 
• Directed towards child 
• Exposure by child 
• Harm to child’s physical, psychological and emotional safety 
• Steps person responsible for family violence has taken to 

prevent further family violence 
• Other relevant matters 



Some Factors 
The relevant factors depend on the circumstances of each 
case, but here is a sampling of factors: 

 
• Relative parenting capabilities of each parent 
• Parent’s ability to discharge parenting responsibilities 

(including cooperating with other parent) 
• Child’s relationship with parent and parent’s new partner 
• Access to and support of extended family 
• Child’s connection cultural, linguistic or religious 

community 
• Difficulty in exercising proposed access 
• Quality of proposed access if move is allowed 



Some Factors (cont.) 
• Psychological and emotional well-being of the child 
• Effect on child’s academic situation 
• Disruption of child’s existing social and community support 

and routines 
• Child’s needs re medical, psychological or educational 

assistance (for example), and availability of such services. 
• Desirability of proposed new family unit for child 
• Separation of siblings 
• Retraining/educational/work opportunities for the moving 

parent 
• Age of the child and the child’s views 



Non-Removal Orders 
section 64 

• The Court has the authority to make an Order that a person 
not remove a child from a specified geographical area: s. 
64(1).  Such Orders can be against one party or both 
parties. 

• If the Court concludes that a person intends to remove a 
child and is unlikely to return the child to B.C., the Court 
may order the person to post security, surrender travel 
documents, transfer property to a trustee, or pay child 
support to a trustee:  s. 64(2) 

• Section 64 does not apply in relation to relocation of a child 
under the Relocation section of the FLA (Division 6) – that 
is, having a non-removal clause will not automatically 
trump a relocation application 

 
 



Extra-Provincial Matters 

• Even if the Court decides it cannot take 
jurisdiction over a child, the Court can still 
make temporary Orders where a child has 
been wrongfully removed from or is 
wrongfully being retained in B.C., if it is in the 
best interests of the child to do so: s. 77 

• The Hague Convention on the Civil Aspect of 
International Child Abduction continues to 
have the force of law in B.C.:  s. 80 
 



Must I Stay or Can I Go Now? 

• Relocation issues will remain among the most 
difficult problems for parties, lawyers and Courts 
to sort through.  They are often tough cases. 

• There is often no clearcut answer:  the Court will 
still be left with the task/responsibility of 
weighing compelling and, generally, competing 
factors, and coming up with what it thinks is in 
the best interest of the child. 

• There will need to be much more thinking about 
the parenting arrangements/parenting time, if a 
move is likely to be contemplated at some point. 



Parenting Arrangements and the Family Law Act 
 
Introduction 
 
I have been asked to speak about parenting and parenting coordinators under 
the new Act. 
 
As you know, our legal system is made up of legislation and decided cases – 
precedent.  As the new Act is eight days old, we don’t have a body of decided 
cases; we are in truly unprecedented times.  
 
Before I go further, I want to flag some background as understanding the 
intention behind the legislation is, I think, helpful in predicting how it might unfold. 
 
The underlying fundamental purpose of the new Act is to give families options 
beyond the courtroom.   
 
Part 2, “Resolution of Family Law Disputes” at section 4 reads:  
 
The purposes of this Part are as follows: 
 

(a) to ensure that parties to a family law dispute are informed of the 
various methods available to resolve the dispute; 

 
(b) to encourage parties to a family law dispute to resolve the dispute 
through agreements and appropriate family dispute resolution before 
making an application to a court; 

 
(c) to encourage parents and guardians to 

 
(i) resolve conflict other than through court intervention, and 
(ii) create parenting arrangements and arrangements respecting 

contact with a child that is in the best interests of the child.” 
 
Why take families out of court?  Because the adversarial system was not 
designed to deal with conflict resolution among intimates. 
 
Further, Courts are great at yes/no answers; however, not as effective on 
assisting parents on the intricacies of parenting regime. 
 
As out of court settlements are to be preferred, the Act provides a number of 
ways family dispute resolution professionals can assist their clients reaching out 
of Court resolution: mediators, arbitrators, and parenting coordinators.   
 
Parenting and the care of children are dealt with in Part 4 of the FLA.   
 



While cases dealing with property under the Family Relations Act continue under 
that act, the provisions in the Family Law Act that apply to children are now the 
law in British Columbia.   
 
There are eight divisions in Part 4  – covering how to determine the care of 
children, to relocation and extra provincial matters, including international child 
abduction.  I am going to focus on the new terminology and approach. 
 
As you know, our new legislation has new language – we have guardians, we 
have parenting arrangements, parenting time and contact.   
 
Changing social attitudes towards marriage, separation and divorce over the last 
40 years has also been paired with a changing view of children. 
 
Just as human rights legislation has developed over the last 40 years, the 
concept of children’s rights, separate and distinct from their families, has also 
taken root.   
 
The Family Law Act’s use of one word, that being “guardianship”, to describe 
what parents do is not only consistent with legislation in other provinces, it is 
reflective of a parent’s responsibility for children. 
 
So  - who are guardians? 
 
They are: 
 

- parents living together at child’s birth are joint guardians, subject to 
agreement or order.   
 
- parent who has never lived with,  or regularly cared for, a child is not 
guardian unless appointed by agreement or order.    
 
- non-parent can only be appointed by Court not agreement 
 
- parent can appoint testamentary guardian and standby guardian in case 
of incapacity or illness 
 
- guardian can only transfer responsibilities he or she has 
 
- parent without guardianship does not take guardianship on death of 
guardian  
 
- consent of child over 12 required unless court determines not required 
 
- removal of guardian can only be by court order 
 



- temporary guardians can be appointed with limited powers 
 

Two things arise when you consider the consent of children.   
 
First, if the consent of a chid is required, is this similar to an adoption satiation, 
where legal advice and a specific form of written consent are required? 
 
Second, a parent who is not a guardian is like any other person applying for 
guardianship. 
 
There are specific rules about what information needs to be provided by a person 
applying for guardianship: Form F101 in the Supreme Court Family Rules and 
Form 34 in Provincial Court (Family) Rules outline the specific information 
needed, which includes: 
 

– nature and length of relationship with child,  
– child’s existing living arrangements, 
– detailed plan  
–  information about other children in your care  
–  information about other proceedings  

 
A person applying for guardianship must perform three background checks: 
Ministry of Child and Family Development, Protection Order Registry records 
check  and a criminal record check. 
 
The parents of a child are his or her guardians and separation does not change a 
parent’s responsibility for the child.  
 
Separation will trigger a proprietary interest; however, it does not determine 
parental responsibility. 
 
Moving out of the family home does not, in and of itself, give the remaining 
parent de facto custody.   
 
One of things that lawyers always seem to say, or at least people always heard 
was “don’t move out until you have an agreement in place.” 
 
While informal arrangements can be considered by the court if one party tries to 
change them, separation alone does not determine responsibilities.  
 
More importantly, there is no presumption that guardianship responsibilities will 
be shared equally.   
 
When you consider the words “shared custody” or “equal parenting” this concept 
may seem wrong or scary and it is neither. 
 



Parents are parents, before they separate and they remain so after separation.  
Separation doesn’t determine or end a person being a parent.   
Parents have responsibilities; before and after separation. 
We now call parents “guardians” and as guardians, they are expected to exercise 
parental responsibilities in their children’s best interests. 
 
Parental responsibilities are outlined at section 41 and the list is not exhaustive, it 
is inclusive: 
 

(a)  making day-to-day decisions affecting the child and having day-to-
day care, control and supervision of the child; 

 (b) making decisions respecting where the child will reside; 
(c) making decisions respecting with whom the child will  live and 

associate; 
(d) making decisions respecting the child's education and participation 

in extracurricular activities, including the nature, extent and location 
(e) making decisions respecting the child's cultural, linguistic, religious 

and spiritual upbringing and heritage, including, if the child is an 
aboriginal child, the child's aboriginal identity; 

(f) subject to section 17 of the Infants Act, giving, refusing or 
withdrawing consent to medical, dental and other health-related 
treatments for the child; 

(g) applying for a passport, license, permit, benefit, privilege or other 
thing for the child; 

(h) giving, refusing or withdrawing consent for the child, if consent is 
required; 

(i) receiving and responding to any notice that a parent or guardian is 
entitled or required by law to receive; 

(j) requesting and receiving from third parties health,  
education or other information respecting the child; 

 (k) subject to any applicable provincial legislation, 
   (i) starting, defending, compromising or settling  
    any proceeding relating to the child, and 

(ii) identifying, advancing and protecting the child's legal 
and financial interests; 

   (l) exercising any other responsibilities reasonably  
    necessary to nurture the child's development. 
 
Know what parenting responsibilities might be, how are these decisions to be 
made? There is only one test: what is in the best interest of the child or children. 
 
The expression “best interests” is often used and under the old legislation, the 
court had to consider five factors in determining what was in a child’s best 
interests. 
 



Our new legislation requires the parties and the court to consider only the best 
interests and section 37 (2) give us some guidance. 
 
“To determine what is in the best interests of a child, all of the child's needs and 
circumstances must be considered”, including the following: 
 
 (a) the child's health and emotional well-being; 
 

(b) the child's views, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them;  
 

(c) the nature and strength of the relationships between the child and 
significant persons in the child's life; 

 
(d) the history of the child's care; This was not intended to create a 

new status quo – but it is a factor and is also considered in section 
46 

 
(e) the child's need for stability, given the child's age and stage of 

development; 
 
(f) the ability of each person who is a guardian or seeks guardianship 

of the child, or who has or seeks parental responsibilities, parenting 
time or contact with the child, to exercise his or her responsibilities; 

 
(g) the impact of any family violence on the child's safety, security or 

well-being, whether the family violence is directed toward the child 
or another family member; 

 
(h) whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence 

indicate that the person may be impaired in his or her ability to care 
for the child and meet the child's needs; 

 
(j) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the 

child's guardians to cooperate on issues affecting the child, 
including whether requiring cooperation would increase any risks to 
the safety, security or well-being of the child or other family 
members; 

 
(k) any civil or criminal proceeding relevant to the child's safety, 

security or well-being. 
 
(3)  An agreement or order is not in the best interests of a child unless it 

protects, to the greatest extent possible, the child's physical, psychological 
and emotional safety, security and well-being. 

 



(4)  In making an order under this Part, a court may consider a person's 
conduct only if it substantially affects a factor set out in subsection (2), and 
only to the extent that it affects that factor. 

 
A consideration of the child’s views does not give children the responsibility 
about where they are going to live or how.  The expression, “voice, not choice”, is 
to express the need for input, without the burden or responsibility for chosen their 
parenting arrangements. 
 
To facilitate the priority of “best interest”, the courts are also authorized to make 
orders to implement actions that are in children’s best interests.  
 
Court can determine at section 202 how a child’s evidence will be received.   
 
The Court can admit hearsay evidence that it considers reliable and give any 
other direction that it considers appropriate concerning the receipt of a child’s 
evidence. 
 
The last few years have seen a flurry of new reports: Views of the Child, Child’s 
Views, Hear the Child.   
 
We have BC Hear the Child society ( www.hearthechild.ca)  and this offers a 
roster of people trained in preparing non- evaluative reports.  That is the key 
distinction between a Hear the Child report by these people and other reports. 
 
Under section 211, Courts can make orders regarding the needs of the child, the 
views of the child and the ability and willingness of a party to a family law dispute 
to satisfy the needs of a child. 
 
There is not, at this point, universal agreement on whether a Hear the Child 
Report is under section 202 or 211.  However, Family Justice Counsellor’s Views 
of the Child Reports is specifically mentioned in section 211. 
 
The Court can appoint a children’s lawyer if it “necessary to protect the best 
interest of the child”  (section 203(1)). 
 
The Court can make orders requiring parents to participate in family dispute 
resolution or to attend counselling (section 224). 
 
Parenting Coordinators 
 
Parenting Coordinators have their own division in the new Act and are found at 
Part 2: Division 3.   
 
The placement of Parenting Coordinators in the Act is important to understanding 
their role;  they are found in Resolution of Family Law Dispute Section. 

http://www.hearthechild.ca/


 
Parenting Coordinators execute a quasi judicial role.  The goal is to build a 
parental alliance; however, Parenting Coordinators are cloaked in authority – 
understanding that leads to understanding why there are so many rules about 
who they are and what they can do. 
 
Section 14  of the Family Law Act states a parenting coordinator is someone who 
meets the requirements set out in the Regulations.  Section 6 of the Regulations, 
reads: 
 

Parenting coordinators  

6 (1)  A person may act as a parenting coordinator if  

(a) he or she is a member in good standing of 

(i)  the Law Society of British Columbia, 

(ii)  the College of Psychologists of British 
Columbia, 

(iii)  the British Columbia College of Social 
Workers, 

(iv)  the BC Association of Clinical Counselors, 

(v)  Family Mediation Canada, 

(vi)  the Mediate BC Family Roster, or 

(vii)  the BC Parenting Coordinators Roster 
Society, 

(b) one of the following applies: 

(i)  he or she is a member in good standing of the 
Law Society of British Columbia and meets all of 
the training and practice requirements set for 
parenting coordinators by the Law Society of 
British Columbia;  

(ii)  he or she is not a member of the Law Society 
of British Columbia and all of the following apply:  

(A)  he or she meets the training 
requirements of, and is eligible for 



membership in, the Mediate BC Family 
Roster or Family Mediation Canada;  
(B)  he or she has at least 10 years 
experience in family-related practice; 
(C)  he or she has completed at least 40 
hours of training in parenting coordination 
provided by a training provider that is 
recognized as providing high quality 
training in that field, which training must 
include training in relation to the role and 
responsibilities of a parenting coordinator, 
arbitration and decision making, 
communication skills development, the 
effects of separation and divorce on 
parents and children, high conflict family 
dynamics and child development and 
developmental needs;  
(D)  he or she has completed at least 21 
hours of family law training provided by the 
Justice Institute of British Columbia, by the 
Continuing Legal Education Society of 
British Columbia or by any other training 
provider that is recognized as providing 
high quality training in that field;  
(E)  he or she has completed at least 14 
hours of family violence training, including 
training on identifying, assessing and 
managing family violence and power 
dynamics in relation to dispute resolution 
process design, provided by the Justice 
Institute of British Columbia, by the 
Continuing Legal Education Society of 
British Columbia or by any other training 
provider that is recognized as providing 
high quality training in that field;  



(F)  each year he or she completes at 
least 10 hours of continuing professional 
development applicable to family dispute 
resolution practice, at least 7 hours of 
which must be in the form of a course 
provided by the Justice Institute of British 
Columbia, by the Continuing Legal 
Education Society of British Columbia or 
by any other training provider that is 
recognized as providing high quality 
training in that field, and  

(c) he or she maintains professional liability insurance that provides coverage for 
his or her practice as a parenting coordinator.  

(2)  The following practice standards apply to a parenting coordinator:  

(a) before assisting the parties to a family law dispute in his or her capacity as a 
parenting coordinator, he or she must enter into a written agreement to provide 
parenting coordination services with the parties to the family law dispute;  

(b) before assisting the parties to a family law dispute in his or her capacity as a 
parenting coordinator, he or she must provide written confirmation to the parties 
to the family law dispute that he or she meets the professional requirements set 
out in subsection (1).  

(3)  The following are the matters in respect of which a parenting coordinator may 
make determinations:  

(a) parenting arrangements; 

(b) contact with a child. 

(4)  For the purposes of subsection (3), a parenting coordinator  

(a) may make determinations in respect of 

(i)  a child's daily routine, including a child's 
schedule in relation to parenting time or contact 
with the child,  



(ii)  the education of a child, including in relation 
to the child's special needs, 

(iii)  the participation of a child in extracurricular 
activities and special events, 

(iv)  the temporary care of a child by a person 
other than 

(A)  the child's guardian, or 
(B)  a person who has contact with the 
child under an agreement or order, 

(v)  the provision of routine medical, dental or 
other health care to a child, 

(vi)  the discipline of a child, 

(vii)  the transportation and exchange of a child 
for the purposes of exercising parenting time or 
contact with the child,  

(viii)  parenting time or contact with a child during 
vacations and special occasions, and 

(ix)  any other matters, other than matters 
referred to in paragraph (b), that are agreed on 
by the parties and the parenting coordinator, and  

(b) must not make determinations in respect of 

(i)  a change to the guardianship of a child, 

(ii)  a change to the allocation of parental 
responsibilities, 

(iii)  giving parenting time or contact with a child 
to a person who does not have parenting time or 
contact with the child,  

(iv)  a substantial change to the parenting time or 
contact with a child, or 

(v)  the relocation of a child. 
(5)  Without limiting any other provision of this section, a person may act as a 
parenting coordinator if, on March 18, 2013, he or she was acting in the capacity 
of a parenting coordinator under a parenting coordination agreement or order 



The Family Law Act outlines when parenting coordinators may assist: 
 
15   (1) In this Division, "parenting coordination agreement or order" means a 
written agreement or an order to use a parenting coordinator. 

(2) A parenting coordinator may assist only 
(a) if there is a parenting coordination agreement or order in place, 
and its purpose is parenting arrangements/contact. 
(b) for the purpose of implementing an agreement or order 
respecting parenting arrangements, contact with a child or other 
prescribed matters. 

(3) A parenting coordination agreement or order may be made at the 
same time as, or after, an agreement or order respecting parenting 
arrangements, contact with a child or other prescribed matters is made. 
 

(4) A parenting coordinator's authority to act ends two years after the 
parenting coordination agreement or order is made, unless the parenting 
coordination agreement or order specifies that the parenting coordinator's 
authority is to end on an earlier date or on the occurrence of an earlier event. 
 

(5) Despite subsection (4), a parenting coordination agreement or order 
may be extended by a further parenting coordination agreement or order, but 
each extension may be for no more than two years. 
 

(6) Despite subsection (4), a parenting coordination agreement or order 
may be terminated at any time as follows: 

(a) in the case of an agreement, by agreement of the parties or by 
an order made on application by either of the parties; 
(b) in the case of an order, by an order made on application by 
either of the parties; 
(c) in any case, by the parenting coordinator, on giving notice to the 
parties and, if the parenting coordinator is acting under an order, to 
the court. 
 

Information sharing for parenting coordination 
 
16  A party must, for the purposes of facilitating parenting coordination, provide 
the parenting coordinator with 

(a) information requested by the parenting coordinator, and 
(b) authorization to request and receive information, respecting a 
child or a party, from a person who is not a party. 

 
Assistance from parenting coordinators 
 
17  A parenting coordinator may assist the parties in the following manner: 
Parental Alliance 
 



(a) by building consensus between the parties, including by 
(i)  creating guidelines respecting how an agreement or 
order will be implemented, 
(ii)  creating guidelines respecting communication between 
the parties, 
(iii)  identifying, and creating strategies for resolving, conflicts 
between the parties, and 
(iv)  providing information respecting resources available to 
the parties for the purposes of improving communication or 
parenting skills; 
 

(b) by making determinations respecting the matters prescribed for 
the purposes of section 18 [determinations by parenting coordinators]. 

 
And we also have new Supreme Court Family Rules for Parenting Coordinators 
and what happens when they make a “determination”: 
 

Rule 2-1.1 — Determinations of Parenting Coordinators  

Determination may be filed  

(1)  Subject to subrule (2), a determination of a parenting coordinator 
referred to in section 18 of the Family Law Act may be filed in a 
family law case.  

[en. B.C. Reg. 133/2012 Sch. s. 2.] 

Agreement must be filed  

(2)  If the parenting coordinator who makes a determination was 
engaged under an agreement referred to in section 15 (1) of the 
Family Law Act, the determination must not be filed until that 
agreement has been filed under Rule 2-1.  

[en. B.C. Reg. 133/2012 Sch. s. 2.] 

Filing determinations under the Family Law Act 

(3)  To file a determination under subrule (1), a copy of the 
determination must be attached to a requisition in Form F17.2 and 
the requisition must be filed.  



 
The Family Law Act deals with “determinations” at section 18 and 19: 
 
Determinations by parenting coordinators 
 

18  (1) A parenting coordinator 
 

(a) may make determinations respecting prescribed matters 
only, subject to any limits or conditions set out in the 
regulations, 
(b) must not make a determination respecting any matter 
excluded by the parenting coordination agreement or order, 
even if the matter is a prescribed matter, and 
(c) must not make a determination that would affect the 
division or possession of property, or the division of family 
debt. 
 

(2) In making a determination respecting parenting arrangements or 
contact with a child, a parenting coordinator must consider the best 
interests of the child only, as set out in section 37 [best interests of child]. 
 
(3) A parenting coordinator may make a determination at any time. 
 
(4) A parenting coordinator may make an oral determination, but must put 
the determination into writing and sign it as soon as practicable after the 
oral determination is made. 
 
(5) Subject to section 19 [confirming, changing or setting aside 
determinations], a determination 

(a) is binding on the parties, effective on the date the 
determination is made or on a later date specified by the 
parenting coordinator, and 
(b) if filed in the court, is enforceable under this Act as if it 
were an order of the court. 
 

Confirming, changing or setting aside determinations 
 
19  (1) On application by a party to a determination made by a parenting 
coordinator, the court may change or set aside the determination if 
satisfied that the parenting coordinator 

(a) acted outside his or her authority, or 
(b) made an error of law or of mixed law and fact. 
 

(2) If the court sets aside a determination, the court may make any order 
that the court may make under this Act to resolve a dispute between the 
parties in relation to the subject matter of the determination. 



 
(3) If the court does not set aside a determination, the court may make 
any order that the court may make under this Act to enforce compliance 
with the determination. 

 
 
How I describe the role of a Parenting Coordinator  to a functioning parent, is that 
it is draconian.  What you are saying or the Court is saying, is that you can’t 
make decisions together.  Therefore you are hiring a specialist to do it. 
 
And, we need to remember – this is really where we started with the last review 
that lead to the Family Law Act;  people were defaulting parenting to the Courts.  
If we have to default parenting responsibilities, lets do it with the right skill set and 
in the right forum.  A cynic would say this is off loading and that is possible; 
however, if we are to put children first, then if their parents can’t agree on how 
they are to parent, then the best person to assist may well be a hand selected 
specialist who wants to work with the parents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

ln the 2010 White Paper on Family Relations Act Reform, the Civil Policy and Legislation Office

of the B.C. Ministry of the Attorney General made the following policy recommendation':

It is recommended that the best interests test be modernized. First, it is proposed to make the

best interests test the "only" rather than the "paramount" consideration. Other than British

Columbia, only Manitoba, Nova Scotia and Yukon use the "paramount" consideration rather than

the "only" consideration. A second overarching change, based on Alberta's family law, is to
"ensure the greatest possible protection of the child's physical, psychological and emotional

safety." Third, it is proposed that the best interests factors apply to all decision-makers, not just
judges. This means they would apply to the decisions of guardians too and reflects the increastng
use of dispute resolution processes that occur out of court. lt also ensures that children's best
interests are in the forefront any time parenting issues are discussed.

The resulting provisions of the new Family Law Act, S.B.C. 2011, c. 25, coming into force on

March 18,2013 ("the FLA"), make significant changes to the law of parenting intended to give

effect to this policy.

Gone are references to "custody" and "access"2, with their implications of property, in favour of
"guardianship", "parenting responsibilities", "parenting time" and "contact". For the first time,

there are legislated provisions requiring consideration of the impact of family violence on

children, alternative dispute resolution tools in recognition of the deleterious effect of litigation

t White Paper on Famity Retations Acf Reform: Proposals for a new Family Law Act, July 2010, Ministry of

Attorney General Justice Services Branch Civil Policy and Legislation Office, at page 43.

' Of coúrse the terms "custody" and "access" continue under the Divorce Acf (Canada) and readers are

referred to John-Paul Boyd's paper "A Regime of Peaceful Co-Existence: Disentangling Custody and

Guardianship under the Divorce Act and the Famity Law Act' (2012) National Judicial lnstitute, appended

to these materials at page 17 with permission.
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on children and family resources, and consequences for failure to meet parenting obligations. lt
is not "business as usual" with new, softer terminology.

The FLA introduces an entirely redesigned regime of parenting on family breakdown. The new
scheme as it relates to parenting arrangements opens with Section 4 of Parl2 - Resolution of
Family Law Disputes

Purposes of Part

4 The purposes of this Part are as follows:

(a) to ensure that the parties to a family law dispute are informed of the various
methods available to resolve the dispute;

(b) to encourage parties to a family law dispute to resolve the dispute through
agreements and appropriate family dispute resolution before making an
application to a court;

(c) to encourage parents and guardians to

(i) resolve conflict other than through court intervention;

(ii) create parenting arrangements and arrangements respecting contact with

a child that is ls¡d in the best interests of the child.

Section 4, and particularly ss. 4(c)(ii), puts the best interests of children at the centre of process

decisions under the FLA. This represents a significant shift in the approach to be taken in
advising clients about family law disputes. Gone are the days of considering overall outcome
and litigation strategy first; welcome child first analysis of process and outcome.

Section 37 provides that the sole test to be applied to all agreements or orders concerning
parenting is the best interests of the child and sets out the factors to be considered in assessing
best interestso, not only by the court, but by the padies:

Best interests of child

37 (1) ln making an agreement or order under this Part respecting guardianship, parenting
arrangements or contact with a child, the parties and the court must consider the best interests of
the child only.

(2) To determine what is in the best interests of a child, all of the child's needs and
circumstances must be considered, including the following:

(a) the child's health and emotionalwellbeing;

(b) the child's views, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them;

(c) the nature and strength of the relationships between the child and significant
persons in the child's life;

(d) the history of the child's care;

(e) the child's need for stability, given the child's age and stage of development;

3 See also FLA section a6Q)@) which adds to the ss. 37(2) factors the guardian's reasons for a proposed

change of residence location that can be reasonably expected to significantly impact the child's

relationship with another guardian.
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(Ð the ability of each person who is a guardian or seeks guardianship of the child, or

who has or seeks parental responsibilities, parenting time or contact with the
child, to exercise his or her responsibilities;

(g) the impact of family violence on the child's safety, security or well-being, whether
the family violence is directed toward the child or another family member;

(h) whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence indicate that the
person may be impaired in his or her ability to care for the child and meet the
child's needs;

(i) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the child's guardians to
cooperate on issues affecting the child, including whether requiring cooperation
would increase any risks to the safety, security or well-being of the child or other
family members;

ü) any civil or criminal proceeding relevant to the child's safety, security or well-
being.

(3) An agreement or order is not in the best interests of a child unless it protects, to the greatest
extent possible, the child's physical, psychological and emotional safety, security and well-being.

(4) in making an order under this Part, a court may consider a person's conduct only if it
substantially affects a factor set out in subsection (2), and only to the extent that it atfects that
factor.

ln determining the best interests of children, there is a new emphasis on safety, security and
protect¡on from exposure to family violence directed at family members as provided in section
38:

Assessing family violence

38 For the purposes of section 37(2Xg) and (h) [best interest of child], a court must consider all of
the following:

(a) the nature and seriousness of the family violence;

(b) how recently the family violence occurred;

(c) the frequency of the family violence;

(d) whether a psychological or emotional abuse constitutes, or is evidence of, a
pattern of coercive and controlling behaviour directed at a family member;

(e) whether the family violence was directed toward the child;

(0 whether the child was exposed to family violence that was not directed toward the
child;

(g) the harm to the child's physical, psychological and emotional safety, security and
well-being as a result of the family violence;

(h) any steps the person responsible for the family violence has taken to prevent
further family violence form occurring;

(i) any other relevant matter.

These provisions, together with the re-designed parenting provisions discussed below, reflect a

paradigm shift in the law of parenting: children have rights and parents have responsibilities.
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The obligation to ensure that this new parenting regime is implemented falls not only to the
courts and the parties, but also to family lawyers and all those "family dispute resolution
professionals" tasked with assisting them. lt may be difficult to advise a loving parent that he or
she is not acting in the child's best interests, but that is what the law requires of family dispute
resolution professionals when necessary. Parental "rights" and responsibilities are sourced in
the child and parenting arrangements are for the benefit of the child and not the "right" of a
parent.

The increased duties on lawyers as family dispute resolution professionals are formalized in
Section 8 and can be summarized as follows:

. screening for family violence;

. advise on the meaning of the best interests of children and its centrality to parenting and

the resolution of family law disputes;
. advise on available dispute resolution methods;
. advise on other processes, services and facilities available (eg. counselling, parenting

education and assistance);
. encourage early, co-operative resolution to reduce the financial, emotional and time

costs of relationship breakdown. o

Section 251 sets out the transition rules regarding parenting orders and agreements made prior

to the FLA coming into force and are summarized as follows:

o lf a person had guardianship or custody under the Family Relations Acf, he or she will
be a guardian under the FLA. The time the child spends with that person under the
existing order or agreement is his or her "parenting time" under the FLA; and

. lf a person has access, but not guardianship or custody, under the Family Relations Act,

he or she is not a guardian under the FLA, but is a person with contact with the child in

accordance with the terms of the agreement or order.

Cases concerning parenting arrangements or contact that were started, but not concluded,
before the FLA iJin force w¡ll Oe détermined under the FLA.5

ll. GunRoln¡¡sttlP

The parenting regime provided for in the FLA is contained in Part 4 - Gare of and Time with
Ghildren, and starts with the default guardianship provisions of section 39:

Parents are generally guardians

39 (1) While a child's parents are living together and after the child's parents separate, each
parent of the child is the child's guardian.

4 See FLA section I Duties of family dispute resolution professionals and section 197(1) Gomplying
with duties respecting family dispute resolution which requires lawyers to "provide, at the time the
proceeding is started, a statement, signed by the lawyer, certifying that the lawyer has complied with

section 8(2) [duties of family dispute resolution professional].
5 See /nferp retation Acf section 4.
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(2) Despite subsection (1), an agreement or order made after separation or when the parents
are about to separate may provide that a parent is not the child's guardian.

(3) A parent who has never resided with his or her child is not the child's guardian unless one of
the following applies:

(a) section 30 [parentage if other arrangemenfl applies and the person is a parent
under that section;

(b) the parent and all of the child's guardians make an agreement providing that the
parent is also a guardian;

(c) the parent regularly cares for the child.

(4) lf a child's guardian and a person who is not the child's guardian marry or enter into a
marriage-like relationship, the person does not become a guardian of that child by reason only of
the marriage or marriage-like relationship.

It is important to note that section 39 permits a person that "regularly cares for" a child to qualify

as a guardian. However, only parents can be guardians by agreement and a regular caregiver
seeking guardianship must apply for an order of the court.o

Section 43 Exercise of parental responsibilities requires a guardian to exercise his or her
responsibilities in the best interests of the child and permits the guardian to appoint, in writing, a
person to exercise, for a temporary period during which the guardian is unable to meet those
responsibilities, some or all of specified parental responsibilities under ss. 41, being

(a) day-to-day decisions for care and control;

(c) where the child will live and associate;

(d) educationandextra-curricularactivities;

(f to j) consent to treatment, passports or licenses for the child, consents for the child,

notices for the child, third party information concerning the child; and

(l) other responsibilities "reasonably necessary to nurture" the child. The temporary
guardian must also act in the best interests of the child.T

Of interest is that guardianship provided for in section 39 does not necessarily include
guardianship of the child's property (estate), except for assets within specified classes or below
a "prescribed amount" as provided in section 178.' Section 176 provides:

Guardian not automatically entitled to receive property

176 Except as set out in section 178 [delivery of smallpropefty], a child's guardian is not, by

reason only of being a guardian,

6 See FLA section 50 Agreements respecting guardianship.
7 See FLA section 43(2).
I See FLA Part 8 Children's Property and Section 178 Delivery of small property in particular, which

sets out the terms upon which a guardian must handle property held on behalf of a child. The prescribed

amount for the purposes of section 178(1) (b) and (4) is $f 0,000 pursuant to section 24, Family Law Act
Regutation, B.C. Reg.34712012, appended to these materials at page 53.
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(a)

(b)

a trustee of the child's property, or

entitled to give a valid discharge on receiving property on behalf of the child

The policy basis for the provision is to limit the value and type of property a guardian can
manage on behalf of a child without Court appointment. lf the child's property is of a prescribed
class, or has a value over the prescribed amount, the Court has authority to appoint a guardian
or another person to be the trustee of the child's property taking into consideration the following
factorse:

(a) the apparent ability of the proposed trustee to administer the property;

(b) the merits of the proposed trustee's plan for administering the property;

(c) the views of the child, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them;

(d) the personal relationship between the proposed trustee and the child;

(e) the wishes of the child's guardians;

(f) the written comments of the Public Guardian and Trustee;

(g) the potential benefits and risks of appointing the proposed trustee to administer the
property compared to other available options for administering the property; and

(h) if the Supreme Court is considering making an order under subsection (1Xb), that the
interests of the child are likely better served by an order made under that subsection
than by any order made under subsection (1Xa).

Section 178 clarifies that property received by a guardian on behalf of a child is subject to trust
obligations. A person who has a duty to deliver property to a child may deliver it to the child or
a guardian, with a written acknowledgement of receipt in the prescribed form'", or to the Public
Guardian and Trustee rather than a guardian.

III. APPOIHTIruG / REMOVING GUARDIANS

Section 51 Orders respecting guardianship authorizes the Court to appoint and terminate
guardianships. This is the section under which parents who have never lived with the child and

non-parents must apply for guardianship. Note that

the ability to remove a guardian does not apply to a director who is the guardian of the
child pursuant to the Adoption Act or the Child, Family and Community Service Actto
prevent a person from applying to have the director's guardianship terminated after a

child has been adopted or placed into care [see subsection 51(1) (b)];

subsection 51(5) which provides that a person who has custody of a child under ss.

54.01(5) or s. 54.1 of the Chitd, Family and Community Service Actis deemed to be a
guardian under the FLA;

e See FLA section 179.
to See FLA Form 3 Guardian's Acknowledgement - Ghildren's Property and Form 4 Child's
Acknowledgement - Children's Property as provided in Family Law Act Regulation, B.C.

Re9.34712012, appended to these materials at page 57.

a

a
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an applicant under section 51 must provide evidence to meet the best interests test
considerations in section 37, irrespective of whether there is consent of all required
parties; and

if the application concerns a child of 12 or older, the court must not appoint a non-parent
guardian without the child's written approval, unless the Court is satisfied that the
appointment is in the child's best interests [see subsection 51(4)].

ln Application to Change Guardianship:Wong and Yeung 2000 BCSC 1536, the Court
addressed the standard to be met for a child's consent regarding guardianship [at tl 19]

A child who consents to a change of guardianship should appreciate and understand the import of
their consent. Such consent should be an informed consent. Legal advice provides assistance to
the child in his respect. As Davis P.C.J. has stated, 'Merely reciting that they want to make
someone a guardian is not sufficient': Lau and Kau v. Ng [(16 March 1998), Vancouver No, 97-
10131 (Prov. Ct.)l Further, even when a child has had legaladvice, there must be something
more than minimal insight into the child's understanding of what the child is consenting to by
agreeing to a change of guardianship. Mak v. Ha and Li [[1997] B.C.J. No. 2444 {Prov. Crt.)j.

Where a guardianship order is already in place and there has been a material change of
circumstances, an application to change, suspend or terminate an order regarding parenting
arrangements can be made under section 47.

Section 52 Who is entitled to notice requires that all parents, guardians and others who
provide care or with whom a child resides must receive notice of applications concerning
guardianship, except by Court-ordered exemption or if the child is the subject of a custody order
under ss. 54.01(5) or s. 54.1 of the Child, Family and Community Service Act.

Note that

a

in cases regarding Nisga'a and treaty first nations children, the applicable first nations'
government must be served and has standing. ln addition to all other matters that must
be considered, the Court must consider any evidence or representations concerning the
laws and customs of the first nation involved,ll

. if a non-parent seeks or accepts an appointment as guardian, he or she may have an

obligation for child support, albeit secondary to the support obligation of parents;'' and

. if a person's only responsibility for a child is in relation to his or her financial or legal
interests (property trustee or litigation guardian) there is no obligation for child support.'"

Section 53 Appointment of guardian in case of death permits a guardian to appoint someone
to act as guardian in the event of the guardian's death, either by Will or by prescribed form. ''

tt See FLA sections 2OB and 209.
t'See FLA section 147(3).
tt See Ministry comment regarding FLA section 179: "A trustee's powers are defined and limited by Court
order or the trust document only. A trustee does not have any form of guardianship over a child." Family
Law Transition Guide (2012) Continuing Legal Education Society

'o See FLA Form 2 Appolntment of Standby or Testamentary Guardian, as provided in Family Law Act

Regulation, B.C. Reg.34712012, appended at page 56.

a
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The replacement guardian has the same obligations as the appointing guardian.

Note that section 54 Loss of guardian provides that, on the death of a child's guardian, any
surviving non-guardian parent does not automatically become the child's guardian and assume
that deceased guardian's parenting responsibilities.

Section 55 allows a guardian to provide for a "standby guardian", by execution of a prescribed

form'u, to act in case of terminal illness or permanent mental incapacity on the part of the
guardian. Execution of the prescribed form is subject to conditions similar to the execution of a
wiil.

Appointments under section 53 and section 55 must be accepted by the appointee to take
effect16. Acceptance can be express or implied by conduct. Appointments under section 53 are
subject to the same best interests test as all guardianship appointments and may not grant
greater parenting responsibilities than the grantor has.

lV. Allocnrlruc PARENTAL REspoNstBrLrïEs & Plne¡¡ïNG T|ME Allo¡¡e GuRnolR¡¡s

The term "parenting arrangements" is defined in section 1 as "arrangements respecting the
allocation of parental responsibilities", and section 40 goes on to provide that only a guardian

can have parental responsibilities and parenting time.

Parenting arrangements

40 (1) Only a guardian may have parental responsibilities and parenting time with respect to a

child.

(2) Unless an agreement or order allocates parental responsibilities differently, each child's
guardian may exercise all parental responsibilities with respect to the child in consultation with the

child's other guardians, unless consultation would be unreasonable in the circumstances.

(3) Parental responsibilities may be allocated under an agreement or order such that they may

be exercised by

(a) one or more guardíans onlY, or

(b) each guardian acting separately or all guardians acting together.

(4) ln the making of parenting arrangements, no particular arrangement is presumed to be in

the best interests of the child and without limiting that, the following must not be presumed:

(a) that parental responsibilities should be allocated equally among guardians;

(b) that parenting time should be shared equally among guardians,

(c) that decisions among guardians should be made separately or together.

Note that, although there is a presumption that each guardian may exercise all parental

responsibilities in consultation with all other guardians, there is no presumption

tu See FLA Form 2 Appointment of Standby or Testamentary Guardian, as provided in Family Law Act

Regulation, B.C. Reg.34712012, appended at page 56.

'u See FLA section 57.
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. that any particular arrangement is in the child's best interests;
o of equality of among guardians as to parental responsibilities or parenting time; or
o that the guardians should act separately or together.

"Parental responsibilities", which must be exercised by guardians in the best interests of the
child [subsection 49(1)], means one or more of the open-ended list of obligations legislated in

section 41:

Parental responsibilities

41 For the purposes of this Part, parental responsibilities with respect to a child are as follows:

(a) making day-to-day decisions atfecting the child and having day{o-day care,
control and supervision of the child;

(b) making decisions respecting where the child will reside;

(c) making decisions respecting with whom the child will live and associate;

(d) making decisions respecting the child's education and participation in

extracurricular activities, including the nature, extent and location;

(e) making decisions respecting the child's cultural, linguistic, religious and spiritual
upbringing and heritage, including, if the child is an aboriginal child, the child's
aboriginal identity;

(f) subject to section 17 of the lnfants Acú, giving, refusing or withdrawing consent to

medical, dental and other health-related treatments for the child;

(g) applying for a passport, license, permit, benefit, privilege or other thing for the
child;

(h) giving, refusing or withdrawing consent for the child, if consent is required;

(i) receiving and responding to any notice that a parent or guardian is entitled or
required by law to receive;

û) requesting and receiving from third parlies health, education or other information
respecting the child;

(k) subject to any applicable provincial legislation,

(i) starting, defending, compromising or settling any proceeding relating to
the child; and

(ii) identifying, advancing and protecting the child's legal and financial
interests;

(l) exercising any other responsibilities reasonably necessary to nurture the child's
development.

Parental responsibilities can be allocated between the child's guardians by agreement

[subsection 44(1) (a)] or by Court order [subsection 45(1) (a)].

It is important to note that an agreement regarding parenting arrangements is binding only if the
guardians have separated or they are about to separate and the agreement is made effective

on separation [subseclion 44(2)].

An order cannot be made by the Court if the child's guardians are his or her parents and they

are not separated [subsection 45(2)]. A guardian can apply to the Court for directions
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respecting an issue affecting a child.17

Section 48 recognizes the existence and potential importance to children of informal parenting
arrangements which a guardian may not change without consulting the child's other guardians,
unless consultation would be unreasonable or inappropriate in the circumstances. The informal
arrangement must have been in place for "a period of time sufficient for those parenting
arrangements to have been established as a normal part of that child's routine". How long a

"sufficient period" is will likely be fact driven, but the section puts the application onus squarely
on the guardian seeking to change the sfafus quo. Ihe practice issue will be whether this
section is construed as favouring the sfafus quo as established pre or post-separation, although
the best interests test will likely make that distinction moot.

As to agreements respecting the care and decision-making for children, section 44 provides:

Agreements respecting parenting arrangements

44 (1) Two or more of a child's guardians may make an agreement respecting one or more of the
following:

(a) the allocation of parental responsibilities;

(b) parenting time;

(c) the implementation of an agreement made under this section;

(d) the means for resolving disputes respecting an agreement made under this section.

(2) An agreement respecting parenting arrangements is binding only if the agreement is made

(a) after separation, or

(b) when the parties are about to separate, for the purpose of being effective on
separation.

(3) A written agreement respecting parenting arrangements that is filed in the court is
enforceable under this Act as if it were an order of the court.

(a) On application by a party, the court must set aside or replace with an order made under this
Division all or part of an agreement respecting parenting arrangements if satisfied that the
agreement is not in the best interests of the child.

Agreements concerning parenting arrangements or contact must be set aside or replaced if
found not to be in the best interests of the child [subsection 44(4) and 58(4), respectively].

Section 47 allows the Court to change, suspend or terminate an order respecting parenting
arrangements if satisfied that there has been a change in the needs or circumstances of the
child or another person (presumably a guardian) since the making of the order. A similar order
is available under section 60 regarding contact.

An application could also be made under section 215(1) which permits the Court to change,
suspend or terminate an order if there has been a material change of circumstances since the
order was made.

It See FLA section 49
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As with parental responsibilities, parenting time can be allocated between the child’s guardians 
by agreement [subsection 44(1) (b)] or by Court order [subsection 45(1) (b)]. Section 42 
provides to each guardian parenting authority while the child is with that guardian, subject to 
any restrictions in an agreement or order: 

Parenting time 

42 (1) For the purposes of this Part, parenting time is the time that a child is with a guardian as 
allocated under an agreement or order.  

    (2) During parenting time, a guardian may exercise, subject to an agreement or order that 
provides otherwise, the parental responsibility of making day-to-day decisions affecting the child 
and having day-to-day care, control and supervision of the child.   

The Court may order that the transfer of a child between parties, or parenting time with a child, 
be supervised if in the best interests of the child.18 

 
V. CONTACT FOR NON-GUARDIANS 

  
Persons who are not guardians of a child may, by agreement or order19, have “contact” time 
with a child.   
 
It is important to note that a person who is not a guardian of a child has no standing to bring 
applications in respect of the parenting responsibilities and parenting time with respect to a 
child.   
 
Any person may make an application for contact with a child and, once granted contact, that 
person has the right to written notice of relocation of the child20 and to bring an application 
under sections 59 [orders respecting contact] or 60 [changing, suspending or terminating orders 
respecting contact] for the purposes of maintaining the relationship with the child if relocation 
occurs.   
 
An agreement for contact is only binding if made with all of the child’s guardians who have 
parental responsibility for making decisions concerning whom the child associates with.21  
Agreements are encouraged and may be filed with the Court for enforcement, but may be set 
aside or varied on application if the Court is satisfied that the terms are not in the best interests 
of the child: 

Agreements respecting contact 

58 (1) A child's guardian and a person who is not a child's guardian may make an agreement 
respecting contact with a child, including describing the terms and form of contact. 

    (2) An agreement respecting contact with a child is binding only if the agreement is made 
between all of a child's guardians having parental responsibility for making decisions respecting 
with whom the child may associate. 

    (3) A written agreement respecting contact with a child that is filed in the court is enforceable 
under this Act as if it were an order of the court. 

                                                      
18 See FLA section 45(3). 
19 See FLA section 58(1) and section 59(1). 
20 See FLA section 66(1). 
21 See FLA section 58(2). 
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(a) On application by a party, the court must set aside or replace with an order made under this
Division all or part of an agreement respecting contact with a child if satisfied that the agreement
is not in the best interests of the child.

Section 58 permits the Court to make an order for contact with a child

Orders respecting contact

58 (1) On application, a court may make an order respecting contact with a child, including
describing the terms and form of contact.

(2) A court may grant to any person who is not a guardian, including, without limiting the
meaning of "person" in any other provision of this Act or a regulation made under it, to a parent or
grandparent.

(3) The court may make an order to require the parties to transfer the child under the
supervision of, or require contact with the child to be supervised by, another person named in the
order if the court is satisfied that supervision if in the best interests of the child.

(a)An access order, referred to in section 54.2(2.1) or (3) of lhe Child, Family and Community
Seruice Act is deemed, for the purposes of this Act, to be an order made under subsection (1) of
this section for contact with a child.

Note that section 195 permits orders of the Supreme Court regarding parenting arrangements
and contact to be filed in the Provincial Court for enforcement.

vl. ExrRA Assrsrrruce

ln furtherance of the child-focussed shift of the FLA, additional assistance is provided to pafties,

the Courts and family dispute resolution professionals in addressing parenting.

rdinators

Parl2 Division 3 of the FLA specifically legislates the role of parenting coordinators to ass¡st
parties with the implementation and operation of a parenting agreement or order using a

mediation-arbitration based model of dispute resolution. Section lS limits the jurisdiction of
parenting coordinators to cases in which there is (a) a parenting coordination agreement or
order in place, and (b) an existing parenting agreement or order in place." They have no
jurisdiction to create parenting arrangements or to fundamentally change an existing agreement
or order.

A parenting coordinator's authority to act is-limited to two years or earlier as specified in the
parenting õoordination agreement or ordeÉ3, unless extended as provided in section 15(5), and

may be terminated at any time by agreement, order of the Court, or on notice by the parenting

coordinator to the parties, and the Court if appointed by Court order.2a

Section 16 requires parties to provide information to the parenting coordinator, including
authorization to obtain information from non-parties. Section 17 sets out the assistance that

" See FLA section 15(2).

" See FLA section 15(4).

'o See FLA section 15(6)
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can be provided by the parenting coordinator to the parties including consensus building and
determination of the matters set out in section 18:

Determinations by parenting coordinators

f 8 (1) a parenting coordinator

(a) may make determinations respecting prescribed matters only, subject to any limits or
conditions set out in the regulations";

(b) must not make a determination respecting any matter excluded by the parenting
coordination agreement or order, even if the matter is a prescribed matter, and

(c) must not make a determination that would affect the division or possession of
property, or the division of family debt.

(2) ln making a determination respecting parenting arrangements or contact with a child, a
parenting coordinator must consider the best interests of the child only, as set out in section 37

[best interests of child].

(3) A parenting coordinator may make a determination at any time.

(4) A parenting coordinator may make an oral determination, but must put the determination
into writing and sign it as soon as practicable after the oral determination is made.

(5) Subject to section 19 [confirming, changing or setting aside determinations], a determination

(a) is binding on the parties, effective on the date the determination is made or on a later
date as specified by the parenting coordinator, and

(b) if filed with the court, is enforceable under this Act as if it were an order of the court.

A determination by a parenting coordinator may be varied or set aside on application to the
court if the parenting coordinator acted outside his or her authority, or made an error of law or
mixed fact and law. lf the determination is set aside, the court may make any other order to
resolve the dispute that was the subject of the determination. lf the determination is not set
aside, the court may make an enforóement order.26

Appointment of Children's Lawver

Section 203 authorizes the Court to appoint a lawyer to represent the interests of a child if
satisfied that

(a) the degree of conflict between the parties is so severe that it significantly impairs the
capacity of the parties to act in the best interests of the child, and

(b) it is necessary to protect the best interests of the child.

'u See section 6, Famity Law Act Regutation, B.C. Reg.34712012, appended to these materials at page 45

'u See FLA section 19.
27 See FLA section 203.

The Court also has the power under this section to allocate the cost of the child's representation
among the parties or to one party alone.27
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Assessments of Child's Needs & Views

Section 211 aulhorizes the Court to appoint a family justice counsellor, social worker or other
person approved by the Court2s to assess the needs or views of a child or the ability and
willingness of a party to satisfy the needs of a child, for the purposes of a proceeding under
Part 4 [Care of and Time with Children]:

Orders respecting reports

211 (1) A court may appoint a person to assess, for the purposes of a proceeding under Part 4

[Care of and Time with Children], one or more of the following:

(a) the needs of a child in relation to a family law dispute;

(b) the views of a child in relation to a family law dispute;

(c) the ability and willingness of a party to a family law dispute to satisfy the needs of a
child.

(2) A person appointed under subsection ('1)

(a) must be a family justice counsellor, a social worker or another person approved by the
court;

(b) unless each party consents, must not have had any previous connection with the
parties.

(3) An application under this section may be made without notice to any other person.

(4) A person who carried out an assessment under this section must

(a) prepare a report respecting the results of the assessment,

(b) unless the court orders othenivise, give a copy of the report to each party, and

(c) give a copy of the report to the court.

(5) The court may allocate among the parties, or require one party alone to pay, the fees
relating to an assessment under this section.

ln addition to the "custody and access" reports commonly obtained under section 15 of the
Family Relations Act, the provisions of section 211 would seem to encompass financial reports
relevant to the "ability and willingness" of a party to meet the needs of a child.

Dispute Resolution. Counsellino and Prooram Participation

Section 224 permits the Court to require

. the parties to participate in family dispute resolution; and/or

. one or more parties, including the child without the consent of his or her guardian, to
participate in counselling, specified services or programs

28 lt is not clear as to who will constitute a "person approved by the court" for the purposes of this
provision. Presumably an applicant will seek approval of the candidate he or she is seeking to engage
based on the candidate's qualifications and the purpose of the report in the particular case. Views of the
child reports could also be obtained under section 37(2) (b).
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The Court has the power under this section to allocate the cost of these efforts among the
parties or to one party alone." The terms of this section are broad enough to cover a wide
range of programs aimed at managing conflict, encouraging settlement, promoting compliance
with agreements and orders, and resolving arising disputes.

Conduct Orders and Penalties

For the first time the FLA legislates specific remedies for failure to meet certain parenting
responsibilities. Section 61 addresses denial of parenting time or contact and sets out a list of
orders the Court may make3O including requiring compensatory parenting time or contact
[subsection 61(2)(c), reimbursement of expenses reasonably incurred as the result of the denial
including travel costs, lost wages and childcare costs [subsection 61(2Xd)], supervision of child
transfer [subsection 61(2)(e)], posting of security or reporting to the Court or another person

[subsection 61(2Xf)], payment of up to $5,000 to or for the benefit of the person or child
affected by the denial or a fine of $5,000 [subsection 61(2Xg)].

Note that subsection 61(1) (b) requires that an application to enforce parenting or contact time
must be brought within 12 months of the denial. Section 62 sets out the circumstances in which
denial of parenting time or contact is not wrongful.

Section 63 addresses repeated failure to exercise parenting time or contact and sets out a list
of orders that can be made including some of those provided for under section 61, the
requirement of reimbursement for expenses reasonably incurred as the result of the failure to
exercise parenting or contact time including travel costs, lost wages and childcare costs

[subsection 63(1) (b)], and posting of security or reporting to the Court or another person

[subsection 63(1 ) (c)].

Under both section 61 and 63, the Court can allocate among the parties, or require one party to
pay, the fees related to the family dispute resolution, counselling, service program or transfer.

ln addition to these specific provisions regarding parenting time and contact the FLA has
broadened and strengthened enforcement processes in Division 5 - Orders Respecting
Conduct, and Sections 230 [Enforcing orders generally] and 231 [Extraordinary remediesl, the
details of which are the subject of another presentation.

vll. Tlxe Awnv Go¡vruerrs

The Family Law Act represents a dramatic shift towards a child-centric approach to the
resolution of family disputes, including the increased recognition of the effects of family violence
and protracted litigation on children, and a resulting emphasis on alternate dispute resolution
mechanisms. The best interests of the child is the first and only consideration in crafting
parenting solutions and non-court resolution is the preferred methodology by law."'

With this paradigm shift comes increased responsibility on the parties and family dispute
resolution professionals to ensure that the "children first" foundation of the FLA is the starting
point for all agreements and orders concerning parenting. Family law practitioners are required

" See FLA section 224(2)
to See FLA section 61(2).

" See FLA section 4.
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to demonstrate the application of these principles and assist in the implementation of this new
parenting regime.

The CBA has adopted "Best Practice Guidelines for Lawyers Practicing Family Law"32 which are
entirely consistent with the duties imposed by the FLA and should be adopted by counsel.

" See Appendix, page 59
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A Regime of Peaceful Co-Existence:

Disentangling Custody and Guardianship under
the Divorce Act and the Fqmily Law Act

John-Paul Boyd
November 2012

I. lntroduction

It is by now common knowledge that the Family Law Actr will describe the rights

involved in managing and raising a child using a rehabilitated concept of
guardianship in a conceptual framework markedly different than that provided by
lhe Family Relations Act.lThe Dívorce.Act,3 unmoved by the views of the provincial

legislature, will continue to describe certain aspects of these rights as "custody."

In a recent paper written for the Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia,

"Guardianship, Parenting Arrangements and Contact under the Family Law Act,"41

expressed some concerns about how married spouses might navigate the different

r"gi-"s available to them under the federal and provincial legislation, and among

other things wrote that:

"Making matters worse, the Divorce Act of course remains paramount legislation. A

married litigant before the Supreme Court need only apply for custody under the

Divorce Actto oust the application of the Family Law Act on that issue."

My reasoning for this proposition was roughly as follows:

1. The federal government has the sole authority to make legislation on

divorce as a result of the powers assigned to it under s. 91(26J of the

Constitution Act, 1 867's

It is settled law that the federal government may legislate on matters

corollary to its authority over divorce without trenching on the
provincial powers under s. 92 or ousting the authority of the provincial
legislatures to validly legislate in respect of domestic relations'6

I Family Law Act, SBC 2011, c. 25.
? Family Relations Act, RSBC L996, c. 128'
3 Divorce Act, RSC 1985, c. 3 (Znd Supp.J.
a "Get Your Act Together," TLABC, Vancouver, 12 October 2012'
s Constitution Act, 1867 [UK), (1867] 30 & 3L Vict., c' 3.

6 See for example /acks on v. Jackson, [1973] S.C.R. 205 and Zacks v, Zacks, [1973] S.C.R. 891.

2
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3. As a result of the operation of the doctrine of paramountcy, however,

federal legislation on corollary matters is superior to and therefore

trumps provincial legislation on the same subject matter'

4. Given that the Divorce Actis paramount legislation, its provisions on the

management and care of the children of divorcing parents must occupy

the field and be exhaustive of the subject. In other words, it should not

be possible for provincial legislatures to say more about the issue,

whether by giving it a different name ["guardianship" under the Family

Law Act) or by dividing it into subsidiary components ["guardianship"
and "custody" under the Family Relatíons Act), than is already contained

within the meaning of "custodY,"

5. Since "guardianship" under the Family Law Act cannot invoke any rights
or duties that are not fully encompassed by "custody" under the Divorce

Act, amarried litigant would therefore be able to escape the Family Law

Actmerely by making a claim under The Dívorce Act'1

I was troubled by this conclusion, as, in my view at least, the regime advanced by the

Family Law Actis progressive and child-centred, and has otherwise much to

recommend itself over the antique and conflict-laden approach enshrined in the

Dívorce Act,

Thankfully, Mary Mouat QC, my co-panelist at the TLABC seminar and an esteemed

member of the family law bar, disagreed with me, citing guardianship's origins in

the common law and the example of Alberta, where provincial law has dealt with
the care of children solely in terms of guardianship for almost a decade without
secession or conflict akin to that occasioned by the National Energy Program'8 My

optimism renewed, I looked into the matter further and was very pleased to find

that Mary is right and I was wrong; I write this paper to summarize my conclusions.

It, The Historic Law on Guardianship

A. Roman Law

Under the law of the early Roman Empire, the male head of household, the

paterfamilias, held near omnipotent power, patria potestas,e over his wife and his

lftildi"n, including the powers of life, death and sale into slavery. Children under the

age of puberty, T2 for girls and 14 for boys, could be placed under the guardianship

oi a tuior, responsible for their care and nurture, by the wish of their father, by

7 See for example Yu v. Jordan,2012 BCCA367 '
B Family Law Act, SA 2003, c' F-4.5'
s"puisiancepaternelle" intheNapoleonicCodeof1804andthe CivilCodeofLowerCanadq of1866,

now the gender-neutral"autorité parentale" in the Civll Code ofQuébec'SQt991', c' 64'
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operation of the law of the later empire, or by the direction of the court.10 Although
girls remained legally incapable and subject to the tutelage of their father or
guardian until marriage - at which point they passed into the charge of their
husbands - a curator could be appointed to manage the financial affairs of boys

between the age of puberty and the date of their emancipation, as determined by

either the wish of their father or his death'll

B. English Law

The Roman concept of patia potestas was inherited by the English common law,

under which the father was the guardian of his legitimate children and was entitled
to their property and the fruit of their labour,1z The Tenures Abolition AcÚ3 of 'J'660

confirmed and restated the authority of fathers to dispose of the tuition of their
children by will or deed:14

8, ... where any person hath or shall have any Childe or Children under the age of

twenty-one years and not married at the time of his death that it shall and may be

lawfull to and for the Father of such childe or children, whether borne at the time of the

decease ofthe Father or at that time in ventre sa mere, or whether such Father be

within the age of twenty-one years or of full age by his deed executed in his life time, or

by his last Will and Testament in writeing in the presence of two or more credible

witnesses in such manner and from time to time as he shall respectively thinke fitt to
dispose of the custodie and tuition of such childe or children for and dureing such time

as he or they shall respectively remaine under the age of twenty one years or any lesser

time to any person or persons in possession or remainder other than Popish Recusants,

And that such disposition of the custodie of such childe or children ,.. shall be good and

effectuall against all and every person or persons claiming the custodie ortuition of such

childe or children as Guardian in soccage orotherwíse; And that such person or persons

to whom the custodie of such childe or children hath beene or shall be soe dísposed or

devised as aforesaid shall and may maintaine an action of Ravishment of Ward or

trespasse against any person or persons which shall wrongfully take away or detaine

such childe or children for the Recovery of such childe or children and shall and may

recover damages for the same in the said Action for the use and benefit of such childe

or children.

10 Tutors appointed by the court were known as dativi; see FN 3 0 below.
11 For a rousing overview of the evolution of Roman law, see Will Durant, Caesar and C/rrlsô vol. 3 of
The Story of Civilization (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1944) throughout, and "lnfant" and "Roman

Law," The Encyclopaedía Brittannica, 13th ed. flondon: The Encyclopaedia Brittanica Company Ltd.,

1926),vol.14 at p. 514 and vol.23 atp.526,
12 A briefbut interesting survey ofthe feudal law on custody can be found in )oel Brandes, "Child

Custody: History, Definitions, New York Lavl' (28 November 2000) New York Law Journal 3'
ts An Actfor taking away the Court of Wards and Liveries, and Tenures in Capete, and by Knighß'
Service, and Purveyance, and for settling a Revenue on His Majesg in Lieu thereof, (1660) 12 Chas' 2, c'

24.
la For a discussion of the effect of the Tenures Abolition Act, see Antonio Buti, "The Early History of
the Law of Guardianship: From Rome to the Tenures Abolition Act 1660" [2003) 7 Universíty of
Western Sydney Law Revíew 9'J'.
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g. ... that such person or persons, to whom the custodie of such Childe or Children hath

been or shall be so disposed or devised, shall and may take into his or their custodie, to

the use of such childe or children, the profits of all land, tenements and hereditaments

of such childe or children, And also the custodie, tuition and management of the goods,

chattels and personal estate of such childe or children till their respective age of twenty-

one years, or any lesser time, according to such disposition aforesaid, and may bring

such action or actions in relation thereunto as by law a Guardian in common soccage

might do.

To summarize, a father could dispose of the custody or the tuition of children under

the age of twenty-one, and dispositions made by will were effective against all other

persons with a claim to the custody or tuition of the children, including their
mother. In somewhat of an advance beyond the Roman law, the person taking

custody or tutelage was put in the position of trustee and was required to act for the

benefii of the children rather than the profit from their property or labour; he could

sue to recover children wrongfully removed from his care, with any damages to be

applied for the benefit of the children, and was required to manage the children's

real and personal property toward the same end'

Blackstone summarized the state of English law in the late 17 60s on the matters of
patria potestas and the authority of guardians thusly:1s

",,. He may lawfully correct his child, being under age, in a reasonable manner; for

this is for the benefit of his education, The consent or concurrence of the parent to

the marriage of hÍs child under age, was also directed by our ancient law to be

obtained: but now it is absolut ely necessary, for without it the contract is void' .'. A
father has no other power over his son's estate than as his trustee or guardian; for

though he may receive the profits during the child's minority, yet he must account

for them when he comes of age. He may indeed have the benefit of his children's

Iabor while they live with him, and are maintained by him; but this is no more than

he is entitled to from his apprentices or servants. The legal power of a father, - for a

mother, as such, is entitled to no power, but only to reverence and respect; the

power of a father, I say, over the person of his children ceases at the age of twenty-

one: for they are then enfranchised by arriving at years ofdiscretion, or that point

which the law has established, as some must necessarily be established, when the

empire of the father, or other guardian, gives place to the empire of reason' Yet, till
that age arrives, this empire of the father continues even after his death; for he may

by his will appoint a guardian to his children. He may also delegate of a part of his

parental authority, during his life, to the tutor or schoolmaster of his child; who is

then in loco parentÍs, and has such a portion of the power of the parent committed to

his charge, viz, that of restraint and correction, as may be necessary to answer the

purposes for which he is emPloYed,"

From the point of view of matrimonial law, the contest between canon law and

Roman law was won rather handily by the church. Adhering, despite the

1s Sir William Blackstone and George Chase, Commentqries on the Laws of England in Four Books,

[New York: Cockcroft & Company, L876), vol' ]-, 5452 [italics in original).
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Reformation, to the Catholic doctrine of the indissolubility of marriage, the

ecclesiastical courts could grant only divorc es à mensâ et thoro,t6 a position upheld

by the Court of Star Chamber in I6Q2,t7 and did not address themselves to matters

cåncerning the care of the children of the marriage, leaving such questions to the

Court of ChancerY.ls

The conclusion of the two thousand year reign of patria potestas began in 1839, with
the passage of Lord Talfourd's act,le The Custody of Infants Act allowed the Court of

Chancery, in proceedings consequent upon a divorce à mensâ et thoro, to award

custody of children younger than seven years of age, and access to older children, on

the application of wives not guilty of adultery.zo The act did not, however, disturb

the fáther's standing as the sole guardian of their children nor his right to appoint

another as guardian.

The first legislation on dÍvorce , the Divorce and Matrímonial Causes Act,21 introduced

in 1857 to ãUo* for divorce s à vinculo matrimonii,zz gave the newly created Court

for Divorce and Matrimonial Causes jurisdiction over all divorce claims and the

authority to make orders for custody and child support as between the spouses:

XXXV. ln any Suit or other Proceeding for obtaining a Judicial Separation or a Decree of

Nullity of Marriage, and on any Petition for dissolving a Marriage, the Court may ... make

such Provision ... as it may deem just and proper with respect to the Custody,

Maintenance, and Education of the Children of the Marriage ,.. and may, if it shallthink

16 A divorce "from bed and board" which terminated the parties' obligation to cohabit and the

husband's rights of consortium, See f ohn-Paul Boyd, "Half-Baked Torts, Part I: Uncommon Causes of

Action in Family Law Proceedings" (2007) 65:L The Advocate 2t'
r7 Rye v. Foljambe (1602), Moor 683, 3 Salk. 138, 2 Burn. Ecc. Law. 50 3 (Court of Star Chamber).
lBFience,theprovisionsofthe LawandEquiQtAc1,RSBC1996,c.253,s'33:"lnquestionsrelatingto
the custody and education of infants, the rules of equity prevail"' See also "Divorce," The

Encyclopaedia Brittannica, supra, vol. I at p. 3 34.
ts An Ait to amend the Law relating to the Custody of Infants, (1839) 2 & 3 Vict., c' 54. The comments

of Lord Lyndhurst to the House of Lords in support of the bill are illustrative:
,'"By the law of England, as it now stood, the father had an absolute right to the custody of his

children, and to tãke them from the mother. However pure might be the conduct of the

mother - however amiable, however correct in all the relations of life, the father migh! if he

thought proper, exclude her from all access to the children, and might do this from the most

.o..upt motives. He might be a man of the most profligate habits; for the purpose of

extorting money, or in order to induce her to concede to his profligate condttct, he might

exclude her from all access to their common children, and the course of law would afford her

no redress: That was the state of the law as it at present existed"'

[united Kingdom, Parlíamentary Debates, House of Lords, 18 July ].839, vol. 49'col.486).
ìo An Art toãmend the Lqw as to the Custody of Infants, (1873) 36 8¿37 Vict. c. t2, s. laìlowed wives

to apply for custody of or access to children younger that age sixteen. Under s. 2, separation

"grËá-.ntr 
..ru no longer invalidated by reason of assigning custody of children to wives, Lord

Talfourd's act was repealed by the operation of s. 3.

zr An Act to amend the Law relating to Dívorce and Matrimonial Causes in England, [185 7) 20 &.27

Vict., c. 85.
22 A complete severance oithe matrimonial bonds enabling remarriage.
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fit, direct property Proceedings to be taken for placing such Children underthe

Protection of the Court of Chancery'

The law on guardianship was significantly amended in 1886 by the Guardianship of
Infants Act,2i which improved the legal capacity of mothers yet continued the key

provisions of the Tenures Abolition Act:

4, Every guardian in England and lreland underthis Act shall have all such powers over

the estate and the person, or over the estate (as the case may be), of an infant as any

guardian appointed by will or otherwise now has in England under the Act twelve

Charles the Second, chaptertwenty-four, or in lreland underthe Act of the lrish

parliament fourteen and fífteen Charles the Second, chapter nineteen,2a or otherwise.

The act provided that upon the death of the father, the mother became the children's

sole guardian or their joint guardian with a testamentary guardian appointed by

their father.

perhaps more importantly, the Guardianship of Infants Act could be invoked in the

.ou.rò of proceedings for judicial separation or divorce. The court was empowered

to make oid"rt for custody and access upon the mother's application, and was

required to consider the welfare of the children and the wishes of their parents,

rather than the rights oftheir parents:

5. The court may, upon the application of the mother of any infant (who may apply

without next friend), make such order as it may think fit regarding the custody of such

an infant and the right of access thereto of either parent, having regard to the welfare

of the infant, and to the conduct of the parents and to the wishes as well of the mother

as of the father, and may alter, vary, or discharge such order on the application of either

parent, or, after the death of either parent, of any guardian under this Act ."

It is noteworthy, in my view, that the Divorce and Matrimonial Causes,4ct spoke of

the care and control of children in terms of custody alone, without reference to

guardianship or the Tenures Abolition Act. Atthis point in the development of

Énglish law, custody and guardianship implied two distinct spheres of authority; the
parliaments that considered Lord Talfourd's act and the Divorce qnd Matrimonial

Causes^Acf could hardly have been ignorant of the Tenures Abolition Act and must

have intended that the legislated sequelae of divorce not impinge upon the rights

involved in guardianshiP'

C. The Law in British Columbia

0ne might think that for the residents of British Columbia the Guardianship of
Infants Actcame too late, since only the English legislation in force on 19 November

23 An Act to amend the Lqw relating to the Guardianship and Custody oflnfants, [1886J 49 & 50 Vict., c'

27.
z+ Both references are to the Tenures Abolition Aü of L660 '
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LB5B, including the Tenures Abolition Act,LordTalfourd's act and the Divorce and

Matrimonial Causes Act, became law in the colonies of British Columbia and

Vancouver Island by the proclamation of Governor Sir f ames Douglas'2s However, at

least for a while, the law of the colonies evolved apace with its English counterpart.

The 1897 Guardian's Appointment Act,26 incorþorated the key provisions of the 1BB6

English Guardíanship of Infants-Act almost unchanged:

a) s. 2 restated s. B ofthe Tenures Abolition Act, reproduced above,

concerning the father's capacity to "dispose of the custody and tuition"
of his children under the age of twenty-one;

bl ss. 3 and 4 restated s. 9 ofthe Tenures Abolitions Act, reproduced above,

and the first paragraph of the Guardiqns in Socage ActzT concerning a

guardian's authority and responsibility to manage the real and personal

property of the children in his care; and,

ss. 5 and 6 restated ss. L and 4 of Lord Talfourd's act allowing mothers

not guilty of adultery to apply for custody of children under the age of
seven.

c)

Curiously, s. B of the Tenures Abolition Act did double duty as the foundation for the

provisions of the Apprentíces and Mínors Act28 respecting the rights of parents - not
just fathers - and guardians to indenture the children in their care and the

obligations of those to whom the children were indentured:

3. Any parent, guardian, or any other person having the care or charge of a minor, may,

with the minor's consent if the minor is a male not underthe age of fourteen years, or is

a female not under the age of twelve years, and without such consent if he or she is

under such age, constitute, by indenture, to be the guardian ofthe child any respectable

trustworthy person who is willing to assume, and by indenture or other instrument in

writing does assume, the duty of a parent towards the child; but the parent shall remain

liable for the performance of any duty imposed by law in case the guardian fails in the

performance thereof.

4. The guardian shall thereupon possess the same authority over the child as he or she

would have were the ward his or her own child, and shall be bound to perform the

duties of a parent toward such ward,

2s proclamation of Governor Sir f ames Douglas, Fort Langley, 19 November 1858; see also Law and

Equity Act, s.2.
26'An-Actto consolídate and qmend the Law relating to the Custody and Care oflnfants, RSBC 1897, c'

96.
27 Guardians in S ocag e Act, (1267) 5 2 Hen' 3, c. 17 .

2a An Act respectingÀpprentices and Minors, RSBC 1897, c. 8, The Apprentices and Minors Act and the

Guardian's Appoíniment Acf were among the legislation consolidated in the first of the Infants Acts,

An Act to consolidate and amend the Law Relating to Infants, RSBC 1911, c' 107.
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7. Any parent, guardian, or any other person having the care or charge of a minor ... the

minor being a male and not under the age of fourteen years, may, with the consent of

the minor, put him and bind him as an apprentice by indenture to any respectable

trustworthy master-mechanic, farmer, or other person carrying on a trade or calling, for

a term not to extend beyond the minority of the apprentice; or in case of a female not

under the age of twelve years, may, with her consent, bind the minor to any respectable

and trustworthy person carrying on any trade or calling, or to do domestic service with

any respectable and trustworthy person, for any term not to extend beyond the age of

eighteen years.

These provisions, considering s. 2 of the contemporaneous Guardian's Appointment

Act, seem to equate the role and function of guardians with whatever intrinsic rights

remained from the Roman law, save that guardians were under a fiduciary duty
persisting from the Tenures Abolitíon Actto manage children's property for the

ultimate benefit of the children rather than themselves. Both parents and guardians

had the authority to indenture or apprentice the children in their care; guardians

had the authority of a parent over the children in their care; and, guardians had the

responsibilities of a parent toward the children in their care'

The 1.917 Equal Guardianship of Infants Actze clarified the law and made substantial

reforms, most notably by eliminating the disabilities of mothers in respect of their
children, yet distinguished the authority of a guardian between the person and the

estate of the child in a manner harking back to the Roman concepts of tutor and

curator:30

3, Every guardian under this Act shall have all such powers over the estate and the

person or over the estate (as they case may be) of the infant as any guardian appointed

by will or otherwise now has in England under the ActL2, Charles the Second, chapter

24,3r and 49 and 50 Victoria, chapter 27, section 4'32

4. All dísabilities of married women with respect to the guardianship of their minor

children are hereby removed,

2s An Act to amend the Law relating to the Guardianship and Custody of Infønts, SBC 1977 ' 
c'27.

30Thecontemporary CivilCodeofQuébeccontinuestoaddressthecareofpersonsunderalegaì
disability in terms of parental authority and the rights and duties of tutors and curators. Parents have

parentaiauthority and, in addition, are presumed to be the tutors ofa child (s. 192), unless the court

òrders otherwise (s, 195); tutors appointed by the court or the child's parents court are known as

"dative tutors" [s. 178). Tutors act with parental authority [s. 186J and may make health care

decisions for a child (s. 1a); a tutor administers a child's estate (s. 208); a minor's legal domicile is

with his or her tutor (s. 80J; tutors may act as guardians qd lítem [s. 159); and, a tutor may

emancipate a minor who is at least sixteen years old [s. 167). Curators are appointed by the court

where ãn adult is unable to care for him- or herself (s, 281). Curators may make health care decisions

(s. 81); a curator administers the estate of an incapable adult [s. 258J; and, the legal domicile of an

in."pãttr adult is with his curator (s. 81J. The Québec equivalent of the Public Guardian and Trustee

for British Columbia is the Curqteur public du Québec.
3l The Tenures Abolition Act of L660'
32 The Engìish Guardianship ofInfants Act of L886'
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5. The husband and wife living together shall be joint guardians of their minor children

with equal powers, rights, and duties in respectthereto, and there shall be no

paramount right to either in connection therewith'

6. lt shall be lawful for either the father or the mother .,. to appoint any person to act in

his or her place as guardian of an infant child after his or her death respectively, if the

child is then an infant'

7. ln the case ofthe death ofeither ofthe parents, the surviving parents shall become

sole guardian of their minor children ...

The act also addressed the authority of the court in proceedings for judicial

separation or divorce, following the lead of the English Guardíanship of Infants Act:

L2. ln any case where a decree for judicial separation or.,. divorce shall be pronounced,

the court pronouncing such a decree maythereby declare the parent by reason of

whose misconduct such a decree is made to be a person unfit to have the custody of the

children (if any) of the marriage; and, in such case, the parent so declared to be unfit

Shall not be entitled as of right to the custody or guardianship of such children.

13. The Court may, upon the application of either parent of an infant, make such an

order as it may think fit regarding the custody of such infant and the right of access

thereto of either parent, having regard to the welfare ofthe infant, and to the conduct

of the parents, and to the wishes as well of the mother as of the father, and may alter,

vary, or discharge such order on the application of either parent, or, afterthe death of

either Parent, of anY guardian.

It seems clear that by I9\7 ,the function of the guardian was synonymous with the

function of a parent, with no priority being given to the father and the notion of

patria potestãs being entirely replaced by shared parental authority. Between

,pour.r, custody ** 
" 

possessory interest awarded following marriage breakdown

tñat was subordinate to the larger, more comprehensive rights and responsibilities

involved in guardianshiP.rr

33 Tbe Divorce and Mqtrimoniql causes Act, RSBC L960, c.118, the version in force immediately prior

to the first Famíly Relations Act,continued to limit the authority of the court in divorce proceedings

to custody, usinf, at s. 20, the same language as the original English act of 1857:

tn any sult or other proceeding for obtaining judicial separation or a decree of nullity of marriage,

and on any petition for dissolving a marriage, the Court may .,. make such provision ... as it may

deem just and proper with respect to the custody, maintenance, and education of the children of

the marriage ...
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lll. The Modern Law on Guardianship in British Columbia

A. Legislation

The fÍrst Family Relations AcFa was enacted in1972 and consolidated the various
provincial laws on judicial separation and the matrimonial torts, custody of children,

and the support of children, spouses and the parents of adult children. The act

repealed the Divorce and Matrimonial Causes Act,3s various statutes relating to
support, and s. 1.2 of the Equal Guardianship of Infants Act.36

In place of the repealed portion of the Equal Guardianship of Infants.Act, the new
Iegislation provided:

12. Where the court makes or refuses to make an order for the dissolution of marriage

or judicial separation, or a declaration that a marriage is null and void, it may, having

regard to the condition, means, and circumstances of the spouses, make an order

containing one or more of the following provisions; ...
(b) That the custody of any child of a spouse or of the marriage be committed to

one spouse;37 and
(c) That a spouse have reasonable access to a child, or access at such times and

subject to such conditions as the court considers just and reasonable.

The Family Relations Actwas reintroduced in 1-978,38 in almost its present familiar
form with provisions for the division of matrimonial property, and repealed the

remainder of the Equal Guardianship of Infants Act.The revised act addressed
guardianship, and custody and access in two discrete divisions.

Section 25 of the new act described the authority of guardians in rather elliptical
terms, few guardians having "a copy of the Tenures Abolition Act, 7660 readily to

hand," as the BC Law Reform Commission:e put it:

25. (1) A guardian is both guardian ofthe person ofthe child and guardian ofthe estate

of the child.
(2) Subject to this Act, a guardian of the estate of a child has all powers over the estate

of achildasaguardianappointedbywillorotherwisehadonMaylg, tgt74o inEngland

3a Family Relatíons Act, SBC L972, c' 20.
3s The survival of this oddity on the statute books of British Columbia until 1972 was the result of

British Columbia's admission to the Confederation in 1871,, thirteen years after the laws of England

were adopted by the colonies of British Columbia and Vancouver Island but four years after the

passage of the ConstitutionAct, 1"867 and its division of powers atss.9L and92.
36 Then, the Equat Guardianship oflnfants Act, RSBC 1960, c, 1'30.
37 My earlier characterization of custody as a possessory interest is supported, I think, by the

requirement of this subsection for the "committal" of the custody of a child to "one spouse,"
38 Family Relations Act, SBC 1978, c. 20'
3e "Report on the Authority of a Guardian" LRC 78, Law Reform Commission of British Columbia,

Vancouver, fanuary l-985, at P. 2.
a0 The date the Equal Guardianship oflnfanß Act received Royal Assent.
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under Acts L2, Charles the Second, chapter 24,47 and 49 and 50 Victoria, chapter 12,

section 4.42

(3) Subject to this Act, a guardian of the person of a child has all powers over the person

of a child as a guardian appointed by will or otherwise had on May 19, L917 in England

under Acts L2, Charles the Second, chapter 24, and 49 and 50 Victoria, chapter L2,

section 4.

Section 27 set out the presumptive distribution of guardianship rights between

married and unmarried Parents:

27.(L)... whether or not married to each other and for so long as they live together, the

mother and father of a child are joint guardians unless a tríbunal of competent
jurisd iction otherwise orders.
(2) ... where the father and mother of a child are married to each other and are living

separate and apart,
(a) they are the joint guardians of the estate of the child, and

(b)the one of them who usually has care and control of the child is the sole

guardian of the person of the child unless a tribunal of competent jurisdiction

otherwise orders.

In a similar manner, s. 34 set out the presumptive distribution of the right to
custody of children between parents but specified a mechanism for determining

which of the parents would have sole custody following separation:

34. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the persons who may exercise custody over a child are,

(a) where the father and mother live together, the father and mother jointly,

(b) where the father and mother live separate and apart, the parent with whom

the child usuallY resides,
(c) where custody rights exist under a court order, the person who has those

rights, and
(d) where custody rights exist under a written agreement, the person to whom

those rights are given'

(2) Where persons have conflicting claims to custody under subsection (1)

(a) the person having custody rights under a court order, or

(b) where paragraph (a) does not apply, the person granted custody by an

agreement, or
(c) where paragraphs (a) and (b) do not apply, the person claiming custody with

whom the child usuallY resides, o
(d) where paragraph (c) applies and 2 persons are equally entitled under it, the

person who usually has day to day personal care of the child

may exercise custody to the exclusion of the other persons unless a court otherwise

orders

The present confusion surrounding the meaning of custody and guardianship under

the Family Relations Act and of custody under the Divorce, ct owes much to the

ar The Tenures Abolition Act of 1660'
+2 The English Guardianship oflnfants Act of 1886.
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three sections just mentioned. Section 25 described the import of guardianship in

ambiguous language that would be meaningless to anyone without a background in

famil| law;a3 
"na, 

r. 27 diminished the apparent effect of separation on a parent's

entitlement to guardianship at the same time as s. 34 gave a sharpened sense of
gravity to the consequence of separation on custody by continuing the presumption

ihat only one parent should have custody of a child. This last concern was

unfortunatelyreinforced by the fact that the federal Dívorce.áct continued to

address the care and control ofchildren in terms ofcustody and access alone.

Making matters still worse, nothing in the Family Relations Act suggested a

hierarãhy to guardianship and custody save that guardianship was dealt with first. It

would bé reaionable, I suggest, from a layperson's point of view, to assume that

custody was the ultimate object to be pursued'

B. Anson v. Anson

The substantive distinction between custody and guardianship was before Madam

f ustice Huddart, then a judge of the county court, in Anson v. Anson'aa At trial before

ihe provincial court, the father had agreed that the child should remain in the

priåary care of the mother but nevertheless sought joint custody. The trial judge

g"u. rol. custody to the mother but made them both joint guardians in order to

ãdd."rt the fathór's concerns about decisions involving the child's health and

education.

The father appealed on the issue of custody, arguing that the trial judge and the

person p.upãiing the custody and access report had misconstrued joint custody as

requiring ràgulai changes in the child's residence, and, I infer, a more equitable

shåring õf tfr. child's time. Huddart J.A. recognized the emotional weight attached to

the ter-ms custody and guardianship and took the opportunity occasioned by the

appeal to "clarifythe words and make them less subjectively symbolic to the parents

of control or the lack of it,"as

Huddart f.A. reviewed the development of guardianship from the ancient law and

concluded that in its contemporary meaning guardianship refers to "the full bundle

+3 The BC Law Reform Commission observed that "ln British Columbia, apart from the provisìons of

the Tenures Abotitíon Act, 1660,particular rights and duties of guardians have been left mainly to the

common law for definition; no provincial statute has codified them" (LRC 78, supra, p' 3)' The

commission concluded that:
,,The single most potent criticism that can be leveled at section 2 5 is that it is unhelpful. It

does not reveal anything about the incidents of guardianship. Instead, it provides only a clue

for the .o-..n..¡¡ent ãf research. Moreover, it presents problems of interpretation. To

what extent has the law respecting guardianship been modified by subsequent legislation? "'
How appropriate is the law as it stood on May 1.9,7917 , based as it is on 17th century

IegislaiiLon?-While problems concerning the law of guardianship do not often arise, there is

gõd ,."ron for reþlacing section 25 with a more modern statement."

ILRC 78, p, 6),
in Anron v. Anson (7987),10 B.C.L.R. (2d) 357 [B'C' Co'Ct')'
4s lbid,, para. 8.
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of rights and duties voluntarily assumed by an adult regarding an infant akin to

those naturally arising from parenthood," save where a guardian is appointed for a

limited purpose, as in the case of a property trustee or guardian ad litem. Although
guardians can be given specific duties by statute, such as ensuring the child's

attendance at school under the School Act or determining the child's health care

under the InfantsAct, none of these detracted from the general principle that the

guardian of a child has "the full bundle of rights and responsibilities relating to a
child:"a6

"Thus, subject only to specific statutory restrictions or to limits imposed by a court,

the guardian ofthe estate ofa child has the full bundle ofparental rights and duties

regarding the child's property and the guardians of the person has the full bundle of
parental personal rights, including necessarily the entitlement to physical

possession of the child."

Turning to the matter of custody, Huddart f.A. observed that fathers' presumptÍve

entitlement to custody of their children originally stemmed from their obligation to
provide the the necessities of life; without possession of the child, the father could

not fulfil his legal obligation.aT However, beyond the implications of this outdated

common law concept, the meaning of custody is defined in neither the Dívorce Act

nor the Family Relations Act and has become muddied by the case authorities:

"The case law indicates two different meanings. In its wide meaning it is akin to
guardianship of the person, That is, it includes the bundle of rights and

responsibilities of a parent, In its narrow meaning it is regarded as mere physical

custody or day-to-day control ofthe child'

"ln both England and Canada in recent times the wide meaning has taken hold.'

This conflict between the narrow meaning of custody, arguably that intended by s.

12 of the I972 Family Relations Act, andthe broader meaning is another key

contributor to the present confusion. Huddart J.A. cites a I97 0 decision of the

English court of appeal for the following proposition:aB

"The trouble is that while the legislature has distinguished between guardianship

and custody, the courts have tended to use the latter word as if it were substantially
the equivalent of the former, thus leading to some confusion of thought. This

confusion is abetted by the language of the Matrimonial Causes Acts and the orders

made under them. Whatever may have been the intention of the legislature when

first using that word in section 35 of the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1857 .., the courts

have come to give more than one meaning to fcustody] in orders."

46 lbid., para, 13.
47 lbid., para. 14,
48 lbid.,para.LT,quoting Hewerv. Bryant, [1970] 3 All E.R' 578 [C.4.).
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In light of the abundance of authorities supporting the wider meaning of custody,

Huddart J.A. held that:ae

"... custody under the Family Relations Act must be considered as being almost the

equivalent of guardianship of the person. It includes the right to determine the

child's education, health care and religion, as well as physical control over the child

... Essentially, the custodian has the full bundle of rights over the person of the child

that are not reserved to the guardian ofthe person or some other person or
institution by statute or by court order' .'.

"There seems to be no limit other than that of the imagination of the bar and bench

to the variety oforders that can be devised to ensure the best interests ofchildren
are served by the distribution of custodial rights and duties between interested

adults. .., Key. however, is where the residual authority lies. ,.. The wide meaning is

entrenched in federal legislationso and in the case law here and elsewhere. That

wide meaning of custody detracts from the significance one can attach to an order

for guardianship of the person, for it leaves few sticks in the bundle."

The point, however, for the purposes of understanding the Family Lqw Act, is that at

leasf a few sticks are left in the bundle. Under even the wider meaning, custody is

not guardianship of the person, it is almost the equivalent of guardianship of the

p..*n; a custodian has the rights that are not reserved to the guardian of the

person.

Returning to the Ansons, Huddart f .A. applied her reasoning to the trial result of
joint guardianship with sole custody to Mrs. Anson. What distribution of rights did

this entail?

aJ Mrs. Anson had the sole responsibility of determining the child's care

and upbringing, education, religion, recreational activities and day-to-

day care;

Mr. Anson remained a joint guardian of the estate of the child as

"custody has nothing to do with a child's property;" and,

Mr. Anson retained "the rights that come from his status as a parent and

guardian," including his statutory rights aS a parent, including the right
to be sole guardian upon the death of Mrs. Anson and his right to

appoint a testamentary guardian under the Tenures Abolítion Act.

b)

c)

Under this analysis, Mrs, Anson took "more ultimate responsibility for parenting"

than the trial judge had intended, and, to address the father's concerns about

decisions involving the child's health and education and better reflect the trial

4e lbíd., paras.24 and 26, emphasis added'
so Divoice Act,s, 2 (1J: "'custody' includes care, upbringing and any other incident of custody,"
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judge's intention, Huddart J.A. ordered that the parties have "joint guardianship and

joinl custody to Mr. and Mrs. Anson with physical care and control to Mrs. Anson."51

C. Young v. Young

The relationship between an order for sole custody and the residual parental

authority not exhausted by custody was before the Supreme Court of Canada in
young v. young,sz a case brought under the Divorce áct involving the rights of a

fathei with access but not custody to educate the children in his religion. At trial, the

mother was awarded sole custody and sole guardianship of the children; the father

was given access to the children on conditions, including that he not discuss his

religion with the children, The father was partially successful on appeal inasmuch as

theiestrictions on his time with the children were removed. The mother appealed

in turn to have the restrictions restored.

Madam Justice L'Heureux-Dubé, writing in dissent, framed the question in terms of

parentai authority and the deference to be given to the decisions of a parent with
iole custody. After covering much of the historical territory addressed by Huddart

l,A. in Anson v. Anson, L'Heureux-Dubé f . observed that despite the record of

iegislative and judicial change, "the nature and scope of custody itself have remained

relatively constant: "53

"The long-standing rule at common law is that an order of custody entails the right

to exercise full parental authority. In the case ofa sole custody order, that authority

is vested in one parent to the exclusion of the other."

Citing, with approval, the comments of Huddart J.A. regarding the entrenchment of

the wide meaning of custody in the legislation and case law and the locus of residual

parental authorit¡ L'Heureux-Dubé ). held that the effect of an order for sole

custody is to depiive the non-custodial parent of "the rights and responsibilities that

previously vestÀd in that parent as a joint custodian of the child," and described the

parental authority remaining to that parent as follows:sa

"The non-custodial parent retains certain residual rights over the child as one ofits
two natural guardians, among which is the right to apply to the court for the

variation of custody and access terms, Various other entitlements have been

recognized at common law, including ,,. the right to access, the right to contest the

child;s adoption, the right to claim guardianship of the person of the child upon the

death of the custodial parent and the right to succeed to the child's property among

others."

s7 Anson v, Anson, supra, at para. 40
sz Young v, Young, [1993] 4 S'C.R' 3.
s3 lbid., p. 38.
s+ lbid., pp.40-41'.
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To these other entitlements must be added, including the rights and duties given to

parents by operation of statutes such as the School Act, as noted by Huddart I.A',ss

ihe right io apply for the exercise of the court's parens patriae jurisdictions6 and, to

parents with access, the rights given by s. 16[5) of the Dívorce Act:

Unless the court otherwise orders, a spouse who is granted access to a child of the

marriage has the right to make inquiries, and to be given information, as to the health,

education and welfare of the child.

Nevertheless, such rights may not rise significantly beyond the level of mere

residue. L'Heureux-Dubé f. quotes Julian Payne, from his aptly named work Payne on

Divorce,with approval bordering upon enthusiasm:s7

".., in the absence of a successfuì application to vary an unqualified sole custody

disposition with respect to all or any of the incidents of custod¡ the non-custodial

rpo.rr" with access privileges is a passive bystander who is excluded from the

decision-making process in matters relating to the child's welfare, growth and

develoPment."

To summarize somewhat, in those circumstances where a parent has a bare order

for sole custod¡ that parent assumes all parental authority to the exclusion of the

other parent; the non-custodial parent becomes a "passive bystander" with no 
.

ability to participate in the exercise of parental authority and only those limited

rightð provided by statute and his or her status as a natural, but not legal, guardian.

Hówever, this rather grim analysis of the import of orders for sole custody must be

taken in context; Young involved only a consideration of the rights entailed in

proceedings under the Dívorce.Acú without the mediating influence of a provincial

,t"tut. prõviding independently for guardianship. This was addressed by Madam

Justice Russell of the Alberta Court of Appeal inV.L' v' D'L'5B

D. V.L, v. D.L.

pursuant to a divorce order incorporating the terms of minutes of settlement, the

mother inV.L. v. D,L, had sole custody of the children and the father had rights of

access, Following allegations of certain improprieties, the father voluntarily ceased

exercising his right of access, but successfully applied to vary the divorce order and

obtained joint custody so as to "secure an ongoing role in the lives of his children

which would include the right to be kept informed of and consulted about the major

decisions affecting them."5e The mother appealed the order for joint custody.

ss Anson v, Anson, supra, atpara' \2.
s6 Hewer v, Bryant, supra, at p. 585'
s7 Young v. Young, supra, at P' 47.
sB V.L.v. D.L.,200L ABCA24t.
ss lbid., para. 65.
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Given that the order in question was an order made pursuant to the Divorce Act, one

might expect the analysi s in Young v. Young to apply. However, this would overlook
certain provisions of the provincial law then in force - provisions redolent of the

1BB6 English Guardíanship of Infants Act and soon of the new British Columbia
Family Law Act- that gave parents certain presumptive rights of guardianship:00

46. Except where the authority of a guardian appointed or constituted by virtue of this

Act is otherwise limited, each guardian duringthe continuance of his guardianship

(a) may act for and on behalf of the minor, .'.

(d) has custody of the person of the minor and the care of his education.

47. (L) Unless a court of competent jurisdiction otherwise orders, the joint guardians of

a minor child are
(a) the mother, and
(b) the father, if

(i) he was married to the mother of the child at the time of the birth of the

child, ...

54. (1) The Court pronouncing
(a) a judgment for judicial separation, or
(b) a decree of divorce, either nisi or absolute,

may thereby declare the parent by reason of whose misconduct the decree is made to
be a person unfit to have the custody of the minor children, if any, of the marriage.

(2)The parent declared to be unfit,.. is not entitled as of right to the custody or
guardianship ofthose children on the death ofthe other parent'

After reviewing the authorities defining custody, in its narrow and wide meanings,

and the decisions in Anson v, Anson and Young v. Young, Russell J.A. observed that
statements to the effect that custody is "almost the equivalent of guardianship" or
"virtually synonymous with guardianship" also suggest that guardianship "may be

more comprehensive" in meaning than custody.6l Further, the oft-quoted remark of
Huddart f.A that "the wider meaning [of custody] is entrenched in federal legislation
and in the case law" may not apply in Alberta, where "guardianship is the
foundation of ,.. legislation governing parent child relationships."62

Russell J.A. described the provincial legislation as establishing a "rebuttable
presumption of continuing joint guardianship" following separation:63

"This implies that guardianship is not dependent upon custody; absent a finding of
unfitness or court declaration to the contrary, a non-custodial parent with or
without access, retains certain rights and responsibilities."

60 Domestic Relations Act, RSA 1980, c'D-37 '
6r V.L.v. 0.L., supra,ar.para.29.
62 lbid., paras. 30 and 57.
63 Ibid,, para. 48.
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Although this premise is "inconsistent" with the reasoning of L'Heureux-Dubé J. in
Young v, Young, Russell J.A. held that:64

".,. that presumption is consistent with s, 16[10) of the Divorce Actwhich provides
that the court shall promote maximum contact between the child and the non-
custodial parent. It also conforms with the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child
(1989) which ... provides that both parents have common responsibilities for the
upbringing and development of their children ,.."

and, moreover:65

"ln Young v. Young, L'Heureux-Dubé considered the term 'custody' to be akin to the
concept of guardianship, encompassingthe full bundle of parental powers, But..,
she acknowledged that a non-custodial parent retains certain residual rights over
the child ...

"The residual rights referred to inYoung v. Young, and prescribed under provincial
Iaw, evince an
oarent with or without access. Moreover, the exercise of most of those rights
necessarily implies the right to be informed of or consulted about, and to participate
in significant decisions pertaining to the child's education, health and welfare. It is
reasonable to assume that'significant' decisions would not include day to day
decisions while the child is in the care of the other parent, but would include those
decisions likely to have Iong term consequences for the child."

Needless to say, in the view of Russell J.4., the concept of guardianship set out in her
provincial legislation is the legal vehicle through which residual rights concerning
children and the ongoing legal relationship between a child and the non-custodial
parent are expressed and reified. Extending this reasoning to its logical culmination,
Russell f.A. concluded that:66

"The concept ofjoint guardianship is akin to an order ofjoint custody. Both include
parental authority to be informed about and participate in maior decisions affecting
the child, exclusive of the custody or access rights of either parent, Although the
custodial parent's position will ordinarily necessarily prevail, the non-custodial
parent has the right to seek judicial review of any disputed decision, In Gordon v.

Goertz,67 the majority made it clear that while the views of the custodial parent are
entitled to great respect, they are nonetheless subject to challenge and scrutiny and

may be overridden by the courts, if that is in the best interest of the child."

64 lbid., para.49.
6s lbid., paras. 53-54, emphasis added.
66 lbid., para.64.
67 Gordon v, Goertz,1199612 S.C.R,27.
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lV. Conclusion

The overwhelming weight of the authorities cited by Huddart J,A. and L'Heureux-

Dubé f . make it clear that the wider meaning of custody has taken deep and likely
permanent root in our analysis of the rights and duties involved in custody and

access under the Divorce Act.For cases determined entirely by reference to the

federal legislation, non-custodial spouses will continue to labour under the
trivialized and confined role described by Professor Payne. However, as Huddart f .A.

observed, in jurisdictions with statutory provisions for guardianship there yet

remain a few sticks not wrapped up in the bundle of rights entailed by custody'

These residual rights are poised to assume a new significance in British Columbia,

At the time Anson v. Anson was decided, cohabiting parents were assumed to be joint
guardians of their children under s.27(I) of the Family Relations Act. 0n separation,

under s.27(2),the parents continued to be joint guardians of the estates of their
children but

the one of them who usually has care and control of the child is sole guardian of the

person of the child unless a tribunal of competent jurisdiction otherwise orders.

Change, however, is coming. The Famíly Law Act will impose presumptions of
parental guardianship more akin to the regime prevailing in AIberta, both at present

and at the time when V,L, v. D,L was determined,os than to the regime provided by

the Family Relations Act.Very shortly guardianship will become, as Russell f .A' put it,
the foundation of the legislation governing parent child relationships.

The Family Law Act rejects the concept of custody in favour of a return to the broad

and comprehensive common law sense guardianship held before the L917 Equal

Guardianship of InfantsAct. Under the new legislation, only guardians have the right
to exercise parental responsibilities in respect of the child's day-to-day care and the

giving or withholding consent for the child's activities; only guardians may make

decisions about the child's schooling, extracurricular activities, health care and

cultural, linguistic and spiritual upbringing,6e Furthermore, under the new
Iegislation, each of a child's parents is presumed to be a guardian during the parents'

cohabiting relationship and after their separation:

39. (1) While a child's parents are living together and after the child's parents separate,

each parent of the child is the child's guardian.

The conclusions of Russell J.A. in a respect of a regime so similar to that which is
about to be come into force are worth repeating:

68 See ss.46 and 47 of the 1980 Domestic Relations Acrand ss. 20 and 21 of the 2003 Family Law Act.
6e Family Law Act, ss. 40 and 4L'
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"The concept ofjoint guardianship is akin to an order ofjoint custody, Both include

parental authority to be informed about and participate in major decisions affecting

ihe child, exclusive ofthe custody or access rights ofeither parent."

This is the pathway, in my view, that will let us carve a space from the wider
meaning of custody in which a rehabilitated concept of guardianship may flourish.

The conflict between the provisions of the Divorce Act and the Family Law Act are

not insurmountable, nor does the paramountcy of the federal legislation preclude

the Family Law Actfrom exploiting the residual parental authority to create a new,

progressive and child-centred approach to the care of children after separation. As

Walmsley A.C.J. observed in another case of purported conflict between federal and

provincial legislation, "both are capable of existing together in a regime of peaceful

co-existence."To

?o Lefebvre v. Leþbvre (8 March 1982), Cornwall Registry No. 00556/8 (Ont' P'C.l at para. 16.
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FAMILY LAW ACT REGULATION

Contenls

PART 1 - II.¡TMPRETATION
I Definitions

P¿nr 2 - Few,v JusrIcE CotrusBr,r,ons
2 Prescribed classes ofpersons for sections ll and 12 ofthe Act

3 Prescribed i¡formation for section 11 of the Act

PINI 3 - FEUU,V DISPUTE R¡SOT,IMOT PROFF,SSIONALS

4 Family law mediators

5 ' Family law arbirators
6 Parentingcoordinators

Penr 4 - Cxnn Surronr Gumrr.wrs
7 Definitions
8 Establishment of child support guidelines

9 Applicationoffederalchild supportguidelines

l0 Application offederal child support guidelines fo courts and court rules

PaNr 5 - CEILD SUTPONT RECALCT,LATION
11 Definitions
12 hescribed court regislrY

13 Income information to be Fovided to child suPport service

14 Contact information
15 Authorization to release income øx information

16 kescribed difference for the purposes of section 155 (4) of the Act
17 Notification of recalculated amounc

l8 Child support service must decline recalculation

19 Requirements fot recalculation under child'support agreements

20 Deemed receipt
2l Concction to ststement of recalculation
22 Applicationrespecfingrecalculatedarnount

PINT 6 - PRESCRIBED INTORMÀTION, FORMS AND FbES

23 Fonn for appointment of testamentary or standby guardian

24 Small ProPertY
25 Person to whom searchable information may be disclosed

26 Fee for filing a notice of agreemørt in land title offrce
n Forms

P¿.nt 1 - ITqTnnPRETATION

Definítions

I In this regulation:
oilú',except in Paft 4, means the Family Law Act;

"child support guidelínes" mean the child support guidelines established under

Paft 4.
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Pnnr 2 - FEurr,v JusrrcB Cour{srllons

Prescrlbed classes of persons for sections lt and 12 of the Act

2 For the purposes of section ll (1) (b) and 12 (l) (b) of the Act, the following elasses

of employees of the Family Justice Services Division of the Ministry of Justice are

prescribed:

(a) child support officers;

(b) administrative support staff;

(c) justice interviewers;

(d) local fnanagers:

(e) regional managers;

(f¡ Provincial executive directors.

Prescribed information for section 11 of the Act

3 (t) In this section, "personal information" has the same meaning as in the Freedom
of Inþrmation and Protection of Privacy Act.

(2) Afamilyjusticecounsellorisnotprohibitedbysection ll (l)(a)of theActfrom
disclosing, in the following circumstances, the following information obtained in
the course of providing assistance under section 10 (2) of the Act, and a person

refened to in section 2 of this regulation is not prohibiæd by section I t (l) (b) of
the Act from disclosing, in the following circumstances, the following
information obtained from, or in the course of assisting, a family justice

counsellor:

(a) a written agreemenf to mediate;

(b) a written agreement that resolves one or more issues in a family law dispute;

(c) information obtained, from a child, in the coursÇ of providing assistance

under section 10 (2) of the Act if
(i) the child fint indicates his or her approval to the disclosure, and

(ii) the information is disclosed only to the person or persons receiving
assistance under section l0 (2) of the Act;

(d) confirmation that a person met with a family justice counsellor in relation
to a matter described under section l0 {2) of the Act if that person requests

the confirmation;

(e) personal information if that information has been in existence for at

least 100 years;

(fl information, other than personal information, if that information has been

in existence for at least 50 years;

(g) informaÊion to be used forresearch purposes if that information is disclosed
in accordance with section 33.1 (l) (s) of the Freedom of Information and
Prctectiott of Privacy Act.

(3) Without limiting subsection (2) of this section, a family justice counsellor is not
prohibited by section tl (l) (a) of the Act from disclosing information obtained
in the course of providing assistance under section l0 (2) of the Act, and a pen;on

page 3 of 21
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referred to ín section 2 of this regulation is not prohibited by section I I (1) (b) of
the Act from disclosing information obtained from, or in the course of assisting,
a family justice counsellor if any of the following apply:

(a) the information is disclosed to a service provider or agency in conjunction
with a referral of a person to that setvice provider or egency and the person

being referred has consented to the referral and disclosure;

(b) the information is disclosed to comply with requirernents under the

applicable Rules of Court or the Child, Fømily and Communlty Service Ac4'

(c) an agreement respecting the division of property under PaÍ 5 of the Act or
respecting the payment of spousal support under Parf 7 of the Act was

negotiat€d with tt¡e assiscance of a family justice counsellor under
section l0 (2) of the Act, an application is made to the court to set aside that
agreement and the information is disclosed to provide evidence for thc
purposes of that application;

(d) the information is disclosed to protect a person or property if the person

making the disclosure reasonably believes that there is a risk of imminent
and serious harm;

(e) the ínformation is disclosed in relation to a civil or administrative
proceeding to which the family justice counsellor ís a party.

P¿.nt 3 - Faurr,Y DISPUTE RPSOT,UITON PROFESSIONALS

Family law medlators

4 (l) Only a mediator who is qualifÏed as a family disputeresolution professional may
conduct a mediation in relation lo a family law dispute.

(2) A mediator is qualífied as a family dispute resolution professional if he or she is

(a) a member in good standing of the Law Society of British Columbia and

meets all of the training and practice requirements set for family law
mediators by the l.aw Society of British Columbia,

(b) a member in good standing of the Mediate BC Fâmily Roster,

(c) a member il good standing ot, and a certified mediator with, Family
Mediation Canada and meets the training and practice requirements of
Family Mediation Canada, or

(d) an individual to whom all of the following apply:

(ì) he or she has at least 2 years experience in family-related practice,
including in law, psychology, social work, clinical counselling,
teaching or nursing;

(ii) he or she has completed at least 2l hours of family law training
provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia or by the
Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia or
equivalent training provided by any other training provider that is
recognized as providing high quallty training in that field;

page4of 2l
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(iii) he or she has completed at least 80 hours of mediation theory and
skills training, provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia,
by the Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia orby
any other training provider that is recognized as providing high
quality tra¡ning in that field, that includes at least

(A) 2I hours of Eaining focusing on issues relafing to family
dynamics in separation and divorce,

@) 7 hours of training focusing on financial issues relating to
separation, divorce and family reorganization,

(C) 7 hours of training focusing on ethical issues relating to the
mediation process, and

(D) 7 hours of training focusing on drafting memoranda of
understanding;

(iv) he or she has completed at least 14 hours of family violence training,
including training on identifying, assessing and managing family
violence and power dynamics in relation to dispute rcsolution process

design, provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia, by the

Continuing Legal Blucation Society of British Columbia or by any
other training provider that is recognized as providing high quality
training in that field;

(v) each year he or she completes at least 10 hours of continuing
professional development applicable to family dispute resolution
practice, at least 7 hours of which must be in the form of a course
provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia, by the
Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia or by any
other training provider that is recognized as providing high qualìty
training in that fTeld;

(vi) he or she maintains professional liability insurance that provides
coverage for his or her practice of mediation.

(3) The following practice standards apply to a family dispute resolution
professional who wishes to engage in mediation in relation to a family law
dispute:

(a) before initiating mediation, he or she must enter into a written agreement to
mediate with the parties to the family law dispuæ;

(b) before initiating mediation, he or she must provide written confìrmation to
the parties to the family law dispute that he or she meets the professional
requirements set out in subsection (2).

Family law arbltralors

5 (l) Only an arbitrator who is qualified as a family dispuæ resolution professional

may conduct an arbitration in relation to a family law dispute.

(2) An arbitrator is qualified as a family dispute resolution professional if
(a) he or she is a member in good standing of the Law Sociefy ol British

Columbia and meets all of the taining and practice requirements set for
family law arbitrators by the Law Society of British Columbia, or

page 5 of2l
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(b) subject to subsection (3), he or she is an individual to whom all of the
fotlowing apply:

(i) he or she is a member in good standing of the College of
Psychologists of Britisb Co.lumbia or the British Columbia College of
Social Workers;

(ii) he or she hss at least l0 years experience in family-related practice;

(iii) he or she has completed at least 40 hours of training in arbitration
theory and skills provided by a training provider fhat is recognized as
providing high quality training in that field, which training musr
include training in relafion to

(A) the statutory contgxt applicable to arbitration,

(B) conducting arbitrationhearings,
(C) rules of evidence and principles of natural jusrice,

(D) the writing of agreements, awards and decisions, and

(E) family dynamics¡

(iv) he or she has completed at least 30 hours of family law rraining,
including training on the child support guidelines, provided by the
Justice Instituæ of British Columbia, by the Continuing Legal
Education Society of British Columbia or by any other training
provider that is recognized as providing high quality training in that
field;

(v) he or she has completed at least 14 hours of family violence training,
including trâining on identifying, assessing and managing family
violence and powerdynamics in relation to dispute resolution process
design, provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia, by the
Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia or by any
other training provider that is recogrrized as providing high quality
training in that field;

(vi) each year he or she completes al least l0 hours of continuing
profassional development applicable to family dispure resolution
practice, at least 7 hours of which must be in the form of a course
provided by the Justice Instituæ of British Columbia, by the
Continuing Iægal Education Society of British Columbia or by any
other training provider that is recognized as providing high quality
training in that field;

(vii) he or she maintains professional liability insurance that provides
coverage for his or her practice of arbihation.

(3) An a¡bitrator referred to in subsection (2) þ) is qualified as a family dispute
¡esolution professional to conduct a¡bitrations in relation to family law disputes
relating to one ormore of the following only:

(a) parenting arrangements;

(b) conracr with a child;

(c) child support to which all of the following apply:

page 6 of 21
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(i) all children in relation to whom suppott is sought are under 19 years

of age;

(ii) none of the payor's income is self-employment income or pafnership
income;

(iii) thc payor's annual income is not more than $150 000;

(iv) the applicable table to the child support guidelines is being relied on
to calculate the basic child support amount;

(v) if special or extraordinary expenses under sec[ion 7 of the child
support guidelines are at issue in the family law dispute, the

determination of what those expenses are and how they are to be

calculated is straightforward.

(a) The following practice standards apply to a family dispute resolution
professional who wishes to engag€ in arbitration in relation to a [amily law
díspute:

(a) before initiating arbitration, he or she must enter into a written agrcöment
to arbitrate with the parties to the family law dispuæ;

(b) before initiating arbitration, he or she must provide writúen confïrmation to
the parties to the family law dispute that he or she meets the professional

requirements set out in subsection (2).

Parenting coordlnators

6 (l) A person may âct as a parenting coordinator if
(a) he or she ìs a member in good standing of

(i) the law Society of British Columbia,

(ii) the College of Psychologists of British Columbia,

(iii) the British Columbia College of Social lilorkers,

(ív) the BC Association of Clinical Counsellors,

(v) Family Mediation Canada,

(vi) the Mediate BC Family Roster, or

(vii) the BC Parenting Coordinators Roster Society,

(b) one of the following aPPlies:

(i) he or she is a mernber in good standing of the Law Society of British
Columbia end meets all of the haining and practice r€quirements set

for parenting coordinators by the Law Society of British Columbia;

(ii) he or she is not a member of the Law Society of British Columbia and

all of the following apply:

(A) he or she meets the training requirements of, and is eligible for
membership in, the Mediate BC Family Rosler or Family
Mediation Canada;

(B) he or she has at least l0 years experience in family-related
practice;

pageT of2l
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(C) he orshehas completed at least 40 hou¡s of training in parenting
coordination provided by a training provider that is recognized
as providing high quality training in that field, which training
must include training in relation to the role and responsibilities
of a parenting coordinatoû ¿rbitration and decision making,
communication skills development, the effects of separation
and divorce on parents and children, high conflict family
dynamics and child development and developmental needs;

(D) he or she has completed af least 2l hours of family law training
provided by the Justice Institute of British Columbia, by the
Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia or by
any other training provider that is recognized as providing high
quality training in that field;

(E) he or she has cornpleted at least 14 hours of family violence
training, including training on identifying, assessing and
managing family violence and power dynamics in relation to
dispute resoluúion process design, provided by the Justice
Institute of British Columbia, by the Continuing Legal
Education Society of British Columbia or by any other training
provider that is recognized as providing high quality raining in
that field;

(F) each year he or she completes at least l0 hours of continuing
professional development applicable to family dispute
resolution practice, at least 7 hours of which must be in the form
of a course provided by the Justice Institute of British
Columbia, by the Continuing Legal Education Society of
British Columbia or by any other training provider that is
recognized as providing high quality Faining in that field, and

(c) he or she maintains professional liability insurance that provides coverage
for his or her practice as a parenting coordinator.

(2) The following practice standards apply to a parenting coordinator:

(a) before æsisting the parties to a family law dispute in his or her capacity as
a parenting coordinator, he or she must enter into a written agreement to
provide parenting coordination services with the parties to the family law
disputei

(b) before assisting the parties to a family law dispute in his or her capacity as
a parenting coordinator, he or she must provide written confirmation to the
parties to the family law dispute that he or she meets the professional
requirements set out in subsection (1).

(3) The following are the matters in respect of which a parenting coordinator may
make deter¡ninations:

(a) parenting ôrfangements;

(b) contact with a child.

(4) For the purposes of subsection (3), a parenting coordinator
(a) may make determinations in respect of
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(i) a child's daily routine, including a child's schedule in relation to
parenting time or contâct with the child,

(ii) the education of a child, including in relation to the child's special
needs,

(iii) the participation of a child in extracurricular activities and special

events,

(iv) the temporary care of a child by a person other than

(A) the child's guardian, or
(B) a person who has contact with the child under aû agreement or

order,

(v) the provision of routine medical, dental or othpr health care to a child,

(vi) the discipline of a child,

(vii) the transportation and exchange of a child for the purposes of
exercising parenting time or contåct with the child,

(viii) parenting time or contact with a child during vacations and special
occasions, and

(ix) any othermatters, other than matters referred to in paragraph (b), that
are agreed on by the parties and fhe pa¡eûtirig coordinator, and

(b) must not make determinations in respect of
(i) a change to the guardianship of a child,

(ii) a change to the allocation of parental responsibilities,

(iii) giving parenting tirne or contact with a child to a person who does not
have parenting time or contact with the child,

(iv) a substantial change to the parenting time or contact with a child, or

(v) the relocation of a child.

(5) Wifhout limiting any ottrcr provision of this 6ecríon, a psrson may act as a
parÞnting coordinator if, on M¿rch 18, 2013, he or she was acting in the capacity

of a parenting coordinator under a parenting coordìnation agreement or order.

Panr 4 - CEILD SuPPonr Gumnr.rnrs

Dellnltions

7 In this Part:
øFederal Child Support Guidelines'means tlre Federal Child Support Guidelines

established under section 26.1 of the Dívorce,4cf (Canada)l

"Federal guídelines'means theFederal Child Support Guidelines as they apply for
the purposes of this regulation.

Establishment of child support guldellnes

8 For rhe purposes of sections 1,247 and249 (5) and (6) of the Family Lcw Act, the
Federal Child Suppot Guidelines, except sections 7 (l),21 (5),26 and ?jl of those

guidelines, are adopted and established as child support guidelínes in accordance with
this Part.
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Application of federal child support guidelines

9 (l) For the purposes of section I of this regulation, a reference in the Federal Child
Support Guidelines

(a) to "the Aet" ìs to be read as a reference to 'the Family ltttv Act",

(b) to "the age of majority" is to be re¿d as a reference to "19 years of âge",

(c) to a "child" is to be read as a reference to child as defined by the Family Inw
Act,

(d) to a "child support order" is to be read as a reference to an order, including
an interim orde¡ respecting child support made undcr Pan 7 of Jhe Famlly
Inw Act,

(e) to *income" is ûo be read as a reference to the annual income determined
under sections 15 to 20 of the Federal guidelines,

(f) to the 'Tncome Tax Act" is and remains a reference lo ïhe "lncome Tax Act
(Canada)",

(g) to "order assignee" is to be read as a reference to the minister to whom
maintenance rights are assigned under the Employment and Assistance Act
or the Emplayment and AssisÍance for Persons v¡ith Disabílitîes Act, as

applicable, and includes any other percon, province, state or political
subdivision, and any official agency of any other person, province, state or
political subdivision, to whích an æsignment of one or more maintenance
rights is made in accordance with legislation in that jurisdiction,

(h) to a "spouse", except in section 5 of the Federal guidelines, is to be read as

a reference to a 'þarent" as defined in section I of the Family Law Act ot to
& "guardian" as defined in section 146 of the Famíly Law Act,

(i) to a "spouse" in section 5 of the Federal guidelines is to be read as a
rcference to a "pgÍson",

() to "other spouse" in sections 22,24 (d) and 25 Q) of the Federal guidelines
is deerned to includg without limiting paragraph (h) or (i) of this
subsection, an order assignee,

(k) ¡o a'tabld' is to be read as a reference to a federal child support table set
out in Schedule I to the Federaì guidelines,

(l) to a'trniversal child care benefit" is to be read as a reference to a benefit
provided under section 4 of the Universal Chitd Care BeneJit Act (Canada),
and

(m) to a "variation order in respect of a child support ordef is to be read as a
refe¡ence to an order changing, suspending or terminating an order
rospect¡ng child support.

(2) For the purposes of section 8 of this regulation, a reference

(a) in section 2 (4) (a) of the Federal guidelines to "interim orders undcr
subsections l5.l(2) and l9(9) of the Act''is to be read as a reference to
interim orders for child support undet section 716 or 217 of tlre FatníIy Inw
Act or under section l0 (2) (c), 13 (l) (b), 30 (2) (c) or 32 (1) (b) of the
Interjurisdictional Support Orders Act,
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(b) in section 2 @) (b) of the Federal guidelines to "orders varying a child
support order" is to be read as a reference to "ordcrs changing, suspending
or terminating an order respecting child support',

(c) in section 2 (4) (c) of the Fede¡al guidelines to "orders referred to in
subsection l9(7) of lhe Act" is to be read as a reference to "orders under
section 13 (l) (a) or 32 (l) (a) of the Interjurìsdictíonal Support Orders Act
that confirm provisional orders made in a jurisdiction outside of British
Columbid',

(d) in section 2 (a) (d) and (5) ofthe Federal guidelines to "recalculations under
paragraph 25.1(1Xb) of the Act" is to be read as a reference to
"recalculations under section 154 Q) þ) of the Family Law Act",

(e) in section 3 (3) (a) (i) and (b) of the Federal guidelines to "a varialion order
in respect of a child support orded' is to be read as a tcference to "ân order
changing, suspending or terminating an order respecting child support",

(f¡ in section 3 (3) (a) (i) and (b) ofthe Federal guidelines to "secfion 25.1 of
the Act'' is to be read as a reference to "Dìvision 3 of Part 7 of the Family
Law Acf',

(g) in section 7 (l) (a) of the Federal guidelines to "custodial parent" is to be
read as a reference to "guardian",

(h) in section I of the Federal guidelines to "Where each spouse has custody of
one or more children" is to be rcad as a reference to "Where there are 2 or
more children and each guardian has the majority of parenting time with
one ormorc of those children",

(i) in section 9 of the Federal guidelines to "exercises a right of access to, or
has physical custody of is to be read as a reference to "exerçises parenting
time with",

O in section 9 (b) of the Federal guidelines to "shared custody arangements"
is to be read as a reference to "ttìe parenting arrangements",

(k) in section 10 (2) (b) of the Federal guidelines to "access to a child' is to be
read as a reference to "parenting rime, or contact, with a child",

Q) in section 10 (2) (c) of the Federal guidelines to a "written separation
agreement" is to be read as a reference to a "written agr€oment referred to
in section 6 of the Faníly Law Acf',

(m) in section 10 (2) (d) of the Federal guidelines to a "child of the marriage" is
to be read as a reference to a "child of the parents who are the parties to the
application",

(n) in section 14 of the Federal guidelines to "subsection l7(4) of the Act" is to
be read as a reference to "section 152 (2) (a) of the Family l¡tw Acf',

(o) in section 14 (c) of the Federal guidetines to "an order made before
May l, 1997, the coming into force of section l5.l of the Act, enacted by
section 2 of chapter I of the Statutes of Canada, (I997j"'is to be read æ a
reference to "an order made before April 14, 1998, the coming into force of
section 93 of the Family Relations Acf, enacted by section 18 of the Family
Relations Amendment Act, I 997, S.B.C. 1997 c. 20",
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(p) in section 19 (l) (a) of the Federal guidelines to "child of the marriage or
any child under the age of rnajority" is to be read as a reference to "child",
and

(q) in sections 22 (2),24 (d) and25 Q) @) of the Federal guidelines to "sosts"
is to be read as a reference to "costs and expenses".

Applicatlon of federal child support guidellnes lo courts and court rules

10 ( I ) Nothing in this regulation extends the jurisdiction of the Provineiol Court, and, in
particular, the power of a court to award costs under sections 22 (2),24 (d)
and 25 (7) (a) of thç Federal guidelines is a power exercisable by the Supreme
Court only-

(2) Thqse guidelines are in addition to and not in substitution for any court rules
prescribed under the Court Rules Acú, but if there is a conflict between these
guidetines and any court rules, these guidelines prevail.

(3) For the purposes of subsectioir (2) of this section, it is not a conflict between these
guidelines and court rules merely because the court rules

(a) ¡equire a person to provide information that is additional to the information
that the person would be re,quired to provide unde¡ these guidelines,

(b) require that certain information that is r€quired by the court rules but not by
these guidelines be presented in a manner or form that is different from the
manncr or form in which information required under these guidelines is to- be presented, or

(c) require the provision. in one mânner or form, of information some or all of
which is required under these guidelines to be provided in a different
manner or form.

P¿nr 5 - Cur¿n Supponr Rnc¿¿cur,ATroN

Definl$ons

ll In this Part:
oparty" means e payor or recipient;
sregistry' means a court rcgistry prescribed under section 13.

Prescribed coufl reglstry

12 The Kelowna hovincial (Family) Court Registry is prescribed for the purposes of
sections 155 (1) (a) (ii) and (b) and (5) and 158 (l) (b) ofthe Act.

lncome Information to b€ provided to chlld support service

13 (l ) On rcquest by the child support service, a p€rson described in section I 58 (1) of
the Act must provide the child support service with
(a) a copy of the personal income tax return filed for the most recenf taxation

year by the person specifred in the request, and

(b) a copy of every notice of assessment and reassessment issued to the pe$on
for the most recent taxation year.
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(2) A penon described in section 158 (l) of the Act must provide the income
information requested under subsection (I) of this section no later than 30 days

after the date the person is deemed, under section 20 of this regulation, to have
received the request.

(3) If a p€rson described in section 158 (l) of the Act does not provide ínformation
under subsection (l) of this section within the time period required by

subsection (2) of this section, the child support service may, for the purposes of
section 15S (2) of the Act, recalculate the amount of child support by applying
a lÙVo increase to the income of that person that had been used fo determine the

cunent child support.

Çontact informatlon

14 (l) On request by the child support service, a party must provide the child support
service with the party's address, email addrqçs, teþhone number and fax
number.

(2) A party must notify the child support service, in writing, of a change in the

contact information provided under subsection (l) no later than 30 days afær the

change occurs.

(3) If a party does not provide notification of the change in contact informatìon
required under subsection (2) within the period required by subsection (2), the

child support service may recalculate the anount of child support without any
further notice to the party.

Âuthorization to release income lax Information

15 Form I of Appendix A is prescribed for the purposes of authorizing the release of
income tax information under section 158 (3) of the Act.

Prcscribetl d¡fferencê for the purpos€s of sectlon 155 (4) of the Act

16 The prescribed difference for the purposes of section 155 (4) of the Act is $5 more

or $5 less per month than the current child support.

Notification of recalculated âmount

17 ( I ) Subject to section 14 (3) of this regulation, the child suppon service must notìfy
each party in writing of the recalculated amount.

(2) Notification under subsection (l) of this section may be sent by regular mail to
the last known address of the party in the records of the child support service.

Child support service must decl¡ne recalculation

18 The child support service must decline to recalculate a child support amount

(a) if the child support amount was established in an order made in accordance
with

(i) section 3 (2),4 (b), 5, 9, 10, l7 or 19 (1) (a) or (c) to (i) of the child
support guidelines, or

(ii) the Interjurísdictional Support Orders Act, or
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ib) if all or a part of the incorne used to determine the child support amount is
self-employment income or parf nership income.

Requirements for ¡ecalculatlon under chlld support agreemenls

f9 In order for the child support sewice to recalculate child supportestablished under an
agreement respecting child supporf the agreement must include the following
provisions:

(a) agreement by t¡e parties that the child support service may recalculate the
child support amount annuall¡ based on the parties' income information
provided under Division 3 of Part 7 of the Act:

(b) agreement that the parties will notify the child support service, in writing,
of a change in address, email address, phone number or fax number, no later
than 30 days after the change;

(c) acknowledgement by the parties that

(i) each party is required to provide income information to. the child
support service no later than 30 days after the date the party is
deemed, under section 20 of this regulation, to have received a
written request for the information from the child support service,
and

(ii) if they fail to provide the income information within the requi¡ed time
period, the chi{ suppol service may recalculate and increase the
child support amount" in accordance with the Act and the regulations.

Deemed receipt

2O A notice or other rtcord required to be given or delivered to a person under this PaIt
or Division 3 of Part 7 of the Act is deemed to have been received by the person 5 days
after the date on which it was sent.

Correcllon to statement of recalculation

2l (l) The child support service may make a correction to a statement of recalculation
under section t 56 (2) (a) of the Act if it does so within 30 days after the date of
the statement of recalculation.

(2) A party may make a r€quest under section 156 (2) (b) of the Act no larer
than 5 days after the date on which the party is deemed, undersection 20 of this
regulation, to have received a statement of recalculation from the child support
service.

(3) A request under subsection (2) of this section may be made by telephone, fax or
email.

Appllcarlon respecttng recalcutated amount

22 (l) The period prescribed for the purposes of section 157 (3) (c) of the Act is the
period of 60 days following the date on which the materials in support of the
application under section 157 (l) of the Act were filed in the applicable court
registry.
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(2) For the purposes of seclion 157 (3) (c) of the Act, the following steps are
prescribed:

(a) serving the respondent to the application with the materials filed in support
of the applicafion under section 157 (l) of the Act;

(b) if the respondent to the application cannot be located, submitting to the
applicable court registry a written request to a search officer for information
referred to in section 237 (l) of the Act;

(c) completing a parenting after separation program if required under the
applicable Rules of Courtorby ajudge,

P¡,nr 6 - PnrscRrBED Irqron*rarroN, FoRMS aND Fnns

Form for appolntment of testamentary or standby guardlan

23 The form prescribed for the purposes of sections 53 (l ) (b) and 55 (2) (a) of the Act is
Form 2 of Appendix A,

Small property

24 (l ) For the purposes of determining the value of propefty delivered to a child or
guardian under section 178 of the Act, the value of the propetty is the value that
the property had at the date of its receþ by the child or guardian.

(2) The amount prescribed for the purposes of section I?8 (l) (b) and (4) of the Act
is $10 000.

(3) The form prescribed for the purposes of section 178 (2) (b) of the Act is

(a) Form 3 of Appendix A of this regulation, if the property referred to in that
section is delivered to a guardían, or

(b) Form 4 of Appendix A of this regulation, if the property referred to in that
section is delivered to a child-

Person to whom searchable lnformatlon may be disclosed

25 A police off,rcer is a prescribed person for the purposes of section 240 (1) (g) of the
Act.

Fee for filing a notìce of agreement in land title ofílce

26 The presuibed fee for the puryoses of section 99 (2) of the Act is $5.

Forms

27 The forms in Appendix A must be used if applicable, with variations as the

circumsfances require, and each of those forms must be completed by including the

information required by that form in accordance with any instructions included on the

form.
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AppeNnrx A
Form I (Family Law Act Regulation, section 15)

:i'.ïJi:i:Í
Ministry of Justice Service

RELEASE OF INFORIÍATION
(Ganada Revenue Agency)

The personal information requested on lhis form is collected under the authority of the Fenþ
I-aw Act and the Family Law Act Regulation. The information will be used for the purpose of
administering the Child Support Recalculation Service. Your Social Insurance Number is
collected to ensur€ the accurute identification of your tax record held by the Canada Revenue
Agency. The collection, use and disclosure of penonal information are subject to the provisions
of the Freedom of Inþrmation and Protection of Prìvacy Act. Any questions about this
information should be directed to the Child Support Recalculation Service.

Court File No

Location of Court .......-..

Level of Corut ..........

CSRS File No. ..........
My Cunent Contact Informatíon:

Full Legal Name: ..........

Address:

Ci tyllvlu nicipalityÆo wn: Postal Code:

Telephone N

Fax Number:

TO THE CAIIADA REVEI\RJE AGENCYI
My name is: .................. lfult legol namel

My address as shown on the latest tax record is: ..............,...

My social insurance number is:

f consent to the release of income and expense ínformation about me by the Canada Revenue
Agency to the Child Support Recalculation Service, to be used, dísclosed or made available only for
the purposes and to the persons or in the manner set out below. The information wlll be taken firm
the Canada Revenue Agency assessment of the most rccenf income tax rrturn filed by me or on ¡¡y
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behalf. It is understood that when the information is no longer needed, it will be disposed of in
accordance with the rcquirements of tlrcDocurnenl Dßposal Acl.

The Famþ Inla Ac¡, the Family Law Act Regulation, the Supreme Court Family Rules and the Provincial
Court (Family) Rules require the releæe of income tax information for

. recalculation ofchild supporti

. application to vary support, or
' any otherpurpose ordered by thecourt.

The information will be used only for a purpose noted above. I understand that the information may
become part of the court file and, as permitted by the Fan ily Law Act and the Supreme CourtFamily Rules
and the Provincial Coun (Family) Rules, may be accessed by the parties, lawyers, family justice
counsellors or persons authorized by a judge,

Date: lmn¡nlddlyyyyl
Signature of person releasing information
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Form 2 (Family Law Act Regulation, section 23)

APPOINTMENT OF STANDBY OR TFSTAMENTARY GUARDIAN

fnarne), of laddressf,
am the guardian of ...........,.... lnarne(s) of chitd(ren)l
born Ib i n hda N( s ) of c hild( ren)- mrun/ddlyywf

2 After considering the best interests of the child(ren) referred to in section 1, I appoint

to be the guardian of the child(ren) and

lcheck one ør both of the following boxes as applîcable and províde any required informatìon.!

[ ] this appointment takes effect on my death

[ ] I am facing terminal illness or permanent mental incapacity and this
âppointment takes effect when, as a result of that illness or incapacity, I am
unable to care for the chitd(ren), íadd, tf appliczhte, as certitìed by

fname or otlicial titlel l. Tllte appointed
guardian must consult with mc to the fullest possible extent regarding the care
and upbringing of the child(ren).

On this appointment taking effect, the appointed guardian has the same parental
responsibilities that I cunentþ have [øa4 if appticabte, subject 0o the following
conditions and reshictions: ......-...-...

["pecùil ]

Date: lmmntld¡llnWl
Sîgnature of appointing guardian

This appointment was signed in the presence of

WITNESSES fThe witnesses to this appointment must be at least 19 yean ol age ond must not be the person

appointed as gwrdian.f

Name:

Address: Signature of witness
Occupation:

Name:

Address: Signature of witness
Occupation:

lI,

3
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I I, [nane], of

Form 3 (Family Law Act RcgulatÍon, sectÌon 24)

GUARDIAN'S ACKNOIryLEDGMENTICHILDREN'S PROPERTY

faddress], .,. foccttpøtíon'1,
am the guardian of ................ ...-..-. fnane of chitdf

2

3

bom fbinhdate of chitd- nmnt/dd/ynyf.
I have the parental responsibility to make day-to-day decisions affecting the child.

Irequest fnameofpersonororganízation] todeliver
to me, to hold as trustee for the child, money or other property of a total value of
$ ....-,...,....-... that .-....,..., lname ofpersotr or organÍzotionf

has a duty to deliver to the child

I confirm that when I receive the money or other property referred to in section 3, the
total value of money and property that I will have received to hold as trustee for the
child under section 178 of lhe Famìly l-aw Act will not exceed the amount prescribed
by section 24 of the Family Law Act Regulation. [Note: the amount prescribed as a!
March 18,2013 is 8I0,M0J

I will hold the rnoney or otherproperty in tn¡st for the child.

I will keep the child's money or other prcperty separate from my own.

I will experrd the money or other property for the sole benefit of the child.

I will not profit from my role as trustee of the child's money or other propÊrty.

I will account to the child at any time that the child requests and when the child
reaches 19 years of age I will account to the child and t¡ansfer ùre balance of the
money or other property remaining at that time and all interest eamed on it to the
child-

..lnnmfttdlyyWl

Signature of guardian

4

5

6

7

I
I

Date:

This acknowledgement was signed in the presence of

WITNESS lThe witness to this acknowledgeilent ,nilst be at least t9 years of age.l

Name:

Address; Signature of witness
Occupation:
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f,'orm 4 (Family Law Act Regulation, section 24)

CHILD'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT-CEILDRDN'S PROPERTY

fnamel, af faddrcssl,
request that ............. ... lname of persotr or organi¿alioa] deliver to
me money or other propeny of a total value of $ that

fname of person or organìttlionJ has a duty to deliver to me.

I confirm that when I receive the money or other property, the total value of money
and property that I lvill have received under section 178 of the FamíIy Inw Act wlll
not exceed the amount prescribed by section 24 of the Family Law Act Regulation.

[Note: the amount prescribed as at March ]8,2013 is í10,0001

I am able to receive the property or money under section 178 (2) (a) of the Family l-aw
Ac¡ because I have a duty to support another person.

,Ïnnm/ddlyyyyl

Signature

This acknowledgment was signed in the presence of

WITNESS lThe winess to thla acfuiowledgeilen! ûrust be at least lgyears øf oge.!

Name:

Address: Signature of witness

Occupation:

II,

2

3

Date:
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BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR LAWYERS PRACTICING FAMILY LAW

Lawyers involved in a family law dispute should strive to ensure it is conducted in the following manner:

L. Lawyers should conduct themselves in a manner that ¡s constructive, respectful and seeks to

minimize conflict and should encourage their clients to do likewise.l

2. Lawyers should strive to remain objective at all times, and not to over-identify with their clients

or be unduly influenced bythe emotions of the moment.

3. Lawyers should avoid using inflammatory language in spoken or written communications, and

should encourage thelr clients to do likewise.

4. Lawyers should caution their clients about the limíted relevance of allegations or evidence of
conduct.

5. Lawyers should avoid actions that have the sole or predominant purpose of hindering, delaying

or bullying an opposing party, and should encourage their clients to do likewise.

6. Lawyers cannot partic¡pate in, and should caut¡on their clients against, any actions that are

dishonest, misleading or undertaken for an improper purpose.

7. Lawyers should keep their clients advised ol and encourage their clients to consider, at all

stages ofthe dispute:

a. the risks and costs of any proposed actions or communications;

b. both short and long term consequences;

c. the consequences for any children involved; and

d. the importance of court orders or agreements.

8. Lawyers should advise their clients that the¡r clients are in a position of trust in relation to their
children, and that

a. it ¡s important for the client to put the children's interests before their own; and

b. failing to do so may have a significant ¡mpact on both the children's well-being and the

client's case.

9. Lawyers should advise their clients of and enÇourage them to consider, at all stages of the
dispute, all available and suitable resources for resolving the dispute, in or out of court.

t La*yers are not obliged to ass¡st persons who are being disrespectful or abusive.
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PnneNn¡¡o Re-Desrclteo - GulnDtANsHlP Uruoen rne FLA

lssues rN THE PRovrr,¡cnl Counrs or Bnlnsn GoLuMelR

ilr

lntroduction

Determining Parentage ..............

Applications for Guardianship - Rule 18.1

Appendices:

Order in Council 6612013 setting out, inter alia,
Rule 18.1 - Guardianship Orders..

Order in Council 6812013 providing for a child protection check
and consent in Form 5 ................ 10

I. INTRODUCTION

This brief paper is supplemental to my overview paper "Parenting Re-Designed - Guardianship
Under the FLA" delivered as part of the recent two day courses on the new legislation
presented by the Continuing Legal Education Society of B.C. lt addresses certain issues under
the FLA specific to practice before our Provincial Courts.

II. DETENTVIII,IING PARENTAGE

Section 193 of the FLA sets out the Provincial Court's jurisdiction, including the limitation on its
jurisdiction to determine parentage under Part 3 of the Act at s. 193(2):

(2) The Provincial Court does not have jurisdiction to make an order under

(a) Part 3 [ParentageJ, except as necessary to determine another family
law dispute over which the Provincial Court has jurisdiction, or

(b) Part 5 [Propeñy Division],6 [Pension Division] or 8 [Children's
Propeftyl. Emphasis added.

(3) Nothing in subsection (2) (b) of this section prevents the Provincial Coud
from making an order under Part 9 [Protection from Family Violence] restricting
access to a residence for the purpose of protecting the safety of a family
member occupying the residence.

The requirement to make a determination of parentage may come before the Provincial Court in

cases dealing with issues of guardianship, parenting arrangements, contact and child support,
all of which may require resolution of the parentage of the child or children in question.

3
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Part 3 Division 2 details the manner in which parentage will be determined for all purposes of
the law of British Columbial. A detailed review of the new law concerning determination of
parentage is beyond the scope of this presentation but can be found in the excellent paper by

barbara findlay, Q.C. and Zara Suleman "Baby Steps: Assisted Reproductive Technology and

the B.C. Famiiy Law Act"2. Of particular interest is Appendix B to that paper, entitled "Making
Parents", which helpfully charts the 122 permutations (in 40 pages) of "who is a parent" under
the FLA.

Section 194 deals with the overlapping jurisdiction of the Supreme and Provincial Courts:

194 (1) lf a proceeding respecting a family law dispute may be started in either the Supreme
Couft or the Provincial Court, the starting of a proceeding in one court does not prevent

the starting of a second proceeding in the other court, unless the relief applied for in the
second proceeding has already been granted or refused in the first proceeding.

(2) lf proceedings are started in both courts and each court may make an order for the
same relief, the making of an order by one court does not prevent an application for an

order in the other court unless the relief that is the subject of the application to the other
court has already been granted or refused by the first court.

(3) lf proceedings are started in both courts, a court, on application and to the extent
that the matter is within the court's jurisdiction under section 192 [Supreme Court
jurisdictionl or 193 [Provinciat Court jurisdiction], as applicable, may do one or more of

the following:

(a) decline to hear a matter;

(b) decline to hear a matter until another matter under this Act, or under any
other law of British Columbia or Canada, has been heard in the other court;

(c) consolidate proceedings started in the other court with proceedings started in
the court;

(d) hear a matter.

(4) Despite subsection (2), the Supreme Court may change, suspend or terminate,
under section 215 [changing, suspending or terminating orders generally], an order of
the Provincial Court if

(a) the Supreme Court is making an order that affects an order of the Provincial
Court, and

(b) the parties would have to go back to the Provincial Court to have the
Provincial Court's order changed, suspended or terminated as a result.

(5) lf the Supreme Court acts under subsection (4), the Supreme Court's order is
deemed to be an order of the Provincial Court for all purposes.

' rm s. zslt¡
2 Readers are referred to the findlay and Suleman paper "Baby Steps: Assisted Reproductive Technology

and the B.C. Family Law Act", (2013) Continuing Legal Education Society of 8.C., provided with these

materials by permission of the authors.
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(6) Nothing in this section authorizes the Supreme Court to change, suspend or

terminate an order of the Provincial Court if the Provincial Couft has refused to change,

suspend or terminate the order, except as provided under section 233 [appeals from

Prov incial Court ordersl.

This section brings fonryard sections 7 and I of the FRA. Proceedings may be commenced in

both Courts as long as relief has not already been granted by one of them. Section 193(3)

provides measures for dealing with proceedings in both Courts for similar relief:

o Decline to hear a matter (s. 19a(3Xa));
. Decline to hear a matter pending hearing in another Court (s. 19a(3Xb));
. Consolidate proceedings (s. 194(3Xc)); or
. Hear the matter (s. 194(3Xd)).

Section 194(4) clarifies that the Supreme Court can change, suspend or terminate a Provincial

Court Order if
(a) the Supreme Court is making an order that affects an order of the Provincial Court, and
(¡i tne parties would have to go back to the Provincial Court to have the Provincial Court's

order changed, suspended or terminated as a result.

lll. AppucRtloNs FoR GulRolltlsHlP - Rul.e 18.1

Provincial Court Family Rule 18.1 sets out the procedure for guardianship applications in

Provincial Court3. The Rule requires that an applicant for guardianship is required to file with

the Court an original and three copies of an affidavit in Form 34 and serve the affidavit on all

other parties and any other person who may be affected by the order sought in addition to

providing to the judgê "any other evidence the judge considers necessary". Note that a judge

r"y maf" an inier¡m order for guardianship without the filing of a Form 34 affidavit if the judge

is satisfied that it is in the best interests of the childa. Such an interim order expires in 90 days

unless renewed by the Courts.

Form 34, found at page 7 of the appendices to this paper, is a comprehensive affidavit that

requires detailed information about, inter alia'.

o the applicant's relationship and plan of care for the child;
o history of family violence;
. history of court proceedings under the Chitd, Famity and Community Seruices Acf; and

. disclosure and status of any current criminal charges.

The affidavit also requires that copies of the following be exhibited:

. B.C. Ministry of Children and Family Development records check;
¡ Protection Order Registry records check; and
o Criminal records check.

3 See Order in Council 66t2013 setting out, interalia, new Rule 18.1 - Guardianship Orders and Order in

Council 68t2013 providing for a child þrotection check and consent in Form 5 appended
o Rute 18.1(2)
u Rute 18.1(3)
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Rule 26.1 provides for the required Consent for Child Protection Record Check6 that an

applicant must complete and have sworn. The completed Form 5 Consent must be provided to

the Court Registry at which the guardianship application is filed.

Unless otheruise ordered, the Form 34 affidavit must be filed and served at least 7 days before

the hearing dateT and if the order is being sought without a hearing, the Form 34 affidavit must

be sworn not more than 7 days before the application materials are filed and any records check,

criminal records check or protection order records check attached as an exhibit to the Form 34

affidavit must be dated not more than 60 days before the date on which the application
materials are fileds.

lv. Appe¡¡olces

Order in Council 6612013 setting out, inter alia, new Rule 18.1 - Guardianship Orders

Order in Council 6812013 providing for a child protection check and consent in Form 5

u Rule 26.1, Form S
t Rute 18.1 (aXa)
t Rure 18.1(4Xb)
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Scnrnulp

Rute2 of the ProvínciøICourt (Fømily) Rules, B.C, Reg.417/98, ìs amendedby stríkíng

ottt ..see ntle 17.1". in the ítatìcized wording under subn¿le (5) and sttbstìlutìng "see

rule 17. To applyfor an orderfor guarulianship, see rule I8-I'1"-

RuIe 3 ís amended by stríking out "see rule 17.1" ìn the ìtalicízed wordìng under

subrnle (2) anil substitutìng "see nie 17, To apply for an order for guorclíanship, see

rule 18.1.J",

Rule 12 ís ømended

(a) ín subrule (1) (b) by strìking out ", and" at the enil of subparagrøph (i), by addíng
,,, and" at lhe end oJ subparagraph (ií) and hy adiling the following subparagraph:

(iii) if the application relates to the guardianship of one or more children,

on the persons referred to in section 52 of the Family La'tv Ac|,, and

(b) ítt subrule (3) bl strík¡ng out'Evidence" and subslítulìng "Subject to mle 18.1,

evidence".

Rute 14 is amended by adding thefollowfug alter subrule (LI):

I If the order sought is for gtørdianshíp of one or more chìldren, see rule I 8.1 . ]

Thefollowing rille ís ailded:

Rur,r l8.l - GulRornwsHIP ORDERS

Guardianshlp affldavlt requlred

( l) When an order is sought appointing a person as the guardian of one or more children,

the applicant must

(a) fîle with the court the original and 3 copies of an affidavit in Form 34 that

complies with subrule (4) and serve a copy of that filed affidavit on the other

parties and on any other person who may be affected by the orders sought,

and

(b) provide to thejudge any other evidence thejudge considers necessary,

IA person who is a guanlian ¡vithin the meøníng of section 39 of tlrc Famìly I'ttw Acl does not need to apply tor
guardianship øud does nol need tof;le the Fonn 34 alfidavit referred lo above,l

lnterlm order may be made

(2) A judge may make an interim order for guardianship without an affidavit in Form 34

having been filed if the judge is satisfied that it is in the best interests of the child that

an interim guardianship order be made before that affidavit is filed.

Duratlon of intorim order

(3) An interim order under subrule (2) must expire within 90 days after the date of
pronouncement unless renewed by ajudge'

4

5
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Affidavit required before hearing

(4) Unless a judge otherrvise orders,

(a) if the orcler referred ro in subrule (1) is being sougfit at a hearing, an affidavit

referred to irr subrule ( I ) uiust be filed and served at least 7 days before the

date set for the hearing, or

(b) if the order referred to in subrule (t) is being sought without a hearing,

(i)anaffidavitreferredtoiusubrule(l)mustbeswornnolmole
tha¡l 7 days before the date on which the materials in support of the

application are filed, and

(ii) any records check, criminal records check or proteclion order records

check attached as an exhibit to the afficlavit must be dated not more

than 60 clays betbre the date on which the materials in support of the

application are ltled.

What lo do lf lnformation changes

(5) Unless a judge otherwise orders, if the order ¡et'erred to in subrule (1) is being sought

at a hearing and there is a material change in any of the information contained in an

atfidavit referrecl to in subrule (l) between the clate it is sworn and the date of the

hearing, the applicant must do the following before tlte hearing:

(a) if the change relates to information containetl in a records check attached to

the affídavit,

(i) obtain a new records check to replace the one that has changed,

(ii) file an original and 3 copies ofl an affidavit attaching the new records

check, and

(iii) serve a copy of that filed affidavit on each of the parties and on every

other person who may be affected by the orders sought;

(b) if rhe change ¡elates to infor¡nation that is not contained in a records check

attached to the affidavit,

(i) file an original and 3 copies of an affidavit describing the material

change, and

(ii) serve a copy of that hled affidavit on each of the parties and on every

other person who may be affected by the orders sought'

6 The followíng fonn is added:

Fonrvr 34 (RULE 18.1 (l) )

AF'FIDÀVIT

Coun File No.

Court Location

F.M.E.P. No. ."'....'.......

In the Provincial Court of B¡itish Columbia

In the case betrveen:
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fname.l

and

of
.....,........foddress]."........'.'...'.'. . swcar or afñrm that I know or believe the

following facts to be true. Ifthese facts are based on information from others, I believe that information

to bs true.

I I am applying under the Family Latv Act to become c guardian of the following child(ren):

Full name of chlld Birlh date ol chlld
Name(s) of current
guardian(s) ol child

Name(s) of parent{s) who
afe not cur€nt

guardian(s) of chlld

2 My date of birth is ......'..'."'....Itld/mnnr'lyyyy]..

3 The nature ând length of my retationship with the child(ren) referred to in paragraph I of this

affidavit is as follows:

Namo of child
Nalure of r€lalionshlp IspeciJy ìf porent, step-

odrertt, erondlrarerû, aurú, ßncle, Íntnily fríend, etc,,

Length ol
relatlonshlp

4 The current living arrangements applicable to the child(ren) referred to in patagraph I of this

afFrdavit are as follows:

Nam€ of ch¡ld Current livlng artangements

5 I plan to care for the child(ren) relerred to in paragtaph I of this affidavit as followsi

lset out detaìled plansfor how the child(ren) is/are ro be cared forf

6 lCheckwhichever paragraph is correc!,)

[ ] I am not awa¡e of any incidents of family violence, as that term is defined in

section I of the Family lntv Act, thât affect the child(ren) referred to in paragraph I
of this affidavit.

[ ] I am aware of the following incidents of family violence, as that term is defined in

section I ofthe Fatnily l,orv Acl, that affect the child(ren) refened to in paragraph I

of this affidavit; ,,.,.,..,,.......Idescribe the inciden¡s of lanily violence oJwltich you are

awa ref ,,,,,,, ",,,,.,,'.,,,
7 lCheckwhichever paragraph is cortecl,f

[ ] I am nor a parentr steÈparent or guardian of any children except that child/those

children referred to in paragraph I of this affidavit,

[ ] I am the parent, step-parent or guardian of the following child(ren) who is/are not

refe¡red to in paragraph I of this affidavit:

Full name of chlld Bl¡lh date of child
Nature of relationship lo chlld Ispecify
whether parent, slep-porcn| or 8ua4l¡onl

8 lCheck tçhichev,er paragtaph is concct.f
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9

10

[ | I have not been

FanilY antl Cot

or lhe Divo,ce
court proceedin
children under tnY care.

[ ] I have been involved in the following court proceeclings in tsritish columbia under

theClúld, FunilyødConnntuúryServiceAcl,lheFan:nl.tRelarionsAct,lheFuntily
Inw Act or tlÊ Dìvorce Act (canada) concerning children under lny care, and in the

Following court proceecliugs under conrpnrable legislation in any otherjurisdiction

concerning childrcn under ntY care:

2

1

Item
Names ol parlies lo the

proceeding

Name and localion ol court in
which lho Proceeding was

conduct€d

late ol any orders concerning
children under my care made

in the proceeding

The orders referred to in the table above are attacherl as Exhibits to this affid¡vit as follows:

(a)theorde¡clatec|',,,,.|ddlntltnúyyyy]..'.refenecltoin....[/tellrI,2,etc.|,.,.alroveis
attached as Exhibit ,..., to this affidavit'

(t)) the orcler dated ......ft1d/nnnnlyyyyl.,.. refened to in ....[/renr t, 2, etc.).... above is

attached as Exhibit...., to this uffrdavit.

Aitached to this afFrdavit and marked as Exhibit '..... is a copy ol a British Columbia Ministry oF

Children and Family Development records check <tnted '....[dtl/nunnr/yyyyf fNote that under

n¿te lg.l, iJ tlrcre is to be no heâringJor thís application, tlis rcconls check nust be ¿lated withìn 60 days

of rhe date on vhich this qlJidavit is tiled.l

Attuched to this affidavit ancl marked as Exhibit '...' is a copy of a Protection Order Registry

protectionorderrecordscheckdated....ldd/ntnn/yyy¡'1...,...'.'.lNoretl¡atunderrulelS'1,ífthereís
ìo be no hearírry for this application, this tecotds chcck ntust be dated v'ithiu 60 days ol tlrc date ottlplúch

thís ffidavît ßJ¡ted.l

Attached to this affidavìt and rna¡kecl as Exhibit ...,. is a copy of a criminal records check dated

.,.,,,fdd/mnttr/yyyi,)....','obta¡nedfromthe.,','lnameandlocationofpolìceforceordepurtnrcntlronr
vhich the crímiml rccot'ds checkwas obtahnd'),,,,,,,,lNote lhat under rule 1,9.1, il rhetc is to be no

hearing lor rhis applicøtìon, this rc¿onls check t¡tttst be dated u'ithin 60 days of the date on whiclt lhis

affidovit ß filed.l

lCheck whichever paragraph ís conect.f

[ ] There are no criminal offences, other than those, if any, specified in the criminal

records check referred to in paragraptr I t of this affidavit, of which I have been

convicted and not Pardoned'

[ ] In addition to the convictions, if any, specÌfied in the criminal records check referred

to in paragraph I I of this affidavit, I haye been convicted o[, and not pardoned for,

the following criminal offences:

,,,.þrcvide detaik of any crinina! con't,ictìon.t, n<tt rcferrcd to it¡ tlte crininal

records clrcck, lor whiclt ¡'ttv have nol rcceived a pordon]""""""""""""' '

lCtvck whìcheter paragraph is corrccl"l

[ ] I am not cuñently charged with any crinlinal offences'

n

L2

r3
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[ ] I am currently chargecl with criminal offences, The particulars of each charge are set

out below:

Nâturê of âlleged offonc€ Date of alleged offenca -Name 
ànd location of coud ln whlch

proceedings ere oulstanding

SWORN (OR AFFIRMED) BEFORE

ME at ....................., British Colu mbia

ot .......'.'..'..íd d/mmnhvv v1.............'...'

A commissioner for taking
affidavits for British Columbia

.,..lprínt nañe or aftìx slomp of comníssíonerl.'.-

)

)

)

)

)
)
)
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SCHEDULE

I The Fømþ l-aw Act Regulation, B'C' Reg' 347/2012' ís amended

(a) by ailding the following section:

Guardlanship applicatlon consent

26.1 To request the chitd protection re¡ord check required for an application for guard-

ianship under the Ruies of court, the applicant must co_mplete and swear a consent

for chitd Protection Record check in Form 5 of Appendix A. , and

(h) by ailitìng the followittg form to Appendix A:

Form 5 (Family Law Act Regulation, section 26'1)

CONSENî FOR CHILD PROTECTION RECORD CHECK

SECTION 1

RECORD CHEÇK

Name:

lfirst nanvl fntìddte name(s)l tlast namef

Other names used (include maiden name): """""'
Address:

Province: .."...." Postâl Code: """"""' Phone No':

DareofBirrh: Gender: MUFtI
Primary ID (Type and No.); Second ID (Type and No'):

SEÇTION 2

A Child Protection Recorrl Check (CPRC) is

collected under the Child, Fantily and Com

child pr
ianshiP
welfare
Develo he CPRC reflects a search of records pertainìng

es not reflect a search of records pertaining to the

documents only those child protection reports that

:îxÍ:,î:ËJåtï:::iï,""'.::::i:llli:,'ii*
lCheck whichever of the followinß statements is correcl ond ptovide any requíred information'f

[ ] I have not been involved at any time in the past, as an adult or parent, with child protection

services.

page2of 4
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I

I
I
I
I

I

ì

I

[ ] I have been involved in the past, as an adult or parent, with chiltl protection services, with my

frrst involvement occurring in ...'....'...,.[r ea'|.., " " " ".

SFCTION 3 RFASON F'OR RFQITFSTING A CPRC

Section 51 (2) of the FLA requires an applicant to provide evidence to the court, in accordance

with the Supreme Court Family Rules or the Provincial Court (Family) Rules, respecting the best

interests oi the child. An applicant must submit a CPRC to the court to assist the court in

determining the best interests of the child'

I am applying in the Registry of the [ ] Supreme Corrrt [ ] Provincial Court

under Action No.: ,....,....,...,,. for guardianship of:

fComplete one !íne for each chititfor whìch guardinnship is sought, Atld adtlitional lines if rcquíretl,'l

Name of child Child's date
of birth

[ ] ihis child curently resides with me

[ ] this child does not currently reside with me but

will be coming to live with me

[ ] this currently me

t I this child does not currently reside with me but

will be coming to live with me

t s me

[ ] this chilcl does not currently reside with me but

will be coming to live with me

of Check the conect box.f

SECTION4 POSSIBLECONSEQUENCESOFACPRC

A CPRC may result in any of the following:

I If a CPRC indicates that there is reason to believe that a child who is cunently in, or

about to come into, the applicant's care may need protection under section l3 of the

CFCSA, the delegated child welfare worker conducting the CPRC will make a report

to a local child wetfare worker for fufher âssessment under the CFCSA.

Z If a CpRC indicates that rhe applicant currently has an open chitd protection file, the

delegated child welfare worker conducting the CPRC will notify the child welfare

worker with conduct of the open file that tbe applicant is seeking guardianship under

the FLA.

3 In response to a CPRC, a judge may order that records under the CFCSA or

pretlecessor legislation be provided to the court.

4 In response to a CPRC, a judge may order an assessment of the applicant's ability and

willingness to satisfy the needs of the child under section 2ll of the FLA,

5 The director of the CFCSA may apply for leave to intervene in the guardianship

proceedings under the FLA if the director considers it in the best inferests of a child

to do so.
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SECTION 5 CONSENT

I have réad and complqte<l sections I to 4 ancl understand rvhat a CPRC will entail, why a CPRC

is required for my guarclianship applicatiorr and the possible consequences of a CPRC' I consent

to a áelegatecl chitá welfare rvotker from MCFD conducting and conrpleting a CPRC for me to

submít to the court as eviclence in my guardianship application' This consent is valid for one year

from the date of signature.

Date: ............ fnunntftld/yyyy'l
Signature

fThe tpplicant signírrg l/us consefit ,lus! also sv,ear the followirrg ¿leclatation if this Íornt is pt'ovkled to the court

rcg¡stry'hy a pe¡i, othrr thou the opplícant, The applicant rced not stvesr the follou'íttg declaraliott if the applicanl

päuo,íoíy p',",rrnts tltis consettl to'riru ,ourl regisiry ancl provirles the evídence of irlentity requíred by the registry

SMî,1

I SWEAR (OR AFFIRM) THAT I am the person ret'erred to in section I of this consent, that the

information in sections I and 3 of this consent is true and complete and that I have signed

section 5 ofthis consent.

SWORN (OR AFFIfuVED) BEFORE

ME at...,......,..".!.¡!"'..' British Colurnbia

on .......'.fdd/nrnut/yyyy).... ".... .

A commissioner for taking
affidavits for British Columbìa
.,,.þrht nanre or tffii, stantp of contnissíonetl,,'.

)

)
)

)
)
)
)
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2.  Overview of LSS 
Services & Self-Help 

Resources 

  

 



March, 2013 

 
1 



 Call LSS Provincial Call Centre at 604-408-2172 in 
Greater Vancouver or 1-866-577-2525 (call no charge) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Come into one of our Legal Aid offices (contact info 
available on our website www.legalaid.bc.ca. )  

2 

http://www.legalaid.bc.ca/


3 



A client qualifies for legal aid when: 
 

1. The legal problem is covered by LSS; and 
 

2. The client meets financial guidelines 
 
      Approved  

4 



Criminal – Where charges are serious and there is 
a likelihood of jail. 

 

5 



6 



7 



8 
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 Household Size   Monthly Net Income  
  1    $1,470 
  2    $2,050  
  3    $2,640 
  4    $3,230 
  5    $3,810 
  6    $4,400          
         7 or more   $4,990 

 
 
 
 10 



 Household Size         Exemption 
  1     $2,000 
  2     $4,000 
  3     $4,500 
  4     $5,000 
  5     $5,500 
  6 or more    $6,000 
   

11 



 A client can request a review of a refusal 
 
o  This must be in writing. 
 
o  The client should note the reasons for disagreeing with the refusal. 
 
o  The client should include any supporting documents. 

 
 

 Coverage and financial eligibility reviews must be 
submitted within 30 days of being refused legal aid 
to:  

   

  Provincial Supervisor 
 Vancouver Regional Centre 
 400 – 510 Burrard Street 
 Vancouver, BC  V6C 3A8  

  Fax: 604-682-0787 
 

12 



You can help your clients: 
 
 Understand the intake process 
 Prepare for the interview 
 Organize documentation 
 Make sure they follow up and provide intake with requested 

information 
 

13 



 Legal Services Society www.legalaid.bc.ca 
 
 Family Law in BC www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca 

14 

http://www.legalaid.bc.ca/
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/


LSS Print, Web & 
Multimedia  
Updates 

March 2013 
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All current LSS family law PRINTED materials are revised 
and updated to conform to the new Family Law Act in four 
key areas: 
 

• General family law 
• Family violence 
• Child protection 
• Aboriginal 
 

 

1. All LSS publications have been revised 



 
 

Family violence 



 
 

Child protection 



 
 

Aboriginal publications 





2. New Family Publications 



New! Quick reference tool and FAQ 



3. All new and revised LSS publications are 
up-to-date and ready to order! 



 



Checklist in your package to help 



4. The Family Law Website 



 
 

Average visits per month 



Family Law Act changes 
Revised Web content 



Family Law Act changes 
New Web content 



wŜǾƛǎŜŘ ǇƻǎǘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ōƻƻƪƳŀǊƪǎ
ǘƻ ƎŜǘ ŎƭƛŜƴǘǎ ǘƘŜǊŜ 
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5. Keeping up-to-date 
• RSS feeds on the publications page of the website and 

FLWS 
• Facebook 
• Twitter 



joan.morris
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Recap of the Top 5 

1. Revised LSS publications 
2. New LSS publications 
3. Order your copies for free today online 
4. Revised and new content on the FLWS 
5. Change happens fast – keep up to date 

using our social media options! 



 
 

Thank You! 

February 2013 
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Overview of LSS Family Coverage Guidelines Current as of March 21, 2013 

 

Family coverage 
 
General policy 
 
To qualify for legal aid representation, an applicant must: 

• be financially eligible, and 
• have a family law problem covered by the family coverage guidelines: 

o need an initial — or change to the current — parenting (guardianship, parenting 
arrangements, or contact/custody or access) order if the client or his or her 
children are at risk of harm or violence; 

o have guardianship/custody of a child/children who have been unlawfully held by 
the other parent/party; 

o have been permanently or repeatedly denied contact or parenting time 
with/access to a child; 

o need a family law protection order or other legal assistance to protect him or 
herself or his or her child from harm or violence; 

o need an order to prevent the other parent from permanently relocating (moving) 
their child out of the province; the threat must be real and imminent; 

o be a respondent in a maintenance enforcement committal proceeding; or 
• be eligible for coverage provided through the exception review process. 

 
If legal representation is denied, an applicant may request a review of the decision. 
 
Who is covered 
 
When the legal issue involves children, an applicant must be a: 

• parent (including a same-sex parent), or 
• party to the proceeding who is a: 

o member of the children's immediate or extended family, 
o relative or individual who has lived with the children in a parental or custodial 

relationship, or 
o member of the community who has a cultural or traditional responsibility towards 

the children (this applies to emergency referrals only). 
 
An applicant, with or without children, may be eligible for legal aid if his or her physical safety 
is at risk, or in other exceptional circumstances. 
 
An applicant who is in jail may qualify for legal representation. Send the application for 
an exception review. 
An applicant does not have to permanently reside in BC or hold Canadian citizenship to 
qualify for legal aid representation. An applicant who resides outside Canada may qualify for 
legal aid if the applicant meets financial eligibility and coverage guidelines, and the legal 
proceeding is in BC. Discuss the case with your supervisor or the Reciprocals Coordinator. 
 
Exception 
 
Youth under the age of 18 who are wards of the Ministry of Children and Family Development 
(MCFD) are not eligible for legal aid representation. In such cases, MCFD will arrange for 
counsel through the Ministry of Justice. 

http://la.lss.local/ipp/Financial_eligibility_general.htm
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Guardianship.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Parenting_arrangements.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Parenting_arrangements.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Contact_with_a_child.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Contact_with_a_child.htm');
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Parenting_time.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Family_Law_Protection_Order.htm',400,300);
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Relocation.htm',400,300);
http://la.lss.local/ipp/Family__Exception_reviews.htm
javascript:BSSCPopup('Family__Parent.htm',400,300);
http://la.lss.local/ipp/Family__Exception_reviews.htm


Overview of LSS Family Coverage Guidelines Current as of March 21, 2013 

 

 
Exception review guidelines 
Family cases 
 
When to request an exception review 
 
An application dealing with a matter under the Family Relations Act can be sent for an 
exception review if: 

• the applicant has recently been denied extended family services (within the past year); 
• the emergency services referral policy is unduly harsh in the particular circumstances 

of an applicant's case or the circumstances are unusual and complex; 
• the applicant has a mental or physical disability and is unable to represent him or 

herself (there must be a significant barrier that will create an injustice if the applicant is 
not represented); 

• a significant injustice can only be avoided by appointing counsel; or 
• the applicant is so traumatized by past abuse that he/she is unable to represent 

him/herself. 
 
Exception review merit considerations 
 
The decision to approve a case on exception review is a discretionary decision made by the 
provincial supervisor, Legal Aid Applications, and is based on established guidelines, a merit 
test, and available budget. Merit considerations include: 

• the applicant's issue is significant; 
• the outcome will benefit the applicant and/or his/her children if the case is successful; 
• the applicant has a reasonable likelihood of success; 
• a reasonable person of modest means would themselves pay to pursue the case; 
• the applicant does not have other viable options, other than legal representation, to 

deal with the issue; and 
• there is remaining LSS budget available to fund the case. 
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British Columbia

Child Protection Fact Sheet Series

Continued over

Understanding the  
Extended Family Program

NO
TE If a social worker tells you that you’re being 

investigated for a child protection matter, 
you have the right to get a lawyer. Contact 
legal aid immediately to find out if you qualify  
for a free lawyer. 

Legal aid:
604-408-2172 (Greater Vancouver) 
1-866-577-2525 (call no charge, elsewhere in BC)

If a social worker removes your children from your home because you’re temporarily unable 
to take care of them, you can ask to have family or friends care for them. This means that 
instead of going into foster care, your children will stay with someone they know. You can 
arrange for this through an Extended Family Program agreement (sometimes called an 
EFP agreement).

The Extended Family Program:

•  provides an alternative to foster care.

•  provides your children with a living arrangement 
that is less upsetting for them while you’re 
unable to take care of them.

•  builds on the strengths of your family 
and community. 

The goal of the program is to return your children 
to you whenever possible.

Caregivers
The person looking after your children is called 
their caregiver. 

Your children would be placed with their caregiver 
through what’s called an Extended Family 
Program agreement (see over). The program will 
provide your children’s caregiver with financial 
support and other support services. 

Not everyone is eligible for the program:

•  If your children are already with a caregiver who 
has court-ordered custody or guardianship of 
them, he or she is not eligible.

•  If your children are already with a caregiver who 
is still enrolled in the Child in the Home of a 
Relative program (sometimes called CIHR), he or 
she may not be eligible. The Child in the Home 
of a Relative program has different requirements.

The Extended Family Program
The Extended Family Program is a government 
program. The Ministry of Children and Family 
Development runs the program. 

The program allows your children to be placed 
with someone they know if you’re temporarily 
unable to take care of them. This means that if 
a social worker removes your children from your 
home (or is going to remove them), you can 
ask the social worker to place them in the care of:

•  a family member,

•  a friend who has an important relationship with 
them, or

•  someone who has a cultural or traditional 
connection to them.

July 2012



Extended Family Program  
agreements
An Extended Family Program agreement sets 
out the best way to meet your children’s needs. 
It also sets out how long your children will stay 
with their caregiver. 

An Extended Family Program agreement requires 
the following:

•  The social worker, your children’s caregiver, and 
you will work as a team to come up with a plan 
for your children’s care. The plan will include 
the services and supports your children need.

•  You must deal with the issues that led to your 
being unable to take care of your children. 
This is so that your children can be returned 
to you by the time the Extended Family 
Program agreement ends. 

•  The social worker must look into the 
background of the caregiver you suggest. 
The social worker will:

 » review the caregiver’s Child, Family 
and Community Service Act records 
(sometimes called CFCSA records); 

 » do a criminal record check; 

 » check personal references; and 

 » check his or her home.

The length of the agreement will depend on how 
old your children are: 

Age of children Agreement length

Under 5 No longer than 3 months

Between 5 and 12 No longer than 6 months

12 or older No longer than 12 months

If a longer placement would be better for 
your children, you may be able to renew the 
agreement. The total length of the agreement, 
including all renewals, will depend on how old 
your children are:

Age of children Total agreement length

Under 5 No longer than 12 months

Between 5 and 12 No longer than 18 months

Over 12 No longer than 24 months

Note: Extended Family Program agreements 
replaced kith and kin agreements and the Child 
in the Home of a Relative program in April 2010.

Get more information

BC Ministry of Children and  
Family Development
The ministry’s website has information on the 
Extended Family Program. The website includes 
information about the steps involved in becoming 
a caregiver. Go to www.gov.bc.ca/mcf (on 
the left-hand navigation bar, click Alternatives 
to Foster Care — Extended Family Program).

The Parent Support Services Society of BC
The Parent Support Services Society of BC 
provides information and support to parents 
and caregivers. For information about the 
Extended Family Program or help with your 
application, call the society’s Grandparents 
Raising Grandchildren Support Line at  
1-855-474-9777 (no charge from anywhere  
in BC).

You can also visit the society’s website at  
www.parentsupportbc.ca. 

Date the ministry started investigating: 

Date you called legal aid for lawyer: 

Name of lawyer: 

First Nation/Band or friendship centre contact: 

Your important details

Le

gal Services Society   

www.legalaid.bc.ca



A website featuring plain language legal 
information and education for the public in BC. 

A search tool to find someone in your 
community who can help with legal problems. 

A program that helps public libraries in BC in 
provide current legal information. 

A non-profit that works to enhance access to 
legal information & assistance for the legal 
community and the public in BC. 



Courthouse Libraries BC 
• libraries in 30 courthouses 

across BC 

• in-depth law books & free use 
of legal databases on public 
access computers 

• assistance from law librarians 
(in Vancouver and 6 regional 
libraries or 1.800.665.2570) 

• website courthouselibrary.ca 
features legal information 
aimed at legal community 



  



LawMatters at your local public library 
• All public libraries in BC have  

increased their legal  
information collections through 
grants from LawMatters 

• Our Legal Information Reading 
Guides highlight the titles 
available bclawmatters.ca 

• Public librarians have been 
receiving training on handling 
legal questions from the public 

 

LawMatters collection at 
Chilliwack Public Library 

http://www.courthouselibrary.ca/Libraries/LawMatters/Legal_Info_Reading_Guides.sflb.ashx
http://www.courthouselibrary.ca/Libraries/LawMatters/Legal_Info_Reading_Guides.sflb.ashx
http://www.courthouselibrary.ca/research/ForThePublic/LawMatters.aspx


Is a portal to all public legal information in BC, on all legal topics. For family 
law, it includes all the LSS resources, plus the family law publications from: 
 

• Canadian Bar Association Dial a Law scripts 
 

• BC Ministry of Justice programs and publications 
 

• People’s Law School booklets 
 

• Justice Education Society resources for separating parents 
 

• Clicklaw wikibooks: Legal Help for British Columbians guide chapter on 
family law, and coming soon, JP Boyd on Family Law. 
 

• Many other community-based legal information providers 
 
 



   

(Launch date: April 1, 2013) 



www.clicklaw.bc.ca SOLVE PROBLEMS. FIND HELP. 

Courthouse Libraries BC April 2011 

 

 

 
 

Are you a member of the public or helping someone with a legal problem? 
 

The Clicklaw website offers a single place to start on the Internet for quality legal information, 
education and help for British Columbians. Here are five key ways you can use Clicklaw: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On HelpMap 
search for 
someone in your 
community who 
can help with legal 
problems 

 
 

In Solve 
Problems, find 
understandable 
information on 
your legal rights 
and options to 
solve legal 
problems 

 
 
 
 
 

Find 
resources and 
services that are 
in languages 
other than 
English 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Choose 
from over 100 
common 
questions, 
which offer 
starting points 
for common 
legal problems 

See what’s 
new on the 
Clicklaw blog or 
find Clicklaw on 
Facebook or 
Twitter 

http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/


www.clicklaw.bc.ca SOLVE PROBLEMS. FIND HELP. 

Courthouse Libraries BC April 2011 
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The Clicklaw HelpMap 
 

Integrated with Google Maps, the HelpMap assists the public 
in British Columbia in finding those who can provide 
assistance with legal problems in their community. It also 
assists service providers and helpers who are making 
referrals for clients who have legal issues. 

 
 

Three steps to finding law-related assistance on the HelpMap 
 
 

Search by 
keyword or 
city/town at 

www.clicklaw.bc.ca. 
Or you can browse 
by topic. 

 
 
 

Click on a 
service to 
see details 

on the Clicklaw 
HelpMap. 

 
 

[optional] 
Refine 
your 

search by 
topic, location, 
type of service, 
or language. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What can you find on the HelpMap 
 

o pro bono clinics, community legal clinics, 
and legal aid offices 

o organizations with community legal 
advocates 

o court registries 

 
 
 
o courthouse libraries 
o Native Courtworkers 
o victim support programs 
o key government agencies 
o dozens of other law-related helping services 

http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/
http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/


egal information
reading guide

This guide contains titles that many public libraries in BC have or can get for you.

Small libraries
•	 Building	Parenting	Agreements	that	Work
•	 Canadian	Family	Law	(Kronby)
•	 Caring	for	Children:	Parents’	Rights	and	

Responsibilities	(booklet)
•	 Child	Support	Guidelines	in	Canada
•	 Child	Support	in	BC:	Information	for	Parents	

(booklet)
•	 Collaborative	Divorce
•	 Divorce	Dollars:	Get	Your	Fair	Share
•	 Do	We	Need	a	Cohabitation	Agreement?:	

Understanding	How	a	Legal	Contract	Can	
Strengthen	Your	Life	Together

•	 Do	We	Need	a	Marriage	Contract?:	Understanding	
How	a	Legal	Agreement	Can	Strengthen	Your	Life	
Together

•	 Grandparents	Raising	Grandchildren:	A	Legal	
Guide

•	 If	You	Love	Me,	Put	It	in	Writing
•	 Living	Together	or	Living	Apart:	Common-Law	

Relationships,	Marriage,	Separation,	and	Divorce	
(booklet)

•	 Separation	Agreement	Kit
•	 Surviving	Your	Divorce:	A	Guide	to	Canadian	Family	

Law

7. family law

family law



List prepared by the LawMatters program
www.bclawmatters.ca

October 2012

medium and large libraries
•	 Aging,	Death	and	Divorce
•	 Annotated	Divorce	Act	(annual)
•	 Annotated	Family	Practice
•	 BC	Family	Practice	Manual	(regular updates)
•	 Canadian	Family	Law	(Payne)
•	 Capacity	to	Marry	and	the	Estate	Plan
•	 Child	Custody	Assessments:	A	Resource	Guide	for	

Legal	and	Mental	Health	Professionals
•	 Children’s	Law	Handbook
•	 Children’s	Participation	in	Family	Justice	-	2011
•	 Cohabitation:	The	Law	in	Canada	(serial)
•	 Desk	Order	Divorce:	An	Annotated	Guide	(regular 

updates)
•	 Family	Law	Source	Book	for	BC	(regular updates)
•	 Finances	After	Separation:	A	Guide	to	Financial	

Renewal	and	Success	for	Separated	Families	
•	 Tug	of	War	



A network for advocates, community workers and 
marginalized communities.

#300 - 1140 W. Pender Street
Vancouver, BC  V6E 4G1

PhonE  (604) 876-8638   
fax  (604) 685-7611

Email  info@povnet.org

Povnet website
The Povnet website provides up-to-date information about welfare, housing and homelessness, 
unemployment, disability and human right issues.

We host a “Find an Advocate” map to assist people in finding some help wherever 
they are in BC or across the country. You can also follow up-to-date information on 
PovNet by linking to our Twitter and Facebook feeds.

PovNet links to resources for immigrants and refugees, seniors, women, youth, 
workers, people with disabilities, First Nations, Inuit and Aboriginal people. The 
site offers links to provincial, federal and territorial legislation, information about 
books, videos and articles about poverty issues.

http://facebook.com/povnet 

http://twitter.com/povnet

www.povnet.org

PovNet is funded by the Law Foundation of BC with additional funding from the Legal Services Society. Additional support for PovNetU courses 

is provided by BC Government and Service Employees’ Union, BC Coalition of People with Disabilities, BC Teachers Federation, Community 

Legal Assistance Society, Community Unemployed Help Centre (Winnipeg), First United Church Mission, Hospital Employees Union, Law 

Foundation of Ontario, Society of Notaries Public of BC and TRAC Tenants Resource and Advisory Centre.

Povnetu
http://povnetu.povnet.org

Povnetu offers online courses 

for front line workers.

Current PovNetU courses include:

n Introduction to Advocacy

n Welfare Level  1 and 2

n Residential Tenancy Level 1 and 2

n Employment Insurance Level 1 and 2

n Seniors’ Residential Care Advocacy 

n Persons with Disabilities Appeals

n Dealing with Debt

n CPP Disability

Contact povnetu@povnet.org  for more information 
and schedules. 

Email lists
Povnet hosts confidential email lists for front line 
workers, advocates, community and settlement 
workers. 

These lists provide a forum for discussing cases, 
sharing strategies and identifying and working on 
systemic issues that arise in the pursuit of access to 
justice:

Our BC lists: Our national lists:
n Welfare n Canadian Pension

n Housing n Employment insurance

n Mental health n Older adults

n Workers’ rights n Issues

n First Nations & 
Aboriginal

n Intercultural

n Debt

If you are interested in joining any of these lists, 
contact us at co-ordinator@povnet.org.

U

May 2012 



SUMMARY - Family Duty Counsel Program (FDC) March 2013 

The FDC Program provides up to 3 hours of short next step advice to self-represented 
family law clients. The current annual budget for the FDC Program is $3.6 million. This 
service is designed to provide legal advice to the many clients that LSS is unable to 
assist through legal representation referrals. Financial eligibility guidelines (available on 
the LSS website) for this service are higher than the guidelines for legal representation 
referrals.  

1. In-court advice service: Lawyers are available in most courts in BC on family 
remand dates. These are usually first appearance dates in court when family 
applications have been filed and delivered to the opposing side.  Usually 2 
lawyers are available to provide legal advice.  
 

2. Family Case Conference Referrals – FDC clients may be eligible for legal 
representation at a Family Case Conference. Lawyers receive a referral which 
provides up to 3 hours preparation with the client and up to 2 hours attendance at 
1 Family Case Conference per client. Conferences are required in both Supreme 
Court and Provincial Court before almost all contested matters may be set for 
hearing.  Many issues are resolved by consent at case conferences.  
 

3. Lead Family Duty Counsel – in 8 locations LSS has contracts with lawyers to act 
as duty counsel on a regular or full-time basis.  In these locations lawyers have 
been equipped by LSS with laptop computers, printers, paper supplies, Divorce 
Mate software. In these locations it is usually possible to schedule an 
appointment in advance. Contracted lead lawyers provide continuity of service to 
clients and liaise with clients and the court on behalf of LSS. They also provide 
invaluable advice to LSS on the FDC Program in general. 
 
Contracted Lead locations are: 
a. Vancouver – full time 5 days a week 
b. Surrey – full time 5 days a week 
c. New Westminster – full time 5 days a week 
d. Kelowna – full time 5 days a week 
e. Port Coquitlam – 3 days a week 
f. Kamloops – 3 days a week 
g. Prince George – 3 days a week 
h. Nanaimo – 3 days a week  

 
 



4. Family Justice Centres – Lawyers provide advice to family justice clients by 
referral and appointment with Family Justice. These are clients of Family Justice 
who have reached mediated agreements with the assistance of Family Justice 
Counsellors.  The locations where these advice services are available are: 
 
a. Vancouver 
b. Victoria 
c. Nanaimo 
d. New Westminster 
e. Prince George 
f. Kamloops 
g. Kelowna 
h. Surrey 

 

5. Family LawLINE – 2 lawyers are available from 9:30 am to 3:00 pm Monday 
through Friday on the telephone (9:30 am to 2:00 pm on Wednesdays) by calling 
the LSS Provincial Call Centre at 604.408.2172 (greater Vancouver) or 
1.866.577.2525 elsewhere.  Lawyers may provide advice in many languages by 
connecting with a contracted interpreter service on the telephone.  
 

6. Community Agency Advice Clinics – LSS has partnered with community 
agencies in various locations to provide Family Duty Counsel advice to clients of 
these agencies.  Appointments are arranged by a coordinator within the agency 
for scheduled advice clinics. Advice clinics are currently being offered in the 
following locations: 
 
a. Sheway Fir Square – Downtown Eastside Vancouver and Fir Square at BC 

Women’s Hospital – advice to mothers dealing with issues related to 
drug/alcohol addiction 

b. Peardonville Treatment Centre – advice clinics offered to mothers in 
treatment for substance abuse at Peardonville Treatment Centre Abbotsford 

c. Seabird Island – advice clinic offered at Seabird Island First Nation – Agassiz 
d. Sto:lo Nation – advice clinic at medical centre on Vedder Road – Chilliwack 
e. Houston Friendship Centre – advice clinic at Friendship Centre in Houston 
f. Gitsegukla, Fort Babine First Nation, Burns Lake First Nation – advice clinics 

have been offered on a sporadic basis in several isolated communities with 
few or no lawyers.   

 



Family Justice Services Division (FJSD) 
 

Who we are 
 

What we do 
 

What has changed with the  
Family Law Act 

 
 
 



Family Justice Services Division 
 

 Provincial organization 
 

 Represented in 26 communities but other 
communities served through itinerant service 

 
 2 Justice Access Centres (Nanaimo, Vancouver) 
 
 24 Family Justice Centres 
 
 4 “Rule 5” sites (Vancouver, Surrey, Kelowna, 

Nanaimo) 
 

 
 



FJSD Services 
 More than 55,000 client contacts /yr 
 Brief Services and Brief Counselling 
 Dispute Resolution 

 Mediation (Family Justice Counsellors - 64) 
 Facilitated Negotiation (Child Support Officers) 

 Comprehensive Child Support Service (5 staff; 4 sites) 
 S.211 Court Ordered Assessments and Reports (7.5 FJCs) 
 Parenting After  Separation  
 Children In Mediation 

 
 
 

 
 



FJSD Mission 
 
 The mission of Family Justice Services Division is to 

deliver services that promote the timely and just 
resolution of family disputes within a comprehensive 
family justice system. 

 
 
 



Family Justice Counsellors (FJCs) 
 Provides short-term counselling, dispute resolution 

services, parent information sessions and court assistance 
 
 Are appointed by the minister according to section 10(1) of 

the Family Law Act. 
 

 Are included in the definition of family dispute resolution 
professional in the Family Law Act. 
 

 Prepare Section 211 Views of the Child and Section 211 Full 
reports pursuant to sections 10(3) and 211 of the Family Law 
Act. 

 
 

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_11025_01


FJCs Continued 
 Work in Family Justice Centres located in 

communities across the province 
 
 Are specially trained to help families resolve their 

issues about guardianship, parenting arrangements, 
contact and support. 

 
 There is no charge for their services. 

 

http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/helpmap/service/1019


What Has Changed for FJSD 
 
 

Everything 
 but  

nothing 



Preparatory Work  
 Supporting materials needed to be changed. 
 Policy manual(s) updated 
 Forms 
 Brochures 
 Websites 
 Databases 
 Training Material 



Every Day Work and Services 
Our services are the same but the rules have changed 

and there is a different language.  
 Different laws and court rules 
 Different language and terminology  

 Guardianship  
 Parenting Arrangements  
 Parental responsibilities 
 Parenting time  
 Contact 
 

 



Family Law Act - Philosophy 
 Not making court a presumptive starting point 
 Broader range of dispute resolution options 
 Conflict prevention 
 Safety 
 Non-adversarial language 
 Simplified model for property division 
 

 



DR Professional (FLA S.8) 
 Family Justice Counsellors are DR Professionals 

 As are parenting coordinators, family law lawyers, family 
law mediators and family law arbitrators 

 This section requires: 
 To screen for violence and assess appropriateness of DR 

processes  
 To discuss and inform parties of the processes and 

services available to them and the options available for 
resolving their family law disputes 

 Advise parties that the BIOC must govern 
agreements/orders 

 



Parentage 
 FLA provides (Part 3) a comprehensive scheme for 

determining who a child’s parents are (natural or 
assisted reproduction).  
 FJC do not assist with these determinations 
 Once determinations have been made  we can provide 

DR and/or other services.  
 



Confidentiality 
 Confidentiality is outlined in FLA - s.11 to 13 and FLA 

Regulation 
 Confidentiality boundaries largely stay the same 

 Services are confidential 
 Exceptions 
 Report imminent or serious harm to a person or 

property   
 May disclose some documents (i.e. Agreement to 

Mediate) when requested 
**Confidentiality is different for FJCs who provide DR 

versus FJCs that provide s.211 reports. 



Conduct Orders and Protection Orders 

 Conduct orders are tools to manage the behaviour of 
parties (i.e. restrict communication) and are enforced in 
family court by the parties. Where there is a safety risk due 
to family violence, a conduct order is not to be used to 
manage the risk.  

 Protection orders also restrict communications (and 
contact), but for the purpose of preventing violence. A 
protection order is enforced by the police and Crown, 
under the Criminal Code. Where there is risk of harm, a 
protection order should be made since it is intended to 
prevent family violence; a conduct order is not an 
appropriate response to a risk of harm.  
 



Best Interest of Child 
Best interests of child 
 
s.37  (1) In making an agreement or order under this Part respecting 

guardianship, parenting arrangements or contact with a child, the 
parties and the court must consider the best interests of the child only. 

(2) To determine what is in the best interests of a child, all of the child's 
needs and circumstances must be considered, including the following: 

 (a) the child's health and emotional well-being; 
 (b) the child's views, unless it would be inappropriate to consider them; 
 (c) the nature and strength of the relationships between the child and 

significant persons in the child's life; 
 (d) the history of the child's care; 
 (e) the child's need for stability, given the child's age and stage of 

development; 



Best Interest of the Child (con’t) 
(f) the ability of each person who is a guardian or seeks guardianship of 

the child, or who has or seeks parental responsibilities, parenting time 
or contact with the child, to exercise his or her responsibilities; 

(g) the impact of any family violence on the child's safety, security or well-
being, whether the family violence is directed toward the child or 
another family member; 

(h) whether the actions of a person responsible for family violence 
indicate that the person may be impaired in his or her ability to care for 
the child and meet the child's needs; 

(i) the appropriateness of an arrangement that would require the child's 
guardians to cooperate on issues affecting the child, including whether 
requiring cooperation would increase any risks to the safety, security or 
well-being of the child or other family members; 

(j) any civil or criminal proceeding relevant to the child's safety, security 
or well-being. 
 
 



Justice Access Centres 
 
 Early intervention and integrated service delivery 
 Assist with family and civil law issues  

 divorce and separation and children’s issues 
 housing (rental and owned) 
 income security 
 debt or money 
 employment 
 immigration and refugee 
 wills and estates 
 consumer 
 human rights 

 
 



Benefits of these Services 
 Evaluation of Rule 5 and Rule 21 shows that fewer 

people proceed to court after meeting with an FJC or 
attending PAS 

 Those who do go on to court tend to resolve their 
issues with fewer appearances (‘narrowing effect’) 

 About 70% of cases referred to DR resolve outside of 
court 

 Diverting cases from court frees up judicial resources 
 Participants are highly satisfied and research shows 

agreements are durable 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Handout 1: Canadian Immigration Basics

Common Terms used to Explain Immigration

An immigrant is a person who was born outside of Canada and has been granted 

permanent resident status by Canada, or is a Naturalized Canadian Citizen. 

A Naturalized Canadian Citizen is a person who was not a Canadian citizen at birth, 

but acquired Canadian Citizenship through the citizenship application process. 

An immigrant may have multiple citizenships; the person may be a citizen of one or 

more other countries in addition to Canada. 

An immigrant may be a refugee who has settled in Canada. Refugees are permanent 

residents who have been granted permanent residence status by Canada for 

protection against dangers such as a fear of persecution, torture or death. 

Refugee claimants may or may not be deemed to be refugees by Canada. A refugee 

claimant is a person who claims refugee protection/asylum upon or after arrival in 

Canada and whose claim is still in process. Refugee claimants may or may not be 

accompanied by their families. Refugee claimants are not breaking the law, as long as 

they complete their refugee claim process and abide by the outcomes. They have the 

right to ask for asylum in Canada under International Law that Canada has agreed to 

follow. For more information on refugees, please refer to the refugee section of the 

CIC website: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/index.asp

Temporary Residency—Foreign Nationals can come to Canada and stay temporarily 

to visit, study, or work.

Permanent Residency—In order to immigrate to Canada (i.e. live here 

permanently), immigrants enter Canada under different immigration classes. 

For more information about Canadian immigration and citizenship please visit the 

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) website:

http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/index-can.asp

http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/index.asp
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/index-can.asp


CanadaBC

14%

• In 2011, 34,784 new immigrants 
  arrived in BC, representing 14% of 
  all immigrants coming to Canada,  
  making BC the 3rd largest recipient 
  for immigrants in 2011.

2011 BC Immigration Trends and Statistics

• In 2011, immigrants came to BC from over 170 countries. The top five countries of last permanent 
  residence are Mainland China, Philippines, India, South Korea, and the United Kingdom.

•  (including  , spouses, and 
  dependents) represented 63% of new immigrants who arrived in BC in 2011.

• 75% of immigrants who arrived in BC in 2011 over the age of 15 have self    
reported knowledge of the English language.

• 50% of immigrants aged 25 or over who arrived in BC in 2011 have a university 
degree.

• In 2011, the top five countries of citizenship for refugee landings to BC were Iraq, Iran, Bhutan, 
Afghanistan, and Mainland China.

63%

75%

50%

35%

95%

• In 2011, 1,810 refugees landed in BC, which represents 5% of the new
  immigrants to BC.

•  95% of the refugees who landed in BC in 2011 chose to land in Greater 
Vancouver (GV).

  
•  35% of all refugees who landed in BC in 2011 are 19 years of age and under.

For more information on Immigration Data, Facts, and Trends:  
http://www.welcomebc.ca/facts_and_trends

5%

Economic class immigrants principal applicants



Handout 2: Immigrant Settlement Basics

Stages of the Settlement Process

The following terms are used to describe the stages of the settlement process 

recognized in many settlement theories. 

Initial Settlement Adaptation Integration
Newcomer’s meet their
basic needs: housing, food, 
register children in school, 
start English classes, etc. 

Newcomer’s realize the
bene�ts: access main- 
stream services, understand
Canadian social and cultural 
norms, improve language 
skills, develop relationships 
and achieve employment 
and personal goals. 

Newcomer’s are able 
to understand, adjust, 
connect to, feel accepted 
by, and fully participate 
in a new society. 

Stages of Settlement Process

Initial Settlement 
Initial Settlement is the first phase after a newcomer’s arrival to British Columbia. 

Initial Settlement means meeting the newcomers basic needs of life including: 

housing, food, registering children in school, signing up for language training—

generally accessing mainstream services. Often, family, friends, the established ethnic 

community, and/or settlement workers provide assistance to orient newcomers to 

services, to a new culture, and systems, and help them to develop an understanding 

of their basic rights and responsibilities.

Adaptation
Adaptation is the stage, after Initial Settlement, characterized by an immigrant’s 

ability to realize some benefits of coming to Canada. These benefits include the 

ability to access mainstream services independently, understand Canadian social and 

cultural norms, improve language skills, develop contacts and build friendships in the 

community, and establish personal or employment goals. 

Integration 
Integration is characterized by a newcomer’s ability to understand, adjust, connect 

to, feel accepted by, and fully participate in a new society. The process involves many 

factors including integration into socio-cultural and economic areas of society, and 

newcomers demonstrating civic engagement. Integration is affected by the ability of 

the community and society to adapt to, welcome, and include newcomers.



Examples of Common Barriers Newcomers Face

Need Barrier
Finding housing •	 poor knowledge of the city

•	 lack of transportation
•	 have not yet developed a credit history
•	 no local references
•	 affordability/suitability/availability
•	 racism and discrimination

Improving English  
language ability

•	 time constraints  
•	 financial constraints  
•	 the lack of courses/courses are full/waiting list too long
•	 communication problems 
•	 not knowing where to find courses or programs
•	 transportation constraints
•	 childcare constraints
•	 not understanding the eligibility requirements to access free English language 

training

Employment readiness •	 challenges related to recognition of foreign credentials/licences and work experience
•	 training and upgrading required prior to qualification recognition
•	 different standards for performance in Canada
•	 racism and discrimination
•	 challenges related to limited experience working in Canada
•	 challenges related to limited knowledge of local labour market information (for 

example, employers, companies, hidden job market)
•	 challenges related to limited knowledge of workplace rights
•	 misinformation on career opportunities in Canada (for example, from friends, family, 

community, service providers)
•	 inability to present self effectively to employers
•	 challenges finding suitable child care

Access to healthcare •	 not understanding the Canadian healthcare system
•	 cultural differences in approaches to health and healing

Family support •	 family not in Canada
•	 different cultural or gender expectations 
•	 not understanding the BC school system

Community connections •	 challenges related to limited knowledge of support services in the community
•	 little or no experience living in a modern urban community

Children and youth •	 ESL designation in the school may be viewed as a learning deficit
•	 changing power dynamics in the family as children acquire English faster than 

parents
•	 immigrant youth may have little experience or exposure to technology or structured 

education, and not be at the same skill and knowledge level as their Canadian peers
•	 long separations from parents prior to reunification can lead to complex adjustment 

issues 
•	 differences in parental cultural expectations vs. Canadian culture and peer pressure
•	 educational interruptions due to immigration process
•	 vulnerable immigrant youth may be more susceptible to substance abuse and gangs
•	 racism and discrimination

Seniors •	 sponsored seniors often do not have access to subsidized housing for ten years 
•	 few retirement homes or health care institutions are able to accommodate the needs 

of immigrant seniors
•	 the ability to learn a new language generally decreases with age
•	 access to ESL classes for seniors is limited



Handout 3: Role of a Settlement Worker

The role of a settlement worker is to provide information and referrals to assist 

newcomers to settle in the province.

Under WelcomeBC programs, there are three types of settlement workers.

1. Settlement workers in the Settlement and Integration Program (SIP). Some SIP 

workers have specialized roles as Guided Pathways Coaches.

2. Enhanced SWIS workers in the Enhanced Settlement Workers in the Schools 

Program (Enhanced SWIS).

3. Case managers in the Vulnerable Immigrant Populations Program (VIPP).

Settlement Workers in SIP

Settlement workers in the SIP program provide direct, front line services to 

immigrants, refugees and their families, to assist them to navigate and access BC 

systems to ensure they successfully settle and integrate into BC communities. In 

BC, SIP settlement workers work primarily in community-based non-governmental 

agencies.

Settlement Workers in Schools (Enhanced SWIS) Worker

Enhanced SWIS workers provide services to students and their families such as 

information and orientation on Canadian culture, systems, and BC’s education 

system, particularly regarding school policies and expectations. Services provided by 

SWIS workers include workshops and group activities on settlement related issues, 

and client/school liaison to facilitate culturally sensitive communication among 

school staff, students, and families to foster cross-cultural understanding. Enhanced 

SWIS programs in some school districts also provide mentoring and leadership 

development activities, and specialized support for at-risk immigrant youth.



Vulnerable Immigrant Populations Program (VIPP) Case Manager

The role of the VIPP case manager is to work with high-needs and high-risk 

immigrants that have substantial settlement barriers that limit their ability to 

integrate. VIPP case managers work with immigrants by providing a coordinated 

support system across service sectors to deliver a broad suite of individual and group 

services.  VIPP Case Managers work with service users, a team of community service 

practitioners and, if appropriate, the service user’s family to create wrap-around 

support plans that outline a case managed approach to service delivery.

Settlement Service Limitations

In general, settlement workers do not:

•	 provide services that require professional accreditation e.g. therapeutic 

counselling

•	 fill out or respond to legal documents or intervene in a service user’s behalf in 

legal, tax or immigration matters

•	 provide workplace-based support, trade or occupation-specific training, 

supports for immigrants to gain Canadian field specific experience or work with 

employers to create welcoming work environments or hiring practices

•	 services that are under the mandate of or funded by another Ministry e.g. 

Ministry of Education 

For more information about settlement services under WelcomeBC, please visit the 

WelcomeBC website at:

http://www.welcomebc.ca/wbc/service_providers_u/services_programs/inclusive_communities.page

http://www.welcomebc.ca/wbc/service_providers_u/services_programs/inclusive_communities.page


 

IPC CONTACTS 
 
Patricia Byrne 
Patricia.Byrne@JusticeEducation.ca) 

Alex Swabuk, IPC Project Coordinator 
Ipccordinator@JusticeEducation.ca 

 
 

 

 

Created in 2009, the Immigrant Public Legal Education and Information Consortium (IPC) 
includes public legal education and information (PLEI) providers and immigrant serving 
agencies.  In 2012 membership was expanded provincially to 23 agencies from across BC.  IPC 
works collaboratively to provide legal education and information that enable immigrants and 
refugees to understand the justice system, its laws, core legal values, law-related rights and 
responsibilities, options for resolutions, and the services and resources that can help them.   

Past Work 

From 2009 to 2011, the focus of the Immigrant Public Legal Education and Information 
Consortium project was primarily on Residential Tenancy, Employment Standards, Employment 
Insurance, Family Law and Family Violence.  IPC cross-sectoral workshops brought Settlement 
Agencies, PLEI providers, legal service providers and immigrants together to identify and expand 
the network of referrals and resources used by organizations working with immigrants.  The IPC  
also fostered the creation of cooperative initiatives that resulted in the development of new 
materials.  IPC developed the ImmigrantLegal.ca website as well as online resources and 
provided legal information to immigrant communities through comprehensive radio and print 
media campaigns. 

Current Focus 

IPC is currently focused on providing training for settlement workers and other intermediaries 
working with immigrants on the new Family Law Act.  The FLA Online Training Course for 
Settlement Workers was developed and the first seven week course finished March 4, 2013. 
Results were very positive and three additional courses will be provided in 2013/14.  IPC also 
developed online presentation kits for family 
law workshops for both settlement workers 
and newcomers and is providing 
information on the Family Law Act to 
immigrant communities across BC.   

mailto:Patricia.Byrne@JusticeEducation.ca
mailto:Ipccordinator@JusticeEducation.ca


 

IPC MEMBER AGENCIES 
 

PLEI AGENCIES 
Justice Education Society* Province-Wide 
Legal Services Society Province-Wide 
People’s Law School  Metro Vancouver 

 
 

IMMIGRANT-SERVING AGENCIES 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S Metro Vancouver, Fort St. John 
Immigrant Services Society of BC Metro Vancouver, Squamish, Maple 

Ridge, Langley 
Options Community Services Society  Surrey, Delta, White Rock 
Progressive Intercultural Community Services Vancouver, Surrey 
North Shore Multicultural Society North Shore 
MOSAIC Vancouver, New Westminster, Burnaby 
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society Surrey 
Victoria Immigrant & Refugee Centre Society Victoria 
Pacific Immigrant Resources Society Metro Vancouver 
Multicultural Helping House Society Vancouver 
Inland Refugee Society of BC Metro Vancouver 
Intercultural Association of Greater Victoria Greater Victoria 
Richmond Multicultural Community Services Richmond 
CHIMO Crisis Services Richmond, Vancouver 
Cowichan Intercultural Society Cowichan, Duncan 
YMCA of Greater Vancouver Metro Vancouver 
Immigrant & Multicultural Services Society Prince George 
Abbotsford Community Services Abbotsford 
Multicultural & Immigrant Services Association 
of North Vancouver Island 

Courtenay, Campbell River, Comox Valley 

South Okanogan Immigrant & Community 
Services | Penticton & District Multicultural 
Society 

Penticton, Oliver 
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Presentation Outline 
1. Context 
2. IPC Work to Date 
3. Family Law Act Online Training for 

Settlement Workers 
4. PLEI providers and settlement services 



Context 

The Consortium (IPC) 
• History 
• Members 
• Reach 
• Host Agency  
 

 
 



IPC Work to Date 

Identified PLEI Needs for Immigrants  
• Employment Standards 
• Residential Tenancy 
• Family Law 
• Family Violence 

 
 

 



IPC Work to Date 
• Immigrant Public Workers (IPW’s)  
• Community Workshops 
• Workshops for Settlement Workers 
• Settlement Worker Conference 
• Immigrant Legal Toolkit 

 



IPC Work to Date 
 
ImmigrantLegal.ca 

 
 
 
 



IPC - 2012/2013 
• FLA Online Training Course for Settlement 

Workers  
• FLA Workshop Online Presentation Kits 
• FLA Media Campaign 
• Service Bridging Activities  

o Providing information about settlement services 
to PLEI providers 

 

 



IPC in 2013/14 

• FLA Online Training Course to run 3 more times – 
May/June, Oct/Nov, Jan/Feb 

• Continued media campaign on the Family Law 
Act to immigrant communities 

• Strategic planning to identify the future of IPC 



Settlement Services Overview 

• Canadian immigration basics 
• Immigration settlement basics 
• Role of a settlement worker 
• Settlement workers and PLEI providers 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



Settlement Services Overview 

Resources on WelcomeBC: 
 
 More about the settlement services 
 Finding a settlement agency 
 The WelcomeBC Newcomers Guide  
 The CIC BC Settlement Transition 

 
 
 

 
 



WelcomeBC 

http://www.welcomebc.ca/home.aspx


                                                                                                                    
 
 

Family Law Resource List  
 
 
1. Links to legislation  

• BC Laws, a website with links to all BC legislation, has the new Family Law Act  is at: 
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_11025_01  
 

• The LSS Family Law Website has links to legislation at: 
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/resources/legislation.php  
 

• CanLII, funded by the Law Foundation of BC and others, also has links to BC legislation 
at: http://www.canlii.org/en/bc/laws/index.html  
 

 
2. Websites on family law issues 

• The Legal Services Society Family Law Website has up-to-date information, links to 
legislation, publications in a variety of languages, videos and self-help guides for people 
dealing with family law issues. It also has links to a LiveHelp that will help users find 
information. http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/  
 

• JP Boyd’s BC Family Law Resource is another useful website on family law issues. It will 
be relaunched in April 2013. http://www.bcfamilylawresource.com/  

 
• The Ministry of Justice website on family justice has some useful resources and links at 

http://www.justicebc.ca/en/fam/index.html      
 

• Links to other websites dealing with family law can be found under the Family Law 
heading on Clicklaw http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/  
 

• The Justice Education Society has a variety of websites designed to help parents and 
children dealing with family law issues. http://www.justiceeducation.ca/family-law  

 
 
3. Background information and analysis of the new Family Law Act  

• The government White Paper on Family Law Reform (July 2010) can be found at:  
http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/pdf/Family-Law-White-Paper.pdf  
 

• The Family Justice Working Group of the National Action Committee on Access to 
Justice in Civil and Family Matters has written a report entitled Meaningful Change for 
Family Justice: Beyond Wise Words. It is available at: 
http://www.cfcjfcjc.org/sites/default/files/docs/2012/Report_of_the_Family_Justice_Worki
ng_Group.pdf  

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_11025_01
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/resources/legislation.php
http://www.canlii.org/en/bc/laws/index.html
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/
http://www.bcfamilylawresource.com/
http://www.justicebc.ca/en/fam/index.html
http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/
http://www.justiceeducation.ca/family-law
http://www.ag.gov.bc.ca/legislation/pdf/Family-Law-White-Paper.pdf
http://www.cfcjfcjc.org/sites/default/files/docs/2012/Report_of_the_Family_Justice_Working_Group.pdf
http://www.cfcjfcjc.org/sites/default/files/docs/2012/Report_of_the_Family_Justice_Working_Group.pdf


                                                                                                                    
 
 
Other reports of the Committee and a review of reports on these issues are at: 
http://www.cfcj-fcjc.org/collaborations  
 

• The Plain Language Guide to New BC Family Law Act is a guide that has basic family 
law information for women who are leaving or thinking about leaving an abusive 
relationship. It has information on what the law considers "family violence" and what 
impact it may have on family law issues; court orders to help protect you and your 
children from violence; what will happen with your children after separation (including 
guardianship, responsibilities for children, time with children, and moving with children); 
what dispute resolution is and what different types of dispute resolution professionals do; 
and where you can get more help, information, and legal advice: 
 
http://faculty.law.ubc.ca/cfls/centre/newsletters/fla_guide.pdf    
 
or under news and events on the site: http://faculty.law.ubc.ca/cfls/centre/events.html  

 
4. Information, advocacy and referral resources on family law issues 

• Information about the continuum of legal aid services for family law clients can be found 
on the LSS website at www.lss.bc.ca  
 

• Family Justice Counsellors provide clients with information about the law and about the 
Provincial (Family) Court process. They work at Family Justice Centres providing 
information, referrals, help filling out forms, mediation and conciliation services, and help 
planning a separation agreement. To contact a family justice counsellor, call Service BC 
at: 

o 604-660-2421 (Greater Vancouver) 
o 250-387-6121 (Victoria), or 
o 1-800-663-7867 (no charge, elsewhere in BC). 

 
• LSS FamilyLawLine may be a resource for someone with a low income experiencing a 

family law issue. Lawyers on the line provide brief “next step” advice about: parenting, 
child/spousal support, property division, family agreements, adoption, and court 
procedures.  Call the provincial call centre at 604-408-2172 (Greater Vancouver) or 1-
866-577-2525 (call no charge, elsewhere in BC) during the following hours: 

o Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays: between 9:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
o Wednesdays: between 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cfcj-fcjc.org/collaborations
http://faculty.law.ubc.ca/cfls/centre/newsletters/fla_guide.pdf
http://faculty.law.ubc.ca/cfls/centre/events.html
http://www.lss.bc.ca/


                                                                                                                    
 
 

• The Law Foundation funds some advocacy groups to work on family law issues: 
 

o Battered Women Support Services provides education, advocacy,and support 
services to women in Vancouver who have experienced abuse.  604-687-1868 
 

o Sources Legal Resource Centre provides family law legal information and 
advocacy for women in the Surrey/White Rock area.                               778-565-
3638 ext 1901 

 
o BC Families in Transition assists clients in Victoria who are in the process of 

separating, divorcing or dealing with various family issues, by providing a legal 
information hotline; pre-separation consultation; preparation to see a lawyer; 
family court preparation; and information and assistance at court for clients 
seeking family duty counsel services.        250-386-4331 

 
o The Kettle Friendship Centre advocates for low income people with mental health 

issues on child protection issues.                                    604-253-7922 
 

o Atira provides legal information and advocacy services to women living in 
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside in a range of areas including some family law.                                                                                              
604-331-1407 

 
o The Law Centre at the University of Victoria also helps low income clients in the 

Capitol Region with certain family law issues. 250-385-1221 
 

Links to all advocacy (family and poverty law) groups are listed on the Law Foundation 
website http://www.lawfoundationbc.org/  
 

• Information about advocacy groups that are not funded by the Law Foundation, but who 
help clients with family law issues can be found on the HelpMap at Clicklaw.  
http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/helpmap  

 
• Lawyer Referral provides up to 30 minutes of consultation with a lawyer for $25.  The 

contact number for Lawyer Referral is 604-687-3221 or 1-800-663-1919.  
 

• Publications about family law issues are available in hard copy and online through:  
 

o Legal Services Society at http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/resources/publications/  
 

o Peoples’ Law School at  http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca/publications  
 
 
 

http://www.lawfoundationbc.org/
http://www.clicklaw.bc.ca/helpmap
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/resources/publications/
http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca/publications
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